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A B S T R A C T
This thesis is largely concerned w ith  the study of nonparam etric curve estim a­
tion. Given a set of d a ta  it is often desirable to obtain  estim ates of various functions 
which are re la ted  to  the d istribu tion  of the da ta , such as probability  densities and 
regression curves, w ithout having to  impose rigid param etric  assum ptions.
We begin our research by considering the problem  of kernel density estim ation. 
Traditionally, theory  for this problem  has been centred around the L 2 norm  as a 
m easure of loss. However, a tten tio n  has recently been given to  the L\ norm  as 
a m etric for density estim ation -  due largely to the m onograph of Devroye and 
Györfi (1985). The work of these au thors does not, however, provide for the exact 
m inim isation of asym ptotic expected L\ distance. One of our prim ary concerns is 
the  form ulation of the  solution to  this m inim isation problem  and the investigation 
its ram ifications, including L\ based rules for window-size selection.
The classical nonparam etric  density estim ators are the  histogram  and the fre­
quency polygon, which still b o th  enjoy a great deal of usage. The thesis continues 
w ith  the developm ent of asym ptotic L \ theory for these two estim ators.
We fu rther investigate the L\ properties of kernel regression function esti­
m ators (in b o th  random  and fixed design settings), kernel mode estim ators and 
density derivative estim ators.
N onparam etric curve estim ation has become an im portan t tool in discrim inant 
analysis. W hen discrim inating betw een two populations w ith  densities /  and  <7 , the 
likelihood ra tio  classification rule relies on bo th  /  and g. If no suitable param etric  
m odel is available then  the  usual approach is to  obtain  nonparam etric  estim ates 
of /  and g and form  the  classification rule from these estim ates. We observe th a t, 
for the  purposes of discrim ination, it is more n a tu ra l to  estim ate the  difference 
betw een /  and g th an  to  estim ate the  individual densities themselves. A variant 
of least-squares cross-validation is shown to  be an effective m eans of choosing 
sm oothing param eters for the density difference estim ator. We dem onstrate  th a t 
our m ethodology applies to b o th  discrete and continuous data.
Chapter One
INTRODUCTION
1.1 In tr o d u c tio n
N onparam etric  curve estim ation has become an im portan t tool in m any as­
pects of statistics. The sum m ary of d a ta  in the form  of a histogram , the  detection 
of the  num ber of modes in a d istribution , the fitting  of a surface th rough a cloud of 
d a ta  poin ts and the  construction of a classification rule in s ta tistica l discrim ination 
are all exam ples of problem s th a t have solutions w ith in  the realm  of nonparam etric  
curve estim ation.
T he first published work in this field was th a t of R osenblatt (1956). This au­
th o r in troduced  a kernel m ethod for the  estim ation of probability  densities. Parzen 
(1962) expanded this idea, resulting in a flood lite ra tu re  on the topic. Several a lte r­
native m ethods for estim ating a density were proposed, based on concepts such as 
orthogonal series expansions, m axim isation of likelihood products, nearest neigh­
bour distances and spline sm oothing of histogram s. This was paralleled by the 
extension of density estim ation ideas to  the estim ation  of o ther “curves” such as 
regression functions, hazard  functions and discrim ination boundaries. Along w ith 
new m ethodology there  came an abundance of theoretical analyses, m ainly con­
cerned w ith  establishing consistency results and obtain ing rates of convergence. 
One very im portan t realisation brought out by the  theory  is the crucial depen­
dence of the  perform ance of nonparam etric curve estim ators on the  choice of their 
inherent sm oothing param eters. Consequently, c riteria  for the  au tom atic  selection 
of sm oothing have recently received considerable a tten tio n  in the lite ra tu re . For 
an extensive account of the theoretical developm ent of nonparam etric  curve esti­
m ation  see P rakasa  Rao (1983). Relevant survey m ateria l can also be found in 
Fryer (1977), T apia  and Thom pson (1978), Bean and  Tsokos (1980), H and (1981, 
1982), Collomb (1985), Silverman (1986) and M arron (1988).
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1.2  O u tlin e  o f  T h esis
The m ain contributions of th is thesis can be classified into two broad  areas: 
m inim isation of L\ distance in nonparam etric  curve estim ation (C hapters 2, 3 and 
4) and nonparam etric  discrim ination using density differences (C hapters 5 and 6). 
We shall briefly discuss each of these topics in turn .
In nonparam etric  density  estim ation there has recently been significant in ter­
est in the  L\  m etric as a m easure of loss, given by Jn = f  \fn — f\  for a density 
estim ate f n of a density / .  M uch of this interest has been fuelled by a m onograph 
of Devroye and Györfi (1985) which provides a detailed trea tm en t of L\  density 
estim ation. These au thors favour the L\ m etric since it is always well-defined if 
f n is a  density  and it is invariant under m onotone transform ations. O n the o ther 
hand, in the  context of kernel density estim ation, Devroye and  Györfi do not derive 
exact asym ptotic form ulae for the optim al window-size or the  corresponding ra te  
of convergence of E(Jn). Instead  they com pute approxim ations to  these quan ti­
ties. In trad itiona l L2 theory, results for exact rates of convergence axe readily 
available under suitable conditions (see e.g. Parzen (1962)). For exam ple, if the 
Epanechnikov kernel K ( x ) =  (3 /4 ) ( l  — x2), |x | <  1, is in use and /  has a continu­
ous second derivative then  the  Z/2-optim al ra te  of convergence of the  window-size 
h is C2n -1 / 5 where
C2 =  { i 5 / / ( / ' T } 1/5. (1.1)
One of the m ajor contributions of th is thesis is the developm ent of a procedure 
which perm its the calculation of exact ra tes of convergence of E(Jn) and the 
L\ -optim al window-size. Specifically, we show th a t m inim isation of E(Jn) is es­
sentially equivalent to  solving an equation of the  form A(u) =  0, where A is a 
strictly  increasing differentiable function w ith A(0) <  0 and  l im ^ o o  A(u) =  00. 
This allows one to  ob ta in  form ulae similar to  (1.1) when L\ d istance is being 
minimised. As a consequence, a window-size selection rule which asym ptotically  
minimises L\ d istance can be  form ulated. The procedure is shown to be applicable 
to  o ther curve estim ators such as histogram s, frequency polygons and regression 
function estim ators.
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W hen discrim inating between two populations II x and IIy w ith densities /  
and  g and prior probabilities p and 1 — p, the error ra te  is minimised by using the 
likelihood ra tio  discrim ination rule. This involves classifying z as II x if and only 
if
/ 0 ) / ? ( z )  >  (!  -  P)/P- (1-2)
W hen /  and g are unknow n the usual approach is to  construct estim ates f ( - \hx ) 
and where hx and h Y are sm oothing param eters chosen to  minimise the
distances betw een f ( - \hx ) and / ,  and g(-\hY) and g respectively. T he discrim i­
nation  rule based on these estim ates is th a t which classifies z as I Ix  if and only 
if
f ( z \hx ) / g ( z \ h Y) > ( l  -  p ) / p - (1*3)
N otice th a t (1.2) and  (1.3) are equivalent to e(z) >  0 and e(z\hx , h Y) > 0 respec­
tively, where e = p f  — (1 — p)g and
e(z\hx , hY) =  p f ( z \ h x ) -  (1 -  p)g(z\hY).
T he second m ajor them e of this thesis is based on selection of the  sm oothing 
param eter pair (/ix , hY) to  minim ise the distance betw een e(*|/ix , hY) and  e. If the 
L2 m etric is used as the  m easure of distance then  a version of least-squares cross- 
validation, re la ted  to  the selection rules of Rudem o (1982) and Bow m an (1984), 
arises as a selection rule for (hx , h Y). An appealing feature of this s tra tegy  is th a t 
d a ta  from  b o th  train ing  sam ples are used in the sm oothing param eter choice.
C hap ter 2 is devoted to  analysis of the L\  m etric in kernel density estim ation. 
R esults of Devroye and  Györfi (1985) are extended to  allow exact m inim isation of 
asym ptotic  L\  loss. This theory  is subsequently used to  construct a data-based  
rule for selecting a window-size. The rule, which is related  to  the  L 2 -based “plug­
in ” ru le  proposed by W oodroofe (1970), is shown to  be asym ptotically  optim al 
in term s of m inim ising L\  distance. Num erical results are also obtained  which 
indicate  th a t there  is usually very little  difference between L \ -optim al and L 2 - 
optim al window-sizes. For exam ple, if /  is the s tan d ard  norm al density then
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the  X2-optim al window-size of the Epanechnikov kernel estim ator is asym ptotic 
to c2n -1 / 5 where c2 =  2.345 •••. However, we dem onstrate  th a t the Z^-optim al 
window-size is asym ptotic to e in -1 / 5 where c\ =  2.279- • so there is less th an  a 
3% difference in the ra te  of shrinkage of L\-  and L2-optim al window-sizes. This 
small difference is typical of comparisons m ade between L\-  and L2-optim ality  in 
this thesis.
In C hapter 3 exact asym ptotic L\  theory  is developed for the histogram  and 
the frequency polygon. In addition, we establish bounds for the optim al ra te  
of convergence of E (J n) for the  frequency polygon, and obtain  a lower bound for 
lim in fn —oo n 2/ 5E ( J n) for all densities. These bounds ex tend  the theory developed 
by Devroye and Györfi (1985) to  the  frequency polygon.
C hapter 4 deals firstly w ith  L\  theory  of kernel regression estim ators, in bo th  
random  design and fixed design settings. This is followed by the developm ent of 
exact asym ptotic theory for m ean absolute error (M AE) of the  kernel mode esti­
m ator. Here it is dem onstrated  th a t M AE-optim al window-sizes axe quite close to 
the corresponding optim al window-sizes for m inim isation of m ean squared error 
(M SE). For exam ple, if we restrict ourselves to  second order kernels then  the  ra tio  
of M A E-optim al and M SE-optim al shrinkage rates is shown to  be 0.8453 • • • un i­
formly over all thrice-differentiable densities. The L\  theory  of density derivative 
estim ation is also briefly covered in this chapter.
In C hapter 5 we investigate the  use of density differences for the  discrim ina­
tion of categorical da ta. The kernel estim ator of Aitchison and A itken (1976) is 
used to  construct density difference estim ators for the classification of m ultivariate 
b inary  da ta . A variant of least-squares cross-validation is employed as a m eans 
of autom atically  selecting the sm oothing param eter pair (hx , h Y). This is subse­
quently shown to  be asym ptotically  optim al by arguing as in Bowm an, Hall and 
T itterin g to n  (1984). A sim ilar trea tm en t of unstruc tu red  m ultinom ial d a ta  is also 
given.
In C hapter 6 we adap t th e  ideas of C hapter 5 to  cater for the discrim ination 
of continuous data. The asym ptotic optim ality  of the  window-size selection rule
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in this case is proved using techniques similar to those of Stone (1984).
There are two appendices to the thesis, bo th  referred to in C hapter 2. An L\ 
asym ptotic optim ality  result is proved via Kolm os-M ajor-Tusnady techniques in 
Appendix A. In A ppendix B we explain the generalisation of least-squares cross- 
validation to  density derivative estim ators.
Throughout this thesis the  set of real num bers is denoted by R , while the set of 
integers is denoted by Z. T he univariate norm al density function and d istribution  
function are represented by <j> and $  respectively. Unqualified integrals are over 
R  or R d, depending upon the  context. The m inim um  of two real num bers s and 
t is denoted by s A t.
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C h a p te r  Two
M IN I M I S A T I O N  OF Lx D IS T A N C E  IN  K E R N E L  
D E N S I T Y  E S T IM A T IO N
2.1 In tr o d u c t io n
One of the m ost w idely-studied and best understood estim ators of probability  
density is the kernel estim ator. Let X i , X 2 , . . .  be a sequence of independent 
random  variables w ith common univariate density / .  The kernel estim ato r based 
on the sample . . . ,  X n which we consider is given by
n
f n{x\h) = (n /i)“ 1 2^ K{(x  “  Xi) /h] ,
i=i
where K  is the kernel function and h is the window-size. Conditions on K  and h 
are given in the next section.
The choice of window-size is of fundam ental im portance when constructing a 
kernel estim ator. An overly small window-size means th a t the estim ator places too 
much em phasis on the given sample which induces a high degree of variance; too 
large a choice of window-size has the effect of “sm oothing o u t” m uch of the detail 
of the true  density, which corresponds to  a large am ount of bias. The classical 
setting  for the variance-bias trade-off is th a t in which loss is m easured in term s of 
L2 distance, M n{h) =  f  { /„ ( • |h) — / } 2. Expected L2 loss can be expressed simply 
in term s of variance and bias as
E { M n(h)} = Vn(h) +  B n(h),
where Vn(h) = f  V a r{ /n(-|/i)} and B n(h) = f { E f n(-\h) — f } 2. U nder suitable 
assum ptions, Vn(h) and B n(h) each have straightforw ard asym ptotic expansions. 
The optim al ra te  of convergence of E { M n(h)} is achieved when the  orders of 
m agnitude of Vn(h) and  B n(h) are m atched. From  this, closed form  formulae for 
the exact optim al shrinkage ra te  of the window-size are easily obtainable. The 
m ain purpose of this chap ter is to describe solutions to  the  same problem  for L\  
distance, Jn(h) =  f  | f n(- |h) — f  |, and to  discuss their im plications.
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W hen minimising expected L\  distance the principle of balancing orders of 
m agnitude of variance and squared bias still applies, although it is more appropri­
a te  to  work w ith bias and standard  deviation instead. Consequently, the  optim al 
order of m agnitude of an L \-optim al window-size is identical to the corresponding 
L2-optim al window-size. However, since E { J n(h)} is a com plicated function of bias 
and  s tan d ard  deviation, exact closed form form ulae for the L \-op tim al shrinkage 
ra te  are not obtainable in general. Nevertheless, we show th a t num erical solu­
tions can be found by firstly observing th a t the problem  is essentially equivalent 
to  solving an equation of the form A(v) =  0, where the solution is unique, and 
th en  appealing to  N ew ton’s m ethod.
A nother im portan t problem  which we address is the difference betw een m in­
im ising L\  distance and L2 distance. This can be quantified in term s of how close 
th e  Li  -optim al window-sizes are to  the ir L2 counterparts. We show by exam ple 
th a t the  difference is only a  few percent in the m ajority  of cases.
In  the  context of L 2 loss, a num ber of window-size selection procedures which 
utilise asym ptotic form ulae for optim al window-sizes have been proposed, such 
as those suggested by W oodroofe (1970), Scott, T apia  and Thom pson (1977) and 
Silverm an (1986 p.45). O ur algorithm  for minimising L\  distance makes it possible 
to  ob ta in  L\  versions of each of these procedures.
Section 2 describes our approach to asym ptotic m inim isation of E { J n(h)}. 
Section 3 extends this approach to the asym ptotic m inim isation of re la ted  m easures 
of loss, including th a t of general L q loss for q > 1. T he problem  of window- 
size selection is investigated in Section4, leading to  an L \-asym ptotically  optim al 
selection rule. Num erical results are presented and discussed in Section 5. All 
proofs are deferred to  Section 6.
2 .2  L i T h eo ry  o f  th e  K ern el E stim a to r
T hroughout th is section it is assum ed th a t K  is a real-valued, m easurable 
function such th a t
0, j  =  1 , . . .  , p  — 1;
( —1)P«1 0, j = p .
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We also assume th a t K  is bounded, has com pact support and in tegrates to unity. 
T he  window-size h =  h(n) is a sequence of positive real num bers such th a t h —► 0 
and  nh —► oo as n —* oc.
We commence w ith a brief summary" of L 2 theory for the kernel estim ate. 
Assum ing / ^  is continuous and non-zero at x, and / ( x )  >  0, straightforw ard 
calculations can be used to show th a t the asym ptotic bias and variance of /„ (- |/i)  
are given by
E f n(x\h) -  / ( x )  ~  ( « 1  / p \ ) f {p\ x ) h p
and
V ar{ /n (x|/r)} ~  f  (x) (nh)~l ,
where k2 =  ( /  K 2) 2 (see e.g. Parzen (1962)). Letting b and cr denote the  functions 
( « 1  / p \ ) f ( p) and K2f  2 we obtain  from  these th a t
E { M „ ( h ) }  =  h2p J b2 +  ( n h ) - 1 J  a 2 +  +  ( n h ) - 1}. (2.1)
To asym ptotically  minimise M n, the window-size is chosen so th a t bias and s tan ­
dard  deviation are of the same order of m agnitude. This is achieved by  taking h 
equal to  hu =  u2n~p^ 2p+1  ^ to  give
E { M n(hu)} n -2p/(2p+l) +  0{ n -2p/(2p+l)^
and  then  choosing u to  minimise the leading coefficient
A2(u) = + u - 2
T he value a t which X2 a tta in s  its m inim um , u2 say, is easily obtained from  calculus 
to  be
(«P2' 2 J J > 2 1
l/(2p+l) (P\)24  ]
U  p f b 2j [2pK2 J { f (p>} 2\
l/(2p+l)
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which provides us w ith  the  well-known form ula for the  L 2 asym ptotically  optim al
window-size
h*2 =  h =  ( u l f n - 1' ^ ^ (2 .2)
S
w ith  corresponding L 2 error
2 p / ( 2 p + l ) l / ( 2 p + l )
E { M n(hl)} =( 2p+  l ) ( 2p ) _ 2 p / , ( 2 p + 1 )  U  a 2 ) ( J  b2 \ n - 2 P / ( 2 P+ i )
W indow-size selection rules based on (2.2) have been discussed in the  litera­
tu re . The Ü2 -optim al coefficient may be w ritten
K ) 2 =  a
where
a ( I < )  =  {(p!)2«2 /(2p «?))1/(2p+1)
depends on K  and is known and ß ( f )  =  [ / { / ^ } 2]~1/^ 2p~1’1  ^ depends on the un ­
known density. W oodroofe (1970), in the local density estim ation context, sug­
gested using an initial window-size to estim ate / ^  and “plugging” th is estim ate 
in to  the  form ula for the Z^-optim al window-size to ob ta in  the final choice. Scott, 
T apia and  Thom pson (1977), in the case where p =  2, proposed choosing h to be 
the  largest solution to  the  equation
h =  a ( K ) ß { f n(-\h)}n- 1/5,
and showed th a t a solution could be arrived at by iteration . Silverm an (1986, 
p.45) has suggested using the norm al d istribution  as a s tan d ard  reference. This 
involves observing th a t if /  is norm al w ith variance 62 then
/ ( / " ) 2 = (3/8).r-^ -5,
so th a t if a G aussian kernel is in use then
h\  =  (4 /3 )1/5Än_1/ 5 =  (1.06 • • -)<5n"1/5.
T he selection rule involves replacing S by a data-based  estim ate 6 to  select a 
window-size.
To derive the  L\  equivalent of the above L 2 results we begin w ith  the L\  
analogue of (2.1) which states th a t
E{J„(h)} = J (n /i) -W T o{hp +  (n h ) 2 },
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where
ip(t) =  2£4>(t) +  26(t) — t, t e n .
This is the p th  order version of the second order kernel result presented in T he­
orem  5.1 of Devroye and Györfi (19S5, p.78). There it was assum ed th a t /  has 
two continuous derivatives and com pact support. We shall see la ter th a t the as­
sum ption  of com pact support can be replaced by a weak m om ent condition. The 
function  ip is sym m etric. N ote also th a t
iP\t) =  2$(*) -  1
and
ip"{t) =  2(p{t),
so th a t ip is m onotonic decreasing for negative t, m onotonic increasing for positive t 
and  convex everywhere. T he reason for ip appearing in the  form ula for asym ptotic 
L\  loss is essentially the fact th a t for all t e  R ,
iP{t) =  E \ Z - t \ (2.3)
where Z  is a N(0,1) random  variable. One result for ip which is used extensively 
in the  proofs of th is thesis is given in Lem m a 5.14 of Devroye and Györfi (1985, 
p.93). We shall s ta te  it here for convenience.
L em m a  2 .1 . I f t ,  u , v and w are nonnegative numbers then
It ip(u/t)  — vip(w/v)\  <  |u — w\ +  (2 /tt) 2 — u|.
As for 1/2 loss the  optim um  is achieved by taking the bias and  standard  
deviation of f n(x\h) to  be of the sam e order of m agnitude. Thus we again take h 
equal to  hu and obtain
E{ Jn{K)} = u- 1 J  cn/> (^—+ 0{n -p/(2p+1)}. (2.4)
Recall th a t b and cr are bo th  functions of r ,  say, and th a t in tegration  on the  right- 
hand  side of (2.4) is w ith respect to  x. The asym ptotic L \-op tim al value of u will 




D ifferentiation w ith  respect to u yields
A'(u) =  2u~2 A(u2p+1)
where
A(v) =  J  cr[2pvb/cr{$(vb/cr) — |}  — (f>(vb/a)\.
T he value of u which minimises A(u), call it u *, is given by u* =  (u*)1A2p+ 1) where 
v * is th e  solution of A(v) =  0 (v > 0). Note th a t A(0) =  — (2tt)~ 2 k2 J  f *  < 0 ,  
limu-,00 A(u) =  oo and
A'(v) =  J  b[2p{$(vb/cr) — +  {2p +  \)vb/(j<t>(yb/<t)\,
which is positive for all v > 0. This entails the existence and uniqueness of v*. 
Its  value can be found quickly by N ew ton’s m ethod as the  lim it of the  sequence 
u i, Ü2, • •. where v,+i = — A(vi) /A'(u j). The asym ptotic Iq -op tim al window-size
w hen estim ating  /  is therefore
h* =  (u*)2n " 1/(2p+1).
If the  value of v*, and hence u*, is found for a particu lar p th  order kernel K  then 
it is triv ia l to  calculate u j, the  m inim iser of A(u) if a different kernel K q is in use. 
For K q the  values of aci and «2 will be different, «o,i and «o,2 say, in which case
U q =  w* { ( k i K2,o) / («:2« i ,o) } 1/(2p+1).
T he derivation of the exact asym ptotic form ula for the  Li  -optim al window-size 
m akes it possible to  create data-based procedures for selecting h along the same 
lines as those m entioned above in the L 2 case. These possibilities are discussed in 
Sections 4 and  5.
T he following theorem  gives sufficient conditions on /  for (2.4) to  hold in a 
uniform  sense.
T h e o r e m  2 .1 . I f  E \X i \1+€ < 00 for some e >  0; if  /  is bounded; and i f  f  ^  is 
bounded, continuous and integrable; then
lim  sup I np^ 2p+lS> E { J n(hu)} — X(u)\ =  0 (2-5)
n ^ ° °  ue[c-l ,c]
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for every C  >  1. Furthermore,
inf E { J { h ) }  ~  A (u* )n -f,/(2,,+1), (2.6)
where u* is the  unique value o f u which m inim ises \ ( u ) .
T he condition F J |X i|1+€ < oo is only slightly stronger th an  f  <  oo, the 
la tte r  condition being necessary for the function A to be well-defined.
Before closing th is section we shall briefly describe the  extension of the L\  
theory  developed here to m ultivariate nonnegative kernel estim ators. For this we 
assum e th a t the sam ple points X \ , . . . ,  X n are R e v a lu e d  and K  is a symmetric, 
bounded, com pactly supported , d-variate probability  density function. For 1 <  
j  < d we assume th a t Ki =  f Rd z 2K ( z ) d z  is independent of j  and k2 =  ( f  K 2)%. 
T he estim ator which we consider is given by
n
f n(x\h)  =  ( n h dr 1 Y ,  -  *<)/*}
1=  1
w ith  corresponding L \  loss J n(/i) =  f R d |/n (- |d ) — / | .  If /  and all second order 
derivatives are bounded and continuous then, provided h —► 0 and n h d —> oo as 
n —► oo, we have at each point x £ R d,
E f n(x\h)  -  f ( x )  ~  bd( x )h2 =  (k i / 2 ) X 2 f ( x ) h 2,
and
V ar{ /„(x |/i)}  ~  cr2d( x ) ( n h d)~2 =  K2f ( x ) ( n h d)~ 1
where V 2/ ( x )  =  d x j ) 2f ( x ) .  Taking d equal to  hu =  u 2n - 1 ^ d+4  ^ one
obtains
£{J„(/i„)} =  « " i J ( y - y y )  n _2/(<i+4) +  (2.7)
A gain, crd and are functions of x , and in tegration  is w ith  respect to x.  The 
exact asym ptotic form ula for the L i -optim al window-size and the corresponding 
L\  loss can be found in exactly the same m anner as the univariate case by locating 
th e  value of u th a t minimises the coefficient of n _2/ ^ +4  ^ in (2.7).
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2.3 Extensions to Other M easures of Loss
Some simple adaptations of the theory developed in Section 2 to cater for 
other measures of loss will be made in this section. The estimator with which 
we deal is the one-dimensional kernel estimator defined at the beginning of the 
previous section. The smoothness conditions imposed on /  in Section 2 will also 
be assumed throughout this section. The functions b and a  defined there have the 
same definitions in this section.
2.3.1 Minimisation of Mean Absolute Error
When one is interested in estimating /  at a single point x  £ R  for which 
and /  axe continuous and non-zero then the analogue of expected L\ loss is mean 
absolute error (MAE), which is given by
U A E {fn(x\h)} =  E\fn(x\h) -  f(x)\
and has the asymptotic representation
(n/i2p+1) 2 b(x) 
cr(x)
as h —► 0 and nh —> oo. Again we balance the bias and standard deviation orders 
of magnitude by taking h equal to hu:
u 2p+1b(x) 
a(x)
It is easily seen that the MAE-optimal window-size for estimating /  at x is 
(u*)2n_1/ (2p+1) where u* =  (u*)1^ 2p+1  ^ and v* is the unique solution of
2pvb(x)/cr(x)  [0{v6(x)/cr(x)} — y] — f>{vb(x)/cr(x)} =  0.
If we let C\(x) = (w*)2 be the MAE-optimal coefficient and
C2 (x) =  [<72(x)/{2p62(x)}]1^ 2p+1')
denote the corresponding optimal coefficient for asymptotic minimisation of mean 
squared error, then graphs of c\ and c2 are almost identical (see Hall and Wand
\  n - p / ( 2 p + l )  +  0 { n -P / (2 p +M A E { / n ( x | / i u ) }  = u l cr(x)ip
M AE{/n(x|h)} =  (nh) 2<7(x)^ ^ +  o{hp + (nh) 2}
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(1988)). In fact, Schucany (1988) has shown th a t, uniform ly in /  and second order 
kernels K , c4(x) =  (0.985 •• -)c2 ( r ) ,  proving th a t m inim isation of m ean absolute 
error in pointwise kernel density estim ation is v irtually  equivalent to  th a t of mean 
squared error.
2.3.2 Minimisation of L q Loss
For any value of q >  1 we shall define L q loss to  be
N ote th a t for q > 1 th is is not the same as the Lq norm  of the difference between 
f n(-\h) and /  since the  la tte r  would be Jn)q{h)l 'q. Extending the theory  of L\ loss 
to  Lq loss, one obtains
E { J n,q(h)} = J { ( n h )  'crY'ifq + o{hp + (nh)  *},
where i fq(t) =  E \ Z  — t\q and Z  is a norm al N(0,1) random  variable. This implies
th a t
E{Jn,„(h „)} =  U - 1  J  <7^, n -?p/(2p+l) +  0{ n -w/(2p+l)} (3.1)
and  so optim ality  is reached by choosing u to  minimise
A , ( u )  =  u - 1  j  a H q ■
T he ease w ith which th is m inim isation can be perform ed for a particu lar q depends 
crucially on the form of the function i fq. W hen q — 2 we are dealing w ith expected 
L 2  loss, or m ean in tegrated  squared error, and xfq has the  simple form  =
t 2 -f- 1 which allows straightforw ard derivation of closed form expressions for the 
asym ptotically  optim al window-size and corresponding asym ptotic expected loss. 
If estim ating  a density in L 4 then one has to deal w ith  ^ 4(<) =  t 4 ■+■ 6t2 +  3 
which, w ith the assistance of N ew ton’s m ethod, allows the required jL4-optim al 
coefficients to  be readily com puted. O dd integral values of q lead to  much more 
com plicated expressions for ifq. In the previous section we saw th a t =
2 t $ ( t )  -f- 2 (f>{t) — t. W hen q =  3 one obtains
V>3(<) =12f<S(_2)(f) -  12<2$ (_1)( 0  +  Si3$ ( t)  +  4(212 +  1 )<f>(t) -  t z -  Zt
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where ^  l \ t )  =  and  2^(t) =  &  1\ z ) d z .
2.3.3 Minimisation of Weighted L q Loss
Suppose th a t a weight function w >  0 is included in the L q loss form ula, so 
th a t our aim  is to  minimise
E{J„ ,,,„(/>)} =  E
In  th is case (3.1) is generalised to
E { J n,q ,«,(&)} =  u-> J  a qw4>q „ - « ’/(2p+1) + 0 {„-<Ip /<2p+ i ) } )
which is m inim ised in the usual way.
2 .4  Lx W in d o w -s ize  S e le c t io n
The m ost im portan t choice to be made when estim ating the density /  by the 
kernel estim ator defined in Section 2 is the value of the window-size param eter h, 
since it controls the trade-off betw een sm oothing of sam ple noise and estim ating 
the  fine detail of the density. It was established in Theorem  2.2 th a t, as n  —► oo,
E {  Jn( h n)} ~  A(u)n-<’/ (2j,+t>
uniform ly in  u€ [ -C ,  C] for each >  1, and
inf E { J n( h ) } ~  A(u*),
(4.1)
(4.2)
so th a t, in term s of m inim ising asym ptotic expected loss, the optim al choice of h 
is (u*)2n ~ 1/ ('2 p + where u * is the  unique value of u th a t minimises A(u). Recall 
th a t
(  u2p+1b \
A(u) =  u -1
which depends on the functions b and <j . A window-size selection procedure based 
on m inim isation of A would clearly require estim ation of b and cr since they in 
tu rn  depend on the unknow n functions / ^  and /  a. Suppose th a t bn and  a n are 
L \-consisten t estim ators of b and a  respectively; th a t is,
lim  / |6n — b\ =  0 and lim / \an — a\ =  0;
n —*■ oo J  n —*■00 J
(4.3)
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where convergence is in the almost sure sense in bo th  cases. We shall also assume 
th a t <rn >  0. Exam ples of bn and  a n will be considered shortly. An estim ator of A 
would then  be
x ,  x - i f  , f  u 2P+ 1 b n \An(u) =  u I crn7p ( — ------ J ,
which leads to  the  window-size selection rule
h \  = « ) 2n -1/(2p+1) (4.4)
where u* is the  unique value of u th a t minimises An(u). This m inim isation can be 
perform ed in exactly the same way as described for m inim isation of A(u).
From  (4.3) and Lem m a 2.1 it follows th a t, for any C > 1,
lim sup |An(u) — A(u)| =  0 (4.5)
n —00 u € [—c,C ]
almost surely. This entails l i m n _ o o  An(u * ) =  K u *) alm ost surely and lim n—oo u„ =  
u* alm ost surely. Recall th a t h* = (u* )n -1 ^ 2p+1  ^ is the  L\  asym ptotically  optim al 
window-size. Then we also have
lim h*Jh* = 1
n —>-oo
alm ost surely and, using (4.1) and (4.5), we obtain
lim [ ^ { J „ ( f t ) } ] , , = A ; / f ; { J n ( f t * ) }  =  1 (4.6)
n —*• oo
alm ost surely. Additionally, we have from (4.2) and (4.6),
lim [E{Jn(h)}]h=h. J  inf E { J n(h)} = 1 (4.7)
n —► oo n h > 0
almost surely which m eans th a t, in the  context of m inim ising expected loss, the 
selection rule /i* is asym ptotically  optim al. This is a very a ttractive  p roperty  since 
it m eans th a t the  window-size selected by (4.4) is asym ptotically as good as the 
L \-op tim al window-size. The stochastic equivalent of th is result is
lim  J n(h*n) /  inf J n(h) =  1 (4.8)
n —.oo h >0
almost surely which, if it were true , would m ean th a t /i* is also asym ptotically  
optim al in term s of m inim ising raw  L\  loss Jn(h). The following theorem  allows 
us to  prove (4.8) under certain  regularity  conditions.
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T h e o r e m  4 .1 . I f  K  is compactly supported and Holder continuous, and if  f  is 
bounded, then
lim  {inf Jn(k)} / {mi  E{J„(h)}} = 1 (4.9)
n — oo h>  0 h>0
almost surely, and
lim  Jn(h l) /[ B { J n(h )}]A=A; =  1 (4.10)
n —►oo n
almost surely.
It follows from (4.7), (4.9) and (4.10) th a t (4.8) is tru e  under the conditions 
im posed in Theorem  4.1. A result very sim ilar to (4.8) is proved in an entirely 
different m anner in A ppendix A.
C andidates for the estim ators bn and <jn will now be proposed. N oting th a t 
b =  ( « i / p ! ) / ^  and a =  k2/*  we shall use bn = (^ i/p l) fL P\ ‘\hi) and  crn =
i
* 2 f n ( - \ h 2 ) ,  where
f i p)(*\h1) = ( n h y 1) - 1 Y ,  A'<?){(* -  XO/h , }
1=1
and
fn(x\h2) (nh2) 1 ^ T K 2{(x - X j ) / h 2}
i = i
in which K i  is a p tim es differentiable kernel and K 2 is a nonnegative kernel. Of 
course, fnP\ ’\hi) and f n ( ‘\h2) are obtained respectively by p-fold differentiation 
and taking the  square-root of kernel density estim ators w ith  window-sizes hi and 
h2. A ppropriate choices of hi and h2 will be discussed in Section 5.
The nonnegativ ity  of I\ 2 ensures th a t fn(-\h2) is well-defined and th a t an > 0. 
We also require the L\ -consistency of bn and a n, which follows directly from
T h e o re m  4 .2 . Assum e I \ i  and K 2 are bounded, compactly supported and inte­
grate to unity; K [p  ^ exists and is bounded; K 2 is nonnegative; £^ |X i|1+€ <  oo for 
some e > 0; f  is bounded; f  ^  is bounded, continuous and integrable; h i ,h 2 —> 0, 
n h \pJrl/  log n and nh2 —> oo as n —> oo. Then
lim
n —-oo i) -  / <p)l =  o (4.11)
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alm ost surely, and
(4.12)
alm ost surely.
O ur window-size selection rule can now be fully described. Choose K \ , Ä'2 , h\ 
and  /i2 to  satisfy the conditions im posed in Theorem  4.2, to  form the estim ators 
bn and  <rn . These estim ators should then  be used in the  form ula for An(u) to 
locate the m inim um  at u =  u*n. The window-size to  be used in the p th  order 
kernel estim ator is h*n — (w* )2n -1 ^ 2p+1\  If the p th  order kernel K  satisfies the 
conditions im posed at the beginning of Section 2 and is Holder continuous, and 
if the  density /  satisfies the conditions of Theorem  4.2, then  the selection rule is 
asym ptotically  optim al in term s of minimising L i  loss and expected L \  loss.
2 .5  E x a m p les  an d  D iscu ss io n
Exam ples of L \ -optim al window-sizes and the corresponding rates of conver­
gence of E ( J n) to  zero will be presented in Subsection 1 of this section. We shall 
th en  describe an im plem entation of the L \ window-size selection rule proposed in 
th e  previous section, and apply it to  some sim ulated sets of d a ta  (Subsection 2). 
Com parisons w ith corresponding L 2 based window-sizes are m ade in b o th  theo­
retical and data-based  contexts. The section concludes w ith  the application of the 
L \  window-size selection rule to  the analysis of a real d a ta  set (Subsection 3).
2.5.1 Examples o f L \-o p tim a l Window-sizes and Rates o f Convergence
Throughout th is subsection, the only kernel w ith which we deal is the B artle tt- 
Epanechnikov kernel
for which p  =  2. In this case Ki =  1/5, =  3 /5 , b =  (1 /1 0 ) /"  and a  =  (3 / 5 ) 2 / 2 .
Also, as described in Section 2, the L \ -optim al window-size is asym ptotic to  h* =
K ( x )  =  (3 /4 ) ( l  — x 2), — 1 <  x < 1,
(u*)2n  x/ 5 where u * is the  value of u which minimises
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To find u in practice we first locate v* as the lim it of the sequence tq , iq , • • •, where 
=  Vi — H(v i)  and the function H  is given by
H (v )  =  60? {Arv$(vr)  — (p(vr)} J  f "  {4:Q(vr) +  ovrcf)(vr)} (5.1)
w ith r  =  / " / ( 6 0 / ) ^ .  As shown in Section 2, u * is then  given by u* =  (u*)1/ 5. We 
are in terested  in the coefficient (u*)2, which we shall call c1? and in comparing it 
to  the X^-optimal coefficient C2 which has the form ula
c2 =  { l 5 /  / ( / " ) 2} 1 /5 -
W ith  th is no ta tion  the L \ -  and L 2 ~optimal window-sizes axe asym ptotic to Cin-1 / 5 
and C2 n - 1 / 5 respectively.
We now give exam ple of the values of c\ and C2 for several different densities. 
Three of these will be members of the two-com ponent, equal proportion norm al 
m ixture family w ith m eans (-1,1) and variances (cr2,<r2)- This family of densities 
has general form
/(*;<x2,<72) =  i(27r +  i(27rcr ^  e~ ^ ) 2/ ^ l )
and will be denoted by N M (a2, <7$). The o ther densities th a t we consider are the 
s tandard  norm al d istribution  ( / ( r )  =  (27r)“ 2e” x / 2), the B eta(4,4) distribution 
(f ( x ) =  140r3( l  — r ) 3, 0 <  x < 1), the extrem e value density ( f ( x )  =  exe~e ), 
the logistic density ( f ( x )  = ex(ex +  l ) “ 2) and S tuden t’s t i  d istribution  ( / ( r )  =  
( x2 +  2 )-3 / 2).
In Table 5.1 we list the values of c i, C2 and their ra tio  c \ / c 2 . The values of 
ci and C2 are rem arkably close in every case. This closeness m eans th a t, from 
a practical view point, there is virtually  no difference betw een L\  sm oothing and 
£ 2  sm oothing in density estim ation for the vast m ajority  of cases. However, De- 
vroye and Györfi (1985, p.109) point out th a t there  is a considerable difference 
between the L i-op tim al coefficients and £ 2 _° p limal  coefficients for heavy-tailed 
d istributions. W orking w ith an approxim ation to  ci they dem onstrate  th a t when 
the Cauchy density is approached through the family of S tu d en t’s t densities, the
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Table 5.1: Values of c1? c2 and c i/c2 for 
the Bartlett-Epanechnikov kernel.
Density Cl c2 c\/c2
N (0,1) 2.279 2.345 0.972
N M (1,1) 3.013 3.257 0.925
N M (l/5 ,l/5 ) 1.146 1.183 0.969
NM(1,1/10) 0.980 1.033 1.054
Beta (4,4) 0.377 0.422 0.893
Extreme Value 2.236 2.268 0.986
Logistic 3.743 3.630 1.031
Student’s t2 2.792 2.341 1.193
Table 5.2: Values of CA (K )B ( f ) ,  D1( f )  and C*A(I<)B{f)  fo 
the Bartlett-Epanechnikov kernel.
Density C A ( K ) B ( f ) D iV ) C - A ( K ) B U )
N(  0,1) 1.002 1.022 1.341
Beta (4,4) 0.936 0.993 1.253
Extreme Value 1.090 1.169 1.459
Logistic 1.092 1.119 1.462
L \ -optim al coefficient approaches oo whereas C2 is finite for the Cauchy density. 
This m eans th a t for a small value of e >  0, the S tuden t’s 11 +€ d istribution will 
exhibit a large value of c i /c 2 , although Table 5.1 verifies th a t even for e as small 
as 1 ( th a t is, for S tu d en t’s t2 d istribution) there is only about a 20% difference 
betw een C\ and c2.
It is also seen from Table 5.1 th a t the norm al s tan d ard  reference rule dis­
cussed in Section 2 would take the form h2 =  2.345<5n-1 /° when the  B artlett- 
Epanechnikov kernel is in use. The analogue of this rule for L\  loss takes the form 
h\ =  2.279<5n-1 / 5, since c\ =  2.279 • • • for the N(0,1) density.
Observe from  (2.6) th a t the optim al ra te  of convergence to zero of E ( J n) is 
E) \{ f )n~2/ 5 where Di ( f )  =  A(cj ). Bounds for value of D\ ( f )  have been derived 
by Devroye and Györfi (1985, pp .78-79). If B ( f )  =  { | ( J / ? ) 4 f  I f"]}1/5 and 
A ( K )  = then
C A ( K ) B ( f ) <  D x( f )  < C * A ( K ) B ( f )  (5.2)
where C  =  in ft>o =  1.028493-- - and C* =  5(87r)-2 / 5. Since we are
working w ith the B artlett-Epanechnikov kernel, (5.2) can be w ritten
(0.60767 • • - )B( f )  < T>i(/) <  (0.81346 • •
Table 5.2 compares these three quantities for four particu lar densities. Notice th a t 
in  each case the lower bound is rem arkably accurate. T he upper bound is not quite 
as good since it relies on a ra th e r crude approxim ation based on the inequality 
1p(u) <  U +  (2/7r) 2 .
2.5.2 Implementation of the L\  Window-size Selection Rule and Simulation
In  Section 3 an L\  asym ptotically  optim al window-size selection rule was 
proposed. In this subsection we shall discuss its im plem entation when p — 2, and 
also its  application to  some sim ulated data.
To m ake the selection rule fully autom atic  a way had  to be found for choosing 
hi and  h2. We decided to  choose h2, for the  estim ation of f * ,  via least-squares 
cross-validation. The window-size h i, required for the estim ation  of f " ,  was found
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by a generalisation of least-squares cross-validation to  cater for estim ation of den­
sity derivatives. D etails of this extension are given in A ppendix B and H ardle, 
M arron and W and (1989). A problem  which has been observed when using least- 
squares cross-validation to  select a window-size is the occasional occurrence of a 
spurious m inim um  at an unacceptably small window-size. This window-size pro­
vides a curve estim ate which is far too noisy so we selected h\ and h2 to be the 
largest values at which a m inim um  occurs. This stra tegy  provided reasonable 
choices for alm ost every sample. The chosen window-sizes will be denoted by  hi 
and  h2. T o avoid the num erical com putation of integrals in our cross-validatory 
criterion functions we took I \ \  and K 2, as well as JC, to  be the Gaussian kernel 
N ( x )  =  (27t) - 2 e_ l2 / 2 which, along w ith  its derivatives, has simple convolution 
properties (see Appendix B). The window-size selected by this procedure is de­
noted  by h*n (see (4.4)).
A small sim ulation was run  to test the procedure for the estim ation of the 
logistic density ( f ( x ) =  ex( l  +  ex) - 2 ) and the extrem e value density ( f ( x ) =  
exe~€*). For each of these densities 15 samples of size n =  200 and 5 samples of 
size n =  400 were sim ulated and the resulting estim ates com pared to  the estim ate 
ob tained  if h2 was used instead. The L \-op tim al window-size for the logistic 
density is asym ptotic to  1.691n-1 / 5 which assumes the  value 0.586 when n — 200 
and  0.511 when n =  400. For the  extrem e value density the  corresponding optim al 
window-size is 1.010n-1 /° which is 0.350 when n  =  200 and 0.305 when n =  400. 
Tables 5.3 and 5.4 list the values of /i* and h2 obtained from  the sim ulation study. 
T he closeness of the two selected window-sizes for each sample is quite rem arkable 
since /i* is obtained  from an L \  “plug-in” rule while h2 is based on least-squares 
( L 2) cross-validation. These rules asym ptotically minimise L\  loss and L 2 loss 
respectively, so we have fu rther evidence th a t there is little  difference betw een L\  
and  L 2 sm oothing.
Figures 5.1 and 5.2 depict “average case” estim ates obtained from the s tudy  
where, for each density and each sam ple size, we have p lo tted  the graph of the 
estim ates obtained using the m edian perform ance value of h*n . The perform ance
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Table 5.3 (a): Values of h*n and h2 for logistic 
d a ta  and n = 200 (15 replications).
















Table 5.3 (b): Values of hmn and h2 for logistic 
d a ta  and n =  400 (5 replications).






Table 5.4 (a): Values of /i* and h2 for extrem e 
value d a ta  and n =  200 (15 replications).
















Table 5.4 (b): Values of h*n and h2 for extrem e 
value d a ta  and n =  400 (5 replications).









Figures 5.1 (a) and 5.1 (b): Typical estimates of the logistic density when (a) n = 200 and (b) 
n = 400. The broken curve is / ;  the unbroken curve is f n(-\^n) and the dotted curve is f n(-\h2 ).
0.4
Figures 5.2 (a) and 5.2 (b): Typical estimates of the extreme value density when (a) n = 200 
and (b) n = 400. The broken curve is / ;  the unbroken curve is / n(-|/i*) and the dotted curve is
/n (- |Ä 2).
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Figures 5.3 (a) and 5.3 (b): Typical “pilot” estimator for f "  when /  is the logistic density and 
n = 400. Figure 5.3 (a) is the cross-validatory criterion function for the selection of h\. In Figure 
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Figures 5.3 (c) and 5.3 (d): Typical “pilot” estimator for /a  when /  is the logistic density and 
n =  400. Figure 5.3 (c) is the cross-validatory criterion function for the selection of h2 . In Figure 
5.3 (d) the broken curve is /a ;  the unbroken curve is f n*{‘ |hi).
True lambda (u) 
Est. lambda (u)
Figure 5.3 (e): Typical estimate of A when /  is the logistic density and n = 400. The broken curve 
is A; the unbroken curve is An.
Table 5.5: A nnual rainfall d a ta  for Adelaide, South A ustralia 
for years 1839 to 1977. M easurem ents are in m etres.
Year R ain Year Rain Year Rain Year Rain
1839 1.985 1874 1.723 1909 2.759 1944 1.713
1840 2.423 1875 2.920 1910 2.462 1945 1.785
1841 1.795 1876 1.344 1911 1.599 1946 2.259
1842 2.032 1877 2.492 1912 1.957 1947 2.189
1843 1.709 1878 2.210 1913 1.817 1948 2.140
1844 1.701 1879 2.070 1914 1.148 1949 1.823
1845 1.882 1880 2.247 1915 1.938 1950 1.606
1846 2.621 1881 1.805 1916 2.817 1951 2.554
1847 2.909 1882 1.578 1917 2.890 1952 2.000
1848 1.976 1883 2.696 1918 2.664 1953 2.001
1849 2.555 1884 1.878 1919 1.721 1954 1.674
1850 1.984 1885 1.589 1920 2.670 1955 2.458
1851 3.187 1886 1.442 1921 2.264 1956 2.726
1852 2.745 1887 2.569 1922 2.320 1957 1.675
1853 2.713 1888 1.457 1923 2.979 1958 1.757
1854 1.535 1889 3.087 1924 2.344 1959 1.132
1855 2.315 1890 2.578 1925 2.191 1960 2.307
1856 2.494 1891 1.401 1926 2.220 1961 1.497
1857 2.221 1892 2.153 1927 1.692 1962 1.796
1858 2.155 1893 2.152 1928 1.943 1963 2.455
1859 1.488 1894 2.078 1929 1.751 1964 2.192
1860 1.972 1895 2.128 1930 1.865 1965 1.336
1861 2.360 1896 1.517 1931 2.232 1966 1.951
1862 2.186 1897 1.542 1932 2.504 1967 1.011
1863 2.378 1898 2.075 1933 2.222 1968 2.572
1864 1.983 1899 1.884 1934 2.033 1969 2.068
1865 1.551 1900 2.175 1935 2.345 1970 1.901
1866 2.014 1901 1.801 1936 1.934 1971 2.626
1867 1.910 1902 1.643 1937 2.305 1972 1.756
1868 1.999 1903 2.574 1938 1.926 1973 2.662
1869 1.482 1904 2.031 1939 2.329 1974 2.519
1870 2.386 1905 2.228 1940 1.616 1975 2.060
1871 2.355 1906 2.651 1941 2.256 1976 1.454
1872 2.269 1907 1.778 1942 2.544 1977 1.571
1873 2.106 1908 2.456 1943 1.774
Param. dens. est. 
LI density est.
Annual rainfall of Adelaide, S.A. (metres).
Figure 5.4: Parametric and nonparametric density estimates of annual rainfall of Adelaide, South 
Australia. The broken curve is the density of the N(x, s2) distribution where x and s2 are the 
sample mean and variance respectively; the unbroken curve is / i39(-|/i*39).
of h*n is m easured in term s of minimising J n(k)  and the m edian is obtained over 
replications of the same density and sample size. The graphs of f n( ’\h2) and /  are 
also p lo tted  for com parison. Finally, for the m edian perform ance estim ate out of 
the  extrem e value samples of size n =  400 (replication num ber 1 in Table 5.3 (b)) 
we also have p lo tted  the cross-validatory criteria and curve estim ates involved 
in the  various stages of the selection of h*n. The graph in Figure 5.3 (a) is the 
cross-validatory criterion function needed for selection of hi (hi =  1.0035). Note 
the  occurrence of a spurious m inim um  near h =  0.2. Figure 5.3 (b) shows the 
“p ilo t” estim ate f " n(-\hi) com pared to  f n(x)  =  ex(e2x — 4ex -f l ) ( e x +  l ) - 2 . The 
cross-validatory criterion function for the selection of h2 (h2 =  0.5914) is p lo tted  in 
Figure 5.3 (c) and the “p ilo t” estim ate of /*  is p lo tted  along w ith f *  in Figure 5.3 
(d). Figure 5.3 (e) depicts the function A(iz) and its estim ate An(u). The m inim um  
of An(u) is a tta in ed  at u*n =  1.396, which is reasonably close to u* — 1.300.
2.5.3 The Adelaide Rainfall Data
We applied the L\  window-size selection rule to  annual rainfall d a ta  for Ade­
laide, South A ustralia. The d a ta  were obtained from Table 15.1 of Andrews and 
Herzberg (1985) where rainfall readings, m easured in m illim etres, are listed in six- 
day to ta ls  for the period 1839 to 1977. The annual to ta ls  for these 139 consecutive 
years constitu ted  our sam ple. For num erical convenience we converted the to ta ls  
to  m etres. See Table 5.5 for these data. In the discussion adjoining the raw  d a ta  
(Andrews and  H erzberg (1985, p.105)) it was noted th a t a 23 year cycle is evident 
in the  d a ta , as well as a gradual trend  in w inter rainfall. However, since we are 
using the  d a ta  for purely illustrative purposes, it was assum ed th a t the annual 
to ta ls are independent and  identically d istributed .
W ith  a G aussian kernel in use the L\  window-size selection rule chose h*3g =  
0.2697. The density estim ate  based on this window-size is p lo tted  in Figure 5.4. 
The param etric  estim ate  if the assum ption of norm ality  is imposed; th a t is, the 
norm al density  function w ith  m ean and variance set to  the ir respective sam ple 
versions, is also p lo tted  for comparison. It seems very reasonable to  conclude th a t
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the  annual rainfall for Adelaide has a sym m etric distribution. The density estim ate 
appears to  be heavier in the tails th an  the norm al distribution. However, this 
m ay be a sym ptom  of the  fact th a t, for relatively small sample sizes, window-size 
selection rules often tend  to  oversm ooth (com pare Figure 5.1). F urther analysis 
should include a test for norm ality  of the data.
2 .6  P ro o fs
Throughout this section the symbols C, Co, C i, C2 , . . .  will be used to denote 
positive generic constants, possibly having different values at different appear­
ances.
P r o o f  o f  T h eo rem  2 .1 .
We begin by defining for C >  0,
I ( n , h , C ) =  [  —
J\x\> C
and
i /* ( u2p-*”1 b \
\ ( u , C )  = u J  <7^  ^ — - — J  ,
where t/>, b and a are the  functions in troduced in Section 2. We wish to  first 
establish  th a t for any C > 0 and 0 <  h < 1,
I(n,  h, C)  + (6.1)
where g does not depend on n or h and  lim c —oo =  0. Let
h ( n , h , C ) =  [  \ E f n(-\h) — f \
J \ x \ > C
and
h ( n , h , 0 =  [  [V ar{/n ( - |^ ) } ] i
J \ x \ > C
It follows easily from L iapounov’s inequality th a t I  <  I\  +  h ,  so 
it is shown th a t
(6.1) will hold if
/ i ( n , / i ,C )  < 9 l ( C) hp (6.2)
and
I2( n , h , C ) < g 2( C ) ( n h ) - i , (6.3)
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where g\(C)  and g2 (C) each converge to zero as C diverges to  infinity.
By Taylor's theorem  w ith rem ainder and the assum ption th a t K  is of order
P,
y O O
E f n(x\h) = / K ( z ) f ( x  — hz)dz  
J  — oo
= f ( x ) +  [  K(z )  [  hp —— t \-~~-f ip\ x  -  tzh) dtdz,
J - o o  Jo  \ P  —  ! ) •
which leads to 
( p - l ) \ \ E f n( x \h ) - f ( x ) \  = 
Therefore we have
y O O  y  1
hp / K{z) j  f ('p\ x  — thz)( l  — t)p~1dtdz  
J  — oo J  0
• (6-4)
Ii{n, h, 2C) <hp j  f \K(z)\ (  \f^p\ x  — thz)\dt  dz dx 
J \ x \ > 2 C  J \ h z \ < C  Jo
+ hp f  f  \E{Z)\ [  \f^p\ x  — thz)\dt  dz dx.
J \ x \ > 2 C  J \ h z \ > C  Jo
(6.5)
| |
Observe th a t if \hz\ <  C and 0 <  t <  1 then
{x : |x| >  2C |} C {x : \x — thz\ > C}.
Thus the  first term  on th e  right-hand side of (6.5) is bounded above by
hp j  \K(z)\ j  f \ f(p\ x  — thz)\dx dt dz
J \ h z \ < C  J o  . / | x  —t / i z |> C
< h ” ( [ \ K \ ) [  \ f (p)(y)\dy.
\ J  J  J \ y \> Cc
If 0 <  h < 1 then  the second term  is no more than
hp [  \K(z)\dz [ \ f {p)\ < C ~ php [  \zpK( z) \dz  [ \ f ip)\.
J  I / i  Z  I >  C  J  J  J\h z \
Therefore i i ( n ,  h,2C)  <  g\(2C)hp where
S i(2C ) =  ( /  l^l) /  I/W(V)I d y  + C - p J  J  | / « | .
Clearly, l im e —oo <7i(C) =  0, which concludes the proof of (6.2).
To prove (6.3) we let a >  1 and note th a t by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality,
i





9 2 ( c )  = (1 +  |x |a ) 1 dx
|x| > C
1 +  |x |°  <  2a ( l  +  I® -  hz\°  +  \hz\a),
V a r{ /n(x |h)}  <  (n/i) 1 J  K 2( z ) f ( x  — hz)dz .  
Combining (6 .7) and (6.8) we obtain  for 0 <  h <  1
( 6 .6 )
(6.7)
( 6 .8)
j  V a r{ /„ (x |/i)} (l +  \x\a)dx
< (nh) ~12Q J  J  K 2( z ) f ( x  — hz)(  1 -f \x — hz\a +  \hz\a ) dx dz
< (nhy^UjA 2)  J(  1 + \vnf{v)dy
+  J  \z\aK 2(z) J  f ( x  — hz) dx
=  (nh)~12a(( y  A '2)  (1 +  £ J |X i|a ) +
which is finite for a  =  1 +  e. Therefore we have h f n ,  h, C)  <  g2(C)(nh)~ 2, where
52(C) =  32* (C )2 ° /2 U J  K 2' \ ( l  + E \ X 1\a) + J  \z\aK 2\  .
Clearly (72(C) approaches zero as C approaches infinity, as required.
To establish (2.5) it is sufficient to  show th a t for every Co >  1 and C\ >  0,
sup n p/(2p+1)/ ( n ,  hu, C\) < gz{C\)
**G[C0 '.Co]
for all sufficiently large n, where lime1!-* 00 <73 (C i) =  0;
(6.9)
lim sup 
n “ * °°« € [C o  l ,C0]




sup |A(u, C i) -  A(u)| <  flf4(C i),
« e tc -1,Co]
( 6 .11)
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where lim c t— oo 9±{C\) =  0. The functions <73 and g± are each independent of n. 
R esult (6.9) is easily derived from (6.1) by pu tting  h = hu and taking n large 
enough to give
sup rjP/(2 J’+ 1) j ( n 5 hu, C\) < (C 0 +  
u € [C 0 1 ,C0]
Condition (6.10) is a simple extension of Theorem  5.1 of Devroye and Györfi 
(1985, p.78) w ith h = hu. Devroye and Györfi deal w ith  second order kernels and 
com pactly supported  densities. However, the extension to  p th  order kernels and 
uniform  convergence is straightforw ard. Observe th a t the left-hand side of (6.11) 
is dom inated by
9*(Ci) =  CqP(k i / p \) [  \ f {p)(x) \dx  +  (2 / t ) i C0k2 f  f * ( x ) d x .
J \ x \ > C \  J  |x |>C i
The function g\ tends to zero by the  assum ptions th a t is in tegrable and 
E \ X i  |1+€ is finite for some e > 0.
For the proof of (2.6) note th a t
3J57|/»(-|ä) -  f \  > E { \ f n(-\h) -  E f n(-\h)\ -  \ E U - \ h )  -  / |}  +  2 E \ f n(-\h) -  f \
= E \ f n(-\h) -  E f n{.\h)\ + \ E f n('\h) -  / | ,
so clearly
3E { J n(h)} > G\(h)  +  G2(h) (6.12)
where Gi(h)  = f  E \ f n( - \ h ) - E f n(-\h)\ and G2(h) =  f  \ E f n( - \ h ) - f \ .  Using F a tou ’s 
lem m a and the continuity  of }^p\  it follows from (6.4) th a t 
lim in f G2( h) /hp
h— >0
= (p\)- '  J  |/^ |
f O O  /•  1
/ K( z )  /  l im in f f ^p\ x  — thz ) ( l  — t)p~ l dtdz
J - 0 0  Jo h-*°
dx
> 0 ,
so there exist constants Ci,  C2 > 0  such th a t G2(h) > C\ hp whenever 0 <  h < C2. 
Using the boundedness of K  it is easily established th a t G2(h) >  C 3  for h > C2. 
Therefore we have
G2(h) > C, (hp A 1). (6.13).
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Observe th a t for Co >  1,
inf E { J n(h)} =  min 
h>0
inf E { J n( h u)}, inf E { J n( h u)}, inf E { J n(h u)}
«G[Col ,C0] U> C° u < C q 1
Choose Co so large th a t u* 6 [C0 1, Co] and apply (2.5) to obtain
inf E { J n{hu)} ~  n - ?/(2p+1)A(«*). 
uGlC-bCo]
We are finished if we show th a t for C0 sufficiently large,
(6.14)
inf E { J n{h)} =  inf E { J n(h u)}. 
h>° u€[C -\C 0]
(6.15)
It follows from (6.13) th a t
inf E { J n(h u)} >C t  inf /\ 1}
u > C  0 u>Co
= C i { C o Pn ~ p ^ 2p+1)  A 1}
which, in view of (6.14), is larger th an  in fu^ c - i  E { J n( h u)} for sufficiently large
Co- Also by Lem m a 6.1, s ta ted  below, we obtain  for large n,
inf E { J n(h u)} > C  inf { u ~ l n ~ p^ 2pJrl') A 1} 
u c c - 1 u<c- 1
= C {C o n ~ p/ (2p+1) A 1}
which can also be m ade larger th an  i n f ^ ^ - i  E { J n (h u)} by taking Co suffi­
ciently large. This completes the proof of (6.15). 1
L em m a 6 .1 . I f  K  is bounded, has compact support and integrates to unity, and 
i f  f  is bounded, then there exists a constant C > 0 not depending on n or h, such 
that for n > 1 and  0 <  h < 1,
j  E \ f n(-\h) -  E f n (-\h)\ > C { ( n h ) - i  A 1}.
P ro o f. Applying Lem m a 5.8 of Devroye and Györfi (1985, p.90) to  the random  
variables
Zi  =  h ~ l K { ( x  -  X i ) / h }  -  E[h~1 K { ( x  -  X i ) / h }], i > 1
we ob ta in  the  bound
E\fn(x\h)  -  E f n(x\h)\ -  ( 2 / 7r) a {Var fn(x \h)}  2 <  C i(n h ) -1
where C\  does not depend on x, n or h. For h >  n “ 1 it m ay be shown using 
standard  argum ents based on the asym ptotic form ula for V a r{ /n(-|/i)}, th a t for 
some bounded interval / ,
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/[Var{/n(-|ft)}]i > C2(nÄ)"i.
Therefore, for h >  C ßn-1 and C3 sufficiently large,
J  E\fn(-\h) -  E f n(-\h)\ >  I C2( nh)~ i ,
so the  result is tru e  for h > C ^n- 1 . Now let /i <  Cßn-1 and suppose th a t the 
support of K  is contained in the  interval [—5 , 5 ] .  Then
P { f n(x\h) = 0} >  p(x;n)
where
p(x\ n) = P{\Xj  — x\ > sh , 1 <  j  <  n}
=  {1 - P ( \ X x  - x \  < s h )}n ,
Now
P ( \Xi  — x| <  sh)  =  f  f ( y)  dy < 2Bsh
J \ y  — x \ < s h
where B  =  sup / .  Noting th a t 1 — t >  e- t “ t2 for 0 <  t < ^ we get for large n,
p (x ;n )  >  exp{—2Bsnh — (2 B s n h )2}
>  C4 exp(—2Bsnh)
>  C4 exp(—2CzBs)
=  C5 >  0
where C5 depends on none of x, n, h. Therefore
J  E\fn( - \ h ) -E f n(-\h)>J  }d>
> [  \ E f n(x\h)\p(x; n) dx
>  C5 
=  ^ 5,
J  Efn(x\h) dc
which completes the  proof. I
P roof o f Theorem  4.1.
O ur proof relies upon the following theorem  of Devroye (1988). We state  it 
here as a lemma.
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L e m m a  6 .2 . Suppose that f  \K\ <  oo. For all e >  0,
sup P ( |  J n(h)-  E { J n(h)}\>e)< 2 e - n' 2/{32(/|K1)2} 
h > 0 , f £ V
where V  is the class o f  all densities.
Define hopt and  hopt to be the window-sizes which minimise E { J n(h)} and 
J n(h)  respectively. It may be readily established th a t for a > 0 sufficiently large 
we have hopt E Xa = [n ~ a, n a] and
lim P ( h opt, /i* 6 l a , for all n > n')  =  1.
n' -<-oo
For c >  0, let % = 7i(a,c) = {h \ ,  /12, . . .}  be the strictly  increasing sequence given 
by
f hi  =  n ~ a ,
\  /li-l-i =  /i; 4- n “ c, i > 1,
and let m  be the integer for which /im_i <  n a < h m . For each h E Ta define h ^  
to  be the h{ which is nearest to  h. Thus we have |h — h-x \ — infj> i |h — h{\. Our 
first aim  is to  prove th a t we m ay choose c =  c(a) so large th a t for some C  >  0 
independent of n and the  sample,
sup I J n(h) -  J n(hn )I <  Cn  
hexa
- l ( 6 .16)
Suppose th a t the support of K  is confined to  [—3, 5] for some s > 0. Then it can 
be shown th a t
\Jn(h) -  J n(hn) \  <  2s(sup \ K \ ) h x \ h ~ l — h ^ \  +  J  \K (x )  — K ( h x / h y i ) \ d x .  (6.17)
For h E 2a, the first te rm  is bounded above by 2s(sup \K \ )n a~ c. Using the  Holder 
continuity of K  we ob ta in  for constants /?, 7 > 0,
J IK ( x )  — K ( x h / h -}{)I dx <ß  J  \x — x h / h ^ 11(\x\ < s or \ h x /h x \  <  -s) dx
< ß n ^ J \ x m x\
Next choose c so large th a t for positive constants C\  and C 2 we have n a~c <  C \ n ~ l , 
n («-c)7 <  ^ n -1 and h ^ t /h  <  2. T hen an upper bound to  the right-hand side of 
(6.17) is
2s(sup \ K |)C in -1 +  ß C 2 [  | r | 7 d r n - 1 ,
J | i | < 2 a
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from  which (6.16) follows immediately.
L etting  A (h) denote the difference J n(h) — E{  J n(/i)}, (6.16) imphes th a t
sup |A (/i) — A(h-ft)| <  2Cn  
h£Ta
(6.1S)
Set v, rj >  0 and let e — vn  2+r? in Lem m a 6.2 so th a t
m
P{  sup |A ( ^ ) |  >  < ^ P { | A ( ^ ) |  >
- v 2n2" l h 2 { j  \K\)‘
1 < j < m j= 1
<  2m exp
Therefore, since m  =  0 ( n a+c) as n —► oo,
P { n 2 71 sup |A (/ij) | >  u} <  oo
l < j < mn = 1
for a rb itra ry  i/ >  0. It follows from this and the Borel-Cantelli lem m a th a t
lim n 2 71 sup |A (/ij) | =  0
n ‘’°° 1 < j <m
alm ost surely. This and (6.18) together imply th a t
lim n 2 71 sup |A (/i)| =  0
n _ > ° °  hex a
alm ost surely. Suppose it is established th a t for some 77 >  0, Co >  0 and all 
sufficiently large n,
inf E { J n(h)} > C0n - i +r>. (6.19)
h£Ta
T hen simple argum ents lead to
lim I M  = 1n —►oo h£Xa h,£Xa
alm ost surely. Taking a sufficiently large we obtain  (4.9). The same argum ents 
can be employed to  prove (4.10).
It rem ains to prove (6.19). Recall from (6.12) th a t
3 E { J n(h)} > Gi(h)  +  C?2(/i) ( 6.20)
where G\(h)  =  f  E \ f n(-\h) -  E f n(-\h)\ and G2(h) = f  \ E f n(-\h) -  f  |. Lemma 6.1 
asserts th a t for 0 <  h < 1, G\(h)  >  C2{(nh ) ~ 2  A 1}. A lower bound for G2(h) is 
ob tained  by first observing th a t for all
<  2(sup / )  J  \K\.
Hence
G2(h)> A s u p / )  J  |/ST|| JAl )
for some b >  0. The second inequality follows from Lem m a 1 of Stone (1984). 
R esult (6.19) can be derived easily from (6.20) by considering separately (i) n~a < 
h <  n “ 1, (ii) n -1 <  /i <  1 and (iii) 1 <  h < n a .
P r o o f  o f  T h eo rem  4 .2 .
(i) Proof of (4-11)
To prove (4.11) it is sufficient to  show th a t
\ E f n(x\h) -  f ( x )I J  K( z ) { f ( x  -  hz ) -  f ( x) }  dz
lim
n —>oo
=  0 ( 6 .21)
and
lim [  1 /iA -IM  - -E /iA -IM I =  0 n >o°  7
almost surely.
To prove (6.21), consider
rO O
Ef nP\ x \hi) =  h f p / j\{p)(2:)/(a: -  / i^ )  dz
J —oo
rO O
= / K 1( z ) f {p\ x  -  h1z)dz  ,
J — oo
(6.22)
the last equality coming from p steps of integration by parts. Therefore
E f ^ \ x \ h i )  -  f {p\ x )  =  / AR(2 ){ /(p)(x -  /iiz) -  f {p\ x ) } d z .
J  —oo
Suppose that the support of Ki  is contained in the interval [—s, s]. Then for each
C > 0,
sup |£ / i p)( z |M  -  f (p\ x ) \  < f  \Ki(z)\  sup \ f {p)(x -  hiz) - f (p\ x ) \ dz .  
x \ < C  J \ z \ < s  \ x \<C
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Now is continuous and therefore uniformly continuous on [—C, C], so for each 
z G [ - 5 ,5 ] ,
lim sup | / ^ ( x  — h\z)  — f ( p\ x ) \  =  0, 
n - ° °  |x |< C
since hi —> 0 as n ^  00. Since / ^  and I \ \  are bounded it follows by dom inated 
convergence th a t
lim sup \E f$* \x \h i )  -  f {p\ x ) \  =  0. (6.23)
n_"°° |x |< c
Take hi so small th a t his  <  \ C  and observe th a t for \x\ > C and \z\ <  s we m ust 
have I a; — hiz\ > |C .  Then
[  \E f^p\ - \ h 1) -  / (p)| <  [  f  I K ^ W f ^ i x - h ^ d z d x
J \ x \ > C  J \ x \ > C  J \ z \ < 3
+  [  \K i ( z ) \d z  [  \ f (p)(x)\dx,
J \ z \< 3  J \ x \ > C’\ » J \* \
and  since bo th  term s of th is last expression are dom inated by
( [ \Kl\) [ l / <P)0 ) l dZ7
\ J  J J \ x \ > ± C
we arrive at the bound
[  |£ /< p)( - | M - / W | < 2 ( / | * r 1| )  \ f ^ ( x ) \ d x .  (6.24)
J\x\>c \ J  J J\x\>\c
Com bining (6.23) and (6.24) we get for arb itra ry  C >  0,
lim sup [  \ E f t \ - \ h , )  -  / (P)I <  Ci | / (),)(z ) | dx, 
n — oo J  J \ x \ > \ C
where C\ =  2( f  |Tv" 11), and so (6.21) follows from this and  the integrability  of f^p\  
T he proof of (6.22) uses a version of B ernstein’s inequality (see Hoeffding 
(1963)) which we s ta te  as a lemma.
L em m a  6 .3 . I f Y \ , . . . , Y n axe independent and identically distributed with zero 
mean and variance cr2, and i f  each |Yi| <  c, then
P
n
E * <  2exp{ — ^ t 2(ncr2 +  ct) *}
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for all t > 0.
Note th a t for any £ > 0 the integral on the left-hand side of (6.22) is bounded 
above by
M<£
| / W ( . | M - £ / S r t (- |fci)|+  f  \ f (nP)(-\h1) \+  [  \ f ^ ( x ) \ d x
J\x\>£  . / |x |> £
+  E f ^ ^ h , )  -
so it suffices to prove th a t for some sequence £ =  f(n )  tending to infinity,
lim f  |/iP,(-|MI = 0
n—x  J \x \> (
(6.25)
alm ost surely and
lim [  \ t t \ - \ h 1) - E f P
n - " ° ° 7  \x \< i
(6.26)
l*l £
alm ost surely. Take h\ so small and £ so large th a t h\s  <  Then
/  < (»ÄJ+ 1) “ 1 E  [  ^ { ( x - X i y h ^ d x
=  (nhi)~1 'f2 f  \I<[p\x ) \d x
j=1 Jlkn+X il»«
< s u p lA '^ K n ^ )  f
•'1*1x + X ; |> £ ; |x |< a
<  2S suP | / q p)|(n /ip) - 1 ^ / ( | V i | >  I « .  (6-27)
1=1
since |X,-| <  implies th a t the set {a: : |h\X +  X ,| >  £; |a:| <  5} is empty. Let 
e > 0 be such th a t E \ X i \ 1+€ < 00 and put a  =  1 +  e. We take £ =  h 1 p^  where 
2a/{oc +  1) <  ß < a. By M arkov’s inequality,
p = p (\x 1\>  i o < c 2r a
where Co = 2~aE \ X i \ a . Now,
h~pp < C2hp a^~ß 0. (6.2S)
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For each 8 >  0 we have by Lem m a 6.3 (w ith c =  2, t =  8nhf ,
cr2 = p( l  -  p))
q = P £wi*i > lo
i = i
>  8nhp
<  2 exp[—^(<5n/ij)2{np(l — p) +  28nhp} 1].
N ote th a t for hi  <  1, p ( l —p) <  p <  Coh1^ ^  <  and so q <  2 exp{—Cz{8)nhp}. 
Clearly n / i j /  logn  —► oo, im plying th a t q — 0 ( n ~ k) for all fc >  0. Therefore
E^
n=l
(n h l )
-1 £ { w  > lo
i=i
>  <5 <  oo
for all <5 >  0, so by the Borel-Cantelli lemma,
lim {nhi ) - l £ { 7 ( | * |  > * £ ) - / > }
i=l
alm ost surely. Com bining this w ith (6.2S) we obtain
j a m f n f t ') - 1 £  7 ( |* |  >  £ 0  =  0
:=1
alm ost surely. The result a t (6.25) is a consequence of this and (6.27). 
For the  proof of (6.22), define
r  OO
’i ( x ) =  /  I<[p\ z ) 2 f ( x  -  h i z )  di
J — oo
and
r 2(m) =  m a x { r2( x ) ,( l  +  |z |2a) *}•
Also let S c =  {x £ ( —c,c) : (1 +  |x |a ) r 2(x) >  2}. We shall prove separately  th a t
lim [  \ f t \ - \ h 1) - E f t \ - \ h 1)\ = 0
t* -* 00 J l x i K b x e S o o
(6.29)
alm ost surely, and
lim /  |/W (- |/ l l ) - £ / « ( . | / » 1)| =  0 (6.30)
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almost surely. To derive (6.29) we first prove th a t the Lebesgue m easure of 5oo, 
C(S00), is bounded. Observe th a t (1 +  |x |a ) r 2(x) >  2 if and only if ( l  +  |x |a ) r 12(x) > 
2 and let Yc be a uniform  random  variable on ( —c, c). Then by M arkov’s inequality,
\ E { { \  + |Fcr )r 12(y<:)} > {(1 +  > 2}
= P{(1 +  I > 2}
=  k c - ' ^ S c ) .
Therefore
C(Sc) <  \  J  (1 4- |x |a ) r 12(x) dx
for all c >  0 and hence
yO O
£ ( S o o )  <  /  ( 1  +  |x |a) r2(x)dx
J — oo
yO O  yO O
=  / K[ p\ z )2 /  (1 +  \y +  hiz \Q) f ( y ) d y  dz
J — oo J — oo
y oo y oo
< 2 ° /  K[p\ z ) 2 (1 + \y\a + h°\z \a ) f ( y )  dy d;
J —oo »/ —OO
+  q  +  f  \z\aK [?)= 2a 
<  oo
uniformly in hi < 1, since JE?|Xi|a <  oo and is com pactly supported . For
each <5 >  0 the integral in the left-hand side of (6.29) is no more th an
+ f l/ip)(-IM -  ü/S,,)(-|ki)|J(l/S,)(-|Äi) -  > *)JSoo
<  « £ ( 5 » )  +  2  f  | / « ( - | A i M I # ) ( - | * i )  -  £ / < p ) ( - I M I  >  « )
JSoc
< SC(Sao) +  f t - (p+1)(2sup  |ÜTi(!>)|)M : (6.31)
where 
M i = / -  X ,)/M  -  ^ r i p){(x -  X,-)/M](p)
i=l
> 8nhv, +1; )  dx.
Let Y, =  A T , { ( i - V i ) / ^ 1} - £ / v J ,’){ (x -A ri) /f ti} , c =  2 sup  | / q p)| and* =  
and note th a t
cr2 = Var(yi) < r 2 ( x ) h i  <  C \ h i
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for some constant C\ >  0 independent of n and hi.  This leads to 
7ft2(a 2n +  c t)~ l > C2 (ö)(nh^+1)2( C i h \ n  +  n h pJrl)~ l 
>  C3(S)nh lP+1.
Therefore by Lemma 6.3,
E ( M i )  < 2  f  e- Ca{8)nh' P+l dx  =  2C(S00) e - c ^ s)nh' P+1 = 0 ( n ~ k)
Jsoo
for all k > 0, since n h \ p+1 /  log n —* oo. Thus we m ay conclude by M arkov’s in­
equality  and the Borel-Cantelli lem m a th a t limn^oo h 1 =  0 almost surely.
This implies th a t
lim sup  /  |/<P)(- IM  -  £ /< p)H M I  <  £ ($ » ) *
n ^ o o  J l x l K ^ x G S o c
alm ost surely for all 6 > 0, from  which (6.29) follows im m ediately. 
T he integral on the left-hand side of (6.30) may be w ritten  as
L|x|<4;x£S0 2=1 (nhrrt,*i =  1 < 8 r ( x ) ^ a > dx
+ (n h [+1) - ' Y ^ Y ’
1 = 1
I (nhp+1) - '
1=1
>  ^ r (x )^ /a > dx
< 6  J  Tß>a + h~(p+l){2 s u p \I<[p)\)M2
where
M 2 = I
J\x \<Z‘ix £s°° E *2=1
> 8nhp+1r ( x y / a > dx.
From  H older’s inequality we have
J  r(x)^^a dx < r(x)2(l + |x|)a dx j>
ß/(2a)
• oo ( 2 a - /? ) / ( 2 a )
x < j  (1 + \x \ ) - ° ß H * ° - ß )  d x ' j  . (6.32)
The second factor on the  right-hand side of (6.32) is finite by choice of ß.  To deal 
w ith  the  first factor, observe th a t
r°°
■(x)2( l  +  |x |)a dx  <  / r 2( x ) ( l  + \x\)a dx
J — oo
/•oo
+ (1 +  H ) a ( l  +  |z |2o() 1 dx.
J —oo
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Clearly the second term  on the right-hand side of this expression is finite. The 
first te rm  equals
k [p\ z)2 f (x  — h\z){l  +  |x |)a dx dz ,
which is finite uniform ly in hi  <  1 using the fact th a t E \ X i \ a <  oo as before. This 
proves th a t f  r ß/ a < oo. Therefore it suffices to  prove th a t E ( M 2 ) =  0 ( n ~ k) for 
all 6 > 0 and k >  0. We apply Lem m a 6.3, again w ith the same Y{ and c bu t this 
tim e w ith t = M j +1r(a:)^a . From before we have a 2 < Ti (x)2hi < r ( x ) 2h i , so 
th a t
T ( x )  =  \ t 2{ncr2 +  c t ) ' 1
> ^ 8 r ( x ) 2ß^Q(n h p+l)2 { n h \ r { x ) 2 +  c8nhp+1 r ( x ) ß^a } ~ 1
>  C4(8 ) r (x )2ß^a (nhp+1)2 { n h i r ( x ) 2 +  n h p+1 r ^ x ) 13^ 01} - 1 .
Suppose firstly th a t hp <  T(x)2~ß/ Q. Then
T > \C ^ 8 )r { x ) - 2^ - ß)loinh\pJrl
> 2ß/ a- 2CA(8)nh \pJr\ l  +  \x\a Y a- ß)/ a
> 2ß /a~2C4(8)nh21p+\
since x £ S<x> entails r ( x ) ~ 2 >  |( 1  +  |:r|a ). Next suppose th a t hp > T(x)2~ß' a . 
T hen
T  >%Ct (S )nh l+1T(x)ß/a 
>  yC 4(<5)nhj+1( l  +  | i | 2o) - ^ / (2"), 
since t ( x ) 2 >  (1 +  |x |2“ ) - 1 . Since |x | <  $ =  h x we have
(1 + |x|2«)-/J/(2o) >
giving T  > C5(S)nh iP+1. Com bining b o th  these bounds gives T( x )  >  Ce(S)nh\p+1 
for all x Soo and  \x\ < £. Therefore by Lem m a 6.3,
E ( M 2 ) < 2  (  e dx  <  4£ exp{—Ce(8)nh2p+1} =  0 ( n
7 | x | < ^ ; x ^ 5 c o
for all k >  0 and 8 > 0, as required.




Let a = 1 +  e, so th a t E \ X \  |a <  oo. Then
J  \fh-\h2)-fi\<U~| / „ ( * |A a ) - / ( i ) | ( l  +  |
/•O O
(1 -f- Ix l")-1 dx
—oo 
• ooby the  Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. Since (1 -f |^ |a ) -1 dx is finite we need to  
show th a t \ fn(x\h2) — /(a?)|(1 -f- \x\a ) dx —► 0 alm ost surely as n —► oo. For 
C > 0 th is integral is dom inated by
(1 +  C a ) [  \ fn(-\h2) -  f \  + [  f ( x ) ( l  + \x\a ) d x +  [  f n(x\h2)(l  + \x\a) dx. 
J  J \ x \ > C  J \ x \ > C
U nder the  conditions im posed on / ,  K 2 and h2 in the theorem , lin ^ ^ o o  f  \fn(’\h2)~
f  | = 0  alm ost surely (see e.g. Devroye and Györfi (1985) Theorem  3.1, p.12). Also
lim f  f ( x ) ( l  + \x\a)dx  = 0, 
c ~ ¥CO J \ x \ > C
since E \ X \ \ a < oo, so it rem ains to  show th a t
lim lim sup  j fn(x\h2)(l  +  |^ |a ) dx =  0
C-+oo  n — oo J \ x \ > C
(6.33)
alm ost surely. Suppose th a t the support of K 2 is contained in [—5 , 5 ] and let h2 
be so sm all th a t h2s < \ C . T hen the integral in (6.33) can be w ritten  as
» ' T  / K 2(y)( l  + \Xi + h2y\a)dy
i = l  J \Xi  +  h2y \ >C) \ y \ <3
n
< 2a+1 sup ]Ki  |n _1 £ ( 1  +  I X iD /d X i l  >
1=1
+  2“ ft? / \y\
By the  strong law of large num bers,
lim n - 1 Y V l  +  |X j |“ ) / ( |X j | >  \ C )  =  f  f ( x ) (  1 +  \x\a )dx  
n~*°° ^
alm ost surely as n —*- 0 0 . Therefore, noting th a t K 2 has com pact support,
lim sup  [  f n(x \h2)(l  + \x\Q) < Ci [  f ( x ) ( l  + \x\a) dx 
n—-oo J\x\>C J\x\>\C
alm ost surely for some constant Ci >  0. Result (6.33) follows im m ediately from
this and the existence of E \ X \ \ a . I
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C h a p te r  T h re e
M IN I M I S A T I O N  OF Lx D IS T A N C E  IN  
H I S T O G R A M  A N D  F R E Q U E N C Y  P O L Y G O N  
D E N S I T Y  E S T IM A T IO N
3 .1  In tr o d u ctio n
The histogram  is the exordial nonparam etric density estim ator. However, it 
still enjoys a great deal of usage in d a ta  analysis and presentation. A closely re­
la ted  density estim ator is the frequency polygon which is constructed by straight- 
line in terpolation  of the histogram . In the univariate case bo th  estim ators are 
based on partition ing  the  real line into equal-sized intervals, or “bins” , and count­
ing the num ber of sam ple points in each bin. The sm oothing param eter associ­
a ted  w ith  each of these estim ators is the length of the p a rtitio n  intervals, often 
referred to  as the bin-w idth. This chapter is concerned w ith using techniques 
employed in the previous chapter for kernel density  estim ation to  derive similar 
optim ality  results for the  histogram  and frequency polygon. Our theory leads to 
an L\  version of the rules of Scott (1979, 19S5) for bin-w idth choice. We also 
extend the  work of Devroye and Györfi (1985) to derive closed form bounds for 
lim in fn_oo inf/i>o n2/5 E { J n(h)} and lim su p n_ 00 inf/l>o n2/° E { J n(h)} for the fre­
quency polygon, where J„ (/i) is the L\  distance betw een the frequency polygon 
/„ (• |/i), w ith  bin-w idth h, and true density.
Section 2 trea ts  the  histogram , followed by an analysis of the frequency poly­
gon in Section 3. N um erical examples are presented in Section 4. Section 5 
contains proofs.
3 .2  L i T h eo ry  o f  th e  H isto g ra m
We shall consider h istogram  density estim ators defined on the real number 
line w ith  respect to  the p a rtitio n  {Bnr, r  £ Z} where B nr =  [ r /i,( r  -f- 1 )h). The 
p artition  elem ents B nr are the bins of the histogram  and h is the bin-w idth. Since 
our results are asym ptotic in na tu re  we will assume th a t h = h(n) is a sequence
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of positive num bers satisfying
lim h — 0 and Lim nh — oo. (2-1)
n —►oo n—oo
The histogram  estim ator of f ( x )  is given by
|h) — h /in ( ^ nr), x £ B  n r,
where fin is the em pirical m easure based on the sample X \ , . . . , X n and is given
by
/i n ( 5 ) =  n - 1 card{i : 1 <  z <  n  and X{  G 5}, 5  C R .
U nder certain  sm oothness assum ptions on the density / ,  Scott (1979) and Freed­
m an and Diaconis (1981) have shown th a t the I/2 -optim al bin-w idth for the  his­
togram  is asym ptotic to
and th a t the optim al ra te  of convergence to zero of expected L 2 loss M n(h ) =
/{ /n ( - l^ )  -  / } 2 is Siven by
E { M n(hl)}  =  (3/2) (  J { f ' f  J &\  7 n - 2/ 3 +  o (n -2/3). (2.3)
Scott (1979) proposed a data-based  rule for choosing h from the form ula at (2.1) 
by using the norm al density family as a reference standard . The rule is based on 
the observation th a t if /  is the  norm al density w ith  variance cr2 then
hi  =  (247ri)1/3<rn“ I/3 =  (3.49 • • •
This leads to  the data-based  choice
h*n2 = 3.49sn“ 1/3 (2.4)
where s is an estim ate of the s tan d ard  deviation.
Let Jn(h) = f  \ fn(m\h) — f  I be the  L\  distance betw een f n(‘\h) and / .  Our 
goal is to derive the L\  analogues of the  formulae given at (2.2), (2.3) and (2.4).
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Devroye and Györfi. (1985, pp.9S,99) have shown th a t for all densities /  having
com pact support and a bounded, continuous derivative,
E { J n(h)} = J (n /i3)
2/*
+  o{/i +  (n/i) 2 }
where ^  is the function introduced in Section 2.2 and zn is given by
zn(x)  =  2[{(r +  \ ) h  -  x } / h \ f ' ( x ) ,  x G B nr.
Also, they have established the bounds
lim in f n 1//3 inf E { J n(h)} > (0.8S0261 • • •) B H( f ) (2-5)
n —*■00 h >  0
and
where
l im s u p n 1/ 3 inf E { J n(h)} < (1.290381 •• -)BH( f )
£ „ ( / )  =  U ( J 7 * ) 2 / I / ' | } 1/3.
Therefore the optim al ra te  of convergence of E { J n(h)} lies between
( 2.6)
(0.880 and (1.290 • • - ) B „ ( / ) n - 1/3,
and this ra te  is achieved by choosing the bin-w idth to  be asym ptotic to  hu =  
u2n -1 / 3 for some u >  0 (thus balancing the orders of m agnitude of the bias and 
s tandard  deviation of / n(-\h) as for the kernel estim ator trea ted  in Section 2.2). 
The optim al choice of u and  the  corresponding ra te  of convergence of E { J n(h)} 
can be determ ined from
T h eo rem  2 .1 . Suppose that f  has a bounded and Lipschitz continuous ßrst 
derivative and vanishes outside a compact set. Then for all u > 0,
E { J n(hu)} = ((u)n  1 /3+ o ( n  : / 3)
where
C O ) = u lJ j   ^ )  dydx' (2-7)
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The L i-op tim al bin-w idth is therefore asym ptotic to  h* =  (u*)2n -1 / 3 where 
u* is the  value of u th a t minimises £(u). To locate u* we observe th a t £ '(u) =  
2u~ 2A (u3) where
A ( v ) d y d x .  (2.8)
N ote th a t
C »
9f {x)*y*u*  „ f u3/ ' ( s ) y \  ( u3f \ x ) y \
f(x)$ V /(z)^ )  \  /(z)^ /
dy d x ,
which is clearly positive for all u >  0 since ip, ip" >  0; A(0) =  —(27t)~^  f  f% and 
lim v_*oo A(u) =  oo. Together these results imply th a t u* exists, is unique and is 
given by u* =  (ü*)1/ 3 where v * is the  solution of A(v) =  0. In view of Theorem  
2.1 the  best possible ra te  of convergence of E {  Jn (h)} to  zero is £ (u*)n- 1 / 3.
T he assum ption of /  having com pact support can be weakened to the existence 
of E \ X i \ 1+€ for some e > 0 by arguing as in the proof of Theorem  2.2.1.
In Section 4, exam ples of the T i-op tim al bin-w idths are presented. In p a rtic ­
u lar it is seen th a t for norm al d a ta  w ith  variance a 2 the L i-op tim al bin-w idth  is 
asym ptotic  to
K* =  (3.37 • • -)<7n-1 /3.
Therefore the L\  analogue of the bin-w idth selection rule of Scott (1979) is
h*n =  3.37 s n ~ l /3 ,
which sm ooths about 96.5% as much as h*n 2. Consequently, the L\  based rule and 
the  L 2 based rule are virtually  equivalent.
3 .3  L i T h e o ry  o f  th e  F re q u e n c y  P o ly g o n
T he frequency polygon is the density estim ator obtained by straight-line in­
terpo la tion  of the histogram  heights a t the m iddle of each bin. This estim ato r is 
defined on the p artition  {G n r, r  6 Z} where G nr =  [(r — y )d ,( r  +  k)h)  and  is 
given by
fn(,x\hd) h (f  -f 2 x / h ' ) rl(r _ i)) h (r  ^ x //i)^ in( P nr), x  £ G nr.
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Here the B nr have the definition ascribed to them  in the previous section. Again 
it is assum ed throughout th a t the bin-w idth h satisfies (2.1). The L 2 loss °f the 
frequency polygon is investigated by Scott (1985) where it is established th a t for
E{M„(h)}  = (5 /12) (49 J ( f " )2/ 15 j ' n - 4/ 5 + o /n " 4/ 5)
and the b in-w idth required to  achieve this m inim um  is asym ptotic to
h*2 = 2
1 / 5
- i / s
L49/(/")2J
Also in Scott (1985) the frequency polygon bin-w idth selection rule
(3.1)
h ^ 2 = 2.15 s n ~ ^ 5 (3.2)
was proposed (s being an estim ate of the standard  deviation) and is based on the 
result
h'2 =  2(40n-J/49)1/5c m -1/5 =  (2.15 • • • 5
for Gaussian d a ta  having variance cr2.
The asym ptotic theory of L\  loss, Jn{h) =  f  | / n (*|/i) — / | ,  of the frequency 
polygon developed here is for densities belonging to the function class T  where
T  — { /  : /  is a density w ith  two bounded, Lipschitz continuous derivatives}.
For each /  6  F  we pu t B( f )  =  { j ( f  f * ) 4 f  as was done in Section 2.5
in the context of kernel density estim ation. We also define 7 to  be a universal 
constant given by
7 =  |  +  loge( l  +  2 2  ) / 23 / 2 .
T h e o re m  3 .1 . For all f  £ J7,
where
l im in fn 2/ 5 inf E { J n(h)} > A i A 2B ( f )
n —-oo h>0
> A i A 2A^
.4i =  inf = 1.028493 • • •,
u >  0




.43 =  m f .ß ( / )  =  (29/3 4)1/5.
O ur next result involves the functions sn and tn given by
sn(x) = {1 — 3(x — rh)2/ h 2} f"  (x)/6, x 6 G
and
t n(x) = { i  +  2(x -  rh)2/ h 2} 2 f ( x)  2, x € G,
T h e o re m  3 .2 . Suppose f  € T  and has compact support. Then
E { J n(h)} = J  (nh)~ *tnTp +  o{h2 + (nh)~*}.  (3.4)
In addition,
where
l im s u p n 2/ 5 inf E { J n(h)} <  A^ B( f )  (3-5)
n —* oo ^ > 0
A 4 =  5{72/(1 6 ^ )} 2/5.
T he bounds given at (3.3) and (3.5) are the frequency polygon analogues 
of the  bounds for the histogram  sta ted  at (2.5) and (2.6). It follows from these 
th a t optim ally, E { J n(h)} converges to  zero at a ra te  betw een C B ( f ) n ~ 2/ 5 and 
C* B ( f ) n ~ 2/5 where C =  0.659 • • • and C* =  0.882 • • • (so th a t C*/C  =  1.339 • • •). 
This optim al ra te  of convergence of order n -2//° is achieved when h ~  hu =  u2n~1^  
for some u >  0. To extract the  exact optim al ra te  of convergence of E{ Jn(h)} and 
the corresponding optim al bin-w idth  we appeal to
T h e o re m  3 .3 . Suppose f  £ T  and has compact support. Then for all u > 0,
E { J n(hu)} = C{u)n~2/5 -f o(n~2/5)
where
/•OO /*1
C M  = u~1 / cr(x,y)i>





b(x ,y )  = f " ( x ) ( l 2 y 2 -  12y -  l) /2 4  and cr2( x , y )  = f ( x ) ( 2 y 2 -  2y +  1).
It follows from this result th a t the minimising value of u is u* =  (u*)2/ 5 where 
v * is th e  unique solution of
dy dx = 0. (3.7)
This leads to  h* =  (u*)2n 1/° as the asym ptotically optim al bin-w idth.
Once again we note th a t the  assum ption of com pact support m ade in Theo­
rem s 3.2 and  3.3 can be weakened to the existence of E |X i |1+€ for some e >  0 by 
arguing as in th e  proof of Theorem  2.2.1.
which provides about 96% as m uch sm oothing as h*n 2>
3 .4  N u m e r ic a l R esu lts
In  th is section we shall present some examples of L \-optim al bin-w idths and 
rates of convergence for the h istogram  and frequency polygon. Subsection 1 con­
ta ins resu lts for the histogram ; results for the frequency polygon are given in 
Subsection 2.
3.4.1 L \-op t im a l  Bin-widths and Rates of Convergence for  the Histogram
T he following discussion applies to  the histogram  density estim ator defined 
in Section 2. There it was established th a t the optim al bin-w idth for minimising 
expected L \  loss is asym ptotic to  Cin-1 / 3 where the constant C\ is obtained by 
solving A(u) =  0, w ith A having the definition ascribed to  it a t (2.8), and then 
setting  Ci =  (u*)2/ 3. The value of ci can be com pared to its L 2 counterpart
the coefficient of n  1//3 in the  form ula for the L 2 -optim al bin-w idth given at (2.2).
It is seen from results in Section 4 th a t the L\  analogue of S co tt’s (1985) 
b in -w id th  selection rule given at (3.2) is
h*n = 2 .07sn-1 / 5
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Table 4.1: Values of cl5 c2 and Ci/c2 for 
the histogram .
D ensity Cl c2 c i/c 2
N(0,1) 3.37 3.49 0.97
B eta  (4,4) 0.57 0.62 0.92
Extrem e Value 3.77 3.63 1.04
Logistic 5.75 5.65 1.01
Table 4.2: Values of C B H( f ), Dx(f )  and C*BH( f )  fo 
the histogram .
D ensity C B M ) D1( f ) C - B M )
N(0,1) 1.11 1.19 1.63
B eta  (4,4) 1.04 1.13 1.53
Extrem e Value 1.16 1.28 1.71
Logistic 1.19 1.28 1.74
Table 4.3 (a): Values of
Density B „ ( f )
N (0,1) 2 l /3
Beta (4,4) (110257t2/6 ö536)1/3
Extreme Value (2 7r/e)V3
Logistic (tt/2 )2/3




Extreme Value [87r2e“3/,2{52 cosh(5 2 / 2 ) — 2 sinh( 5 2  /2)}]1/5
Logistic (7t8/27)1/10
The values of C\  and Co were obtained num erically for the following densities: 
N(0,1), Beta(4,4), extrem e value and logistic (see Section 2.5 for their respective 
definitions) and are presented in Table 4.1. Notice th a t the percentage difference 
ci and  Co is quite small in every case. This provides fu rther evidence th a t there 
is little  difference betw een estim ating a density w ith respect to the L\  norm  and 
w ith respect to the L 2 norm.
Also for these densities we com puted the corresponding optim al ra te  of con­
vergence of E ( J n) to  zero. This quan tity  has leading term  D i ( / ) n -1 / 3 where 
D i ( f )  =  C ( c i )  an d C i s  given by the expression at (2.7). According to (2.5) and 
(2.6) the bounds
C B H( f )  < D i ( f )  <
exist, where C  == O.SSO and C* == 1.290. The value of B H( f )  for each example 
density is given in Table 4.3 (a). In Table 4.2 we tab u la te  C B H( f )  and
C * B H( f ) .  As for the kernel density estim ator, the  lower bound approxim ates 
D i ( f )  to  a high degree of accuracy.
3.4.2 Li-optimal Bin-widths and Rates of Convergence for  the Frequency Polygon 
Results for the frequency polygon corresponding to  those given for the his­
togram  in the previous subsection are presented here. For the frequency polygon 
density estim ator defined in Section 3, the L \-op tim al bin-w idth is asym ptotic to 
e in - 1 / 5 where c\ =  (v *)2/ 5 and v* is the  solution to the  equation at (3.7). The 
L 2 -optim al bin-w idth is asym ptotic to  con~1^  where
r  1 5  ] 1 / 5
C2 ' 149/( /" )* . '
Exam ples of values of C\ and c2  are listed in Table 4.4 and once again we see th a t 
there is v irtually  no difference between them .
For the frequency polygon the optim al ra te  of convergence of E ( J n) is D 1( / ) n -2//5 
where D \ ( f )  =  £(c l ) n ~ x/ 5 and f  is as defined at (3.6). In Section 3 D \ ( f )  
was shown to  be bounded below by C B ( f )  where C  =  0.659, and  above by 
C * B ( f )  where C* = 0.SS3. Table 4.5 provides a com parison of D i ( f )  and its
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Table 4.4: Values of c1? c2 and cx/c2 for 
the  frequency polygon.
Density Cl c2 c i/c 2
N (0 ,1 ) 2.07 2.15 0.96
B eta  (4,4) 0.35 0.39 0.89
Extrem e Value 2.06 2.08 0.99
Logistic 3.41 3.33 1.02
Table 4.5: Values of C B(f ) ,  Dx(f)  and  Cm B( f )  fo 
the  frequency polygon.
D ensity CB( f ) D i U ) C* B( f )
N(0,1) 1.09 1.12 1.46
B eta  (4,4) 1.02 1.09 1.36
Extrem e Value 1.18 1.28 1.58
Logistic 1.19 1.23 1.59
bounds. The values of B( f )  for each of these densities are given in Table 4.3 
(b).
3.5 P r o o f s
The symbols C, Ci,  C2, . . .  will be used to denote positive generic constants 
throughout this section. For the first proof, /„(• \h) is the histogram density esti­
mato r  defined in Section 2.
P r o o f  o f  T h e o r e m  2.1.
According to Theorem 5.6 of Devroye and Györfi (1985, p.99) we have 
E { J n(hu)} = X (u)n~1/3 +  o(n-1 /3 )
so it suffices to prove tha t  A(u) =  f (u) -f o(l)  as n —* 00. Let f nr =  (r  -f y)/iu , 
r  G Z, denote the bin mid-points and put Z c =  Zf l  \—C h ~ l , C h ~ l — 1]. Applying 
the inequality
ip(v) <  ( 2 / tt)* +  v, v > 0, (5-1)
we obtain
E  f  / ’ */> ( ^ r j r )  ^  {(2 /tt) = s u p / 2  +  (u 3/ 2 ) s u p | / ' | )  =  o( l )
r^Zc A-c ,C)nBnr \ 2 / W
which gives
X(u) =u 1 f  f ( x ) ^  (■
r€Zc ^ Snr '
I / u3f ' (x) (x  -  £nr)
huf ( x )  2 
/ (€ .
da: +  o(l)
=  u 1 E  ^  /  f ( t n r +Ky )* * l >dy +  ° (1)- (5-2)
r| z c ■/-* V ? n r  +  /»ny)^ /
Also, by Lemma 2.2.1 and  Lipschitz continuity of | / '  | and /  z,
/ *  / « „  +  K , ) h  ( *  -  / *  / « „ ) > *  ( *
J - \  V / U n r  +  M ) ?  )  J - i  V / ( $ n r ) 5  )
[2 f2
~ U J l  ^ ,(^ nr +  h u V ~ l / ' ( ^ r ) | | |y |  +  (2/ tt) 2 j   ^ \ f  ((nr +  ^ y ) ’ -  / (£n r) ’
/* T /“l
< u3 I ^C 1y2 hu dy +  (2/77)2 I ^C 2 \y\hudy
— hu (5.3)
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where C3 >  0 does not depend on n. Combining (5.2) and (5.3) leads to
X(u) = u 1 ^2  hu [  f(^nr
r € Z c
On account of the absolute continuity of / '  and Corollary 2.24 of Freedm an and 
Diaconis (19S1) the right hand side of (5.4) can be approxim ated by an integral 
so th a t Ku) = J  J  x dydx + ° (hu)
=CW + o(l),
as had to be shown. I
For the rest of this section we take f n ( ’\h) to be the frequency polygon den­
sity estim ato r defined in Section 3. The proofs of Theorem s 3.1, 3.2 and 3.3 are 
preceded by six lemmas.
L e m m a  5 .1 . Suppose that  limn-^oo f  \ E f n(-\h) — f  | =  0 for a given f  E T . Then  
lim n_oo h =  0 .
) H
U f ' { £ n r ) y  
Ktnr ) ’
dy +  o(hu). (5.4)
P ro o f. For x 6 R  let gh(x) = E f n(x\h).  Assume first th a t lim n_oo h = 00. Then 
9h(x)  0 for all 3b and
lim in f [  \gh -  f \ >  [  lim in f \gh -  f \  =  1
T l — * 0 0  J  J  T X — +  OO
which is a contradiction. Let b be an arb itra ry  positive constant. Observe th a t 
/  I#6 ~  f \  =: 0 is equivalent to
f  \9b -  f \  =  0 for all r £ Z.
J Gnr
Since g& is linear on each G nr th is implies th a t /  is piecewise linear. Consequently 
f "  vanishes alm ost everywhere implying th a t /  =  0 almost everywhere since /  € T . 
Therefore we m ust have f  \gb — f \  >  0 for b >  0. Now assume th a t h —+ b and 
observe th a t
19h — f \  + \9h ~  9b\.
Since g^ is continuous in h , J  \gn ~  9b\ —► 0 which leads to ano ther contradiction. 
Thus, invoking the subsequence argum ent, we conclude th a t lim n_ 00 h — 0. ■
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L e m m a  5 .2 . Let S C R  be a finite interval with non-empty interior and p and q 
be positive measurable functions on S. For any convex function T on S we have
/sp^ / P)>(/sP)^ ( /sV //)-
P ro o f .  Let U be a random  variable having density p is /  JS P and  p u t V = 
q(U)/p(U). Then, appealing to  Jensen’s inequality,
J  pnq/p)/J p = E {* (V )}
><L{E{V)}
which im m ediately gives the desired result. I
L e m m a  5 .3 . Let (Yi, Y2 ) be a random pair having a trinomial ( n ;p i ,p 2 ) distri­
bution. For arbitrary real numbers a and ß ^  0 we have
sup P iaY i +  ßY2 = y )<  c*(l -  Pl)/{np2{l -  p2)} > +  P(K i >  n /2 )  
y€R
where c* is a universal constant.
P ro o f . Observe th a t
n
P (a Y , +  ßY2 =  y) =  £  +  0*2 = y\Yl = i)P (Y1 =  »)
i = 0
n
=  ^ P { Z i = ( y - m ) / /3}P(y1 = 0
z=0
where Z{ is a binom ial {n — z, j>2 /(1  — Pi)} random  variable. Applying Lem m a 5.14
of Devroye and Györfi (1985, p.101) we obtain  for some universal constan t c >  0, 
sup P(aYi +  ßY2 =  y)
n
( cKn ~  0P2(1 -  P i ) - 1 }1 P2 /  ( f — Pi)}]“ ^ A 1) P(Y i =  i) 
1=0
< 77 c(* — --- r r r  £  J°(*i = 0  + £  i>(*l = 0
{(n /2 )p 2( l  -  Pi -  P2 )} ’ i>n/2
< c* (l - p i ) / { n p 2( l  -  pi - P 2 ) } ’ + P ( r i  >  n /2 )  
where c* = 2 2  c. This completes the proof. I
In the  following we let
6n(x) =  E f n(x\h) -  f ( x)  and cr2n(x) = Y ar{fn(x\h)}.
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L e m m a  5 .4 . For each r E Z
E f  \fn(' \h) -  f \  -  j  <7n^ ( 6 n /crn )
J G nr J G nr
< c^n 1
where c* > 0 is a universal constant.
P r o o f .  Suppose th a t x E Gnr. P u t
W i = h - \ r  +  I  -  z / h V . ' ^ X i )  -  A -‘ (r  -  1 -  x / h ) I Bnr( X , )
-  E { h ~ \ r  +  i  -  x / h ) I Bn{r_ g X C  -  A - ^ r  -  1 -  s / A ) / , . , ^ ) }  
and observe th a t
n
n ” 1 ] T  W,- =  /„(x|A) -  £{/„(x |/i)} , x 6 G„r.
2=1
Applying Lem m a 5.8 of Devroye and Györfi (1985, p.90), w ith a =  — bn( x ) / a n(x),  
leads to
[  E \ f n(-\h) -  f \  -  [  (Tnip(bn/(7n) | <  cn 1 [
J G nr J Gnr J  C
E \W *\
E ( W l ) (5.5)
Since x  €  G nr we have
F F h .  <  2/i _1£ { ( |j- +  1 -  x /A | +  |r  -  I  -  x /A |)W ? } /£ (W ? ) <  4 ft"1, 
so the righ t-hand  side of (5.5) is no more than  4cn_1 which com pletes the proof. I
L e m m a  5 .5 . Under the conditions o f Theorem  3.2 and assum ing tha t lim n_oo h = 
0 we have J Ibn -  h rsn \ =  o(h2)
and J \bn\ ~ hr J |sn | ~  ( l / 8 ) / i2 J If"\.
P ro o f .  O ur proof uses argum ents sim ilar to  those given by Devroye and  Györfi 
(1985) for the  proof of their Lem m a 5.17. Since f "  is everywhere continuous we 
have by Taylor expansion w ith rem ainder,
/(*/) =  / ( * )  + (y-  x ) f ' ( x )  + i ( y  -  x )2/ " ( x )  +  i ( y  -  x )2{ /" (£ )  -  / " (x )}
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for some £ E (x ,y ) . Therefore
-  (r ~  \  ~  x / h ) h  1 /  f { y ) d yE f n(x\h)  = ( r  +  I  — x / h ) h  1 f  f ( y ) d y - ( r
d Bn( r-  1)
= / 0 )  +  | ( r  +  2 “  x / h ) h ~ l f ' \ x )  f  (y -  x )2 dy
‘'Sn(r-l)
b t
-  H r  -  \  -  x / h ) h  1 f ' \ x )  [  (y -  x ) 2 dy
J B nr
+  2 (r  +  2 “  x / h ) h ~ l { /"(€o) -  / " (* )}  [  ( y - x )
d  B n(r _ i )
dy
~  l (r -  \  -  x / h ) h  1 { / " ( f i )  -  / " 0 ) }  [  (y — x ) 2 dy
d B nr
for some £o € -Bn(r-i) and £i E From  this we obtain
(*£ ) — d S n (^X^ Rfi^X  , /fc)
where
R n(x,h)  =  | ( r  +  I  -  x //i){ (/i2/3 ) (3 r2 -  3r  +  1) -  x /i(2r -  1) +  z 2} { /" ( f 0) -  /"(a;)}  
-  K r  “  2 “  x / h ) { ( h 2/3) (3r2 +  3r +  1) -  xh (2 r +  1) +  z 2} { / " ( 6 )  -  f " {x ) } .  
Notice th a t
sup |r +  \  — x / h I =  sup |r  — j  — x / h \  = 1
x £ G nr xE Gnr
and
sup |(/i2/3 ) (3 r2 — 3r +  l ) —xh(2r  — 1) +  x 2\
x G G nr
=  sup |(/i2/3 ) (3 r2 — 3r +  1) — xh(2r  — 1) +  x 2\
x £ G nr
=  5/r/6,
so for x  E G n r,
|-Rn(a;,/i)| <  h2 sup |/ " ( z )  - /" ( y ) |.
|r-y|<2/i
Since / "  is continuous w ith  com pact support, f "  is uniform ly continuous so for 
each e >  0 there exists 8 >  0 such th a t \x — y\ < 8 implies |f " ( x )  — f " ( y ) \  < e for 
all x , y  E R . Taking 0 <  h < 8/2  we obtain  for x  in G n r,
sup If " ( x )  -  f " ( y ) I <  e,
\ x - y \ < 2 h
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im plying th a t h 2\Rn(x, h)\ —> 0 for all x. Thus, by the assum ptions on /  and 
bounded convergence, J \bn -  h2s n I =  o(h2).
Also, J \bn\ ~ h2 J |s„|
so it rem ains to  prove J | s n | ~  (1/S) / | / , , |* Let [—C, C), C > 0, contain the 
support of /  and define
zc = zn [ - C h ~ l +  b  C h - 1 — i]  =  ( r  e  Z : G n r  C [-C , C )}. (5.6)
F irst, note th a t
V  [  |-sn | <  2 / l S U p  | / " |  =  o (l).
rfcZc —
Secondly, \f"\  is uniform ly continuous on [—C, C)  so for a rb itra ry  e >  0 and 
sufficiently small h,
sup | |/ " ( * ) |  -  |/ " ( y ) | |  <  e
| x - y | < / i
for all x , y  6 [—C, C).  It follows th a t for r  6 Z c ,
sup | | / " ( x ) |  — sup | / " | |  <  e 
x € G nr G nr
(5.7)
for all sufficiently small h. Therefore
f  _ /*(r+ 2-)^
V '  /  M  < (1 /6 )  V  sup I/"I /  |1 — 3(x — r /i)2/ / i 2| da;
r £ Z c  Grxr r € Z c Gnr J ( r ~ 2 ) h
_ _  /*A/2
= (1 /3 )  ^  s u p |/ " |  / (1 — 3x 2/ h 2)dx
r e z c  Gnr  Q
= ( i / 8 )  X I  sup
r« C  G- '
< (1 /8 )  X  /  ( l / " l  +  «)  +  O W  (by (5.7))
rGZc ,' Gnr
< (1 /8 )  J  \ f"\ + C e/4  +  0 (h ) .
Similarly, we can derive the lower bound (1 /8 ) f  \ f" \ — Ce/ 4 — 0 (/i)  to  give the 
desired result. I
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L em m a 5 .6 . Under the conditions o f Theorem  3.2 and the assum ptions that 
h —> 0 and nh  —> oo as n —* oc,
/ (n/i) * tn o{(nh) 2}
and
P ro o f. For x E G 1
J  <jn ~  (nh) a J  tn ~  j(nh)  2 J r Lf 2
<rl(x ) =0 +  \  ~ x / h f n  l h 2 f  f ( y ) d y l l -  j  f ( y ) dy  \
d B n ( r - l )  (  d  S n(r — 1) J
+  (r -  \  -  x/ h)2n~l h-2 f  f (y)  dy (1 -  f  f (y)  dyX
d B nr l  J ö nr J
+  2{(r -  z //* )2 -  l /4 } n _1/i~2 f  f ( y ) d y [  f (y)dy.
d  Bn(r— 1) d B nr
By Taylor expansion and the sm oothness assum ptions on /  we have
f (y)  dy = hf(x)  +  o(h)
' n ( r - l )
and
giving, after some algebra,
f ( y)dy  = hf(x)  +  o(h)
crn(x) =  (nh) *tn(x,h) +  o{(nh) 2}
for all x 6 R . Therefore, using the assum ption th a t /  has com pact support, and 
by bounded convergence, we obtain
J  Wn ~ (nh) 2*n | =  o{(nh) 2}
and
Let Z c have the same definition ascribed to  it at (5.6). T hen clearly
y  [  t n <  2 / i s u p / 2  =  0 ( 1).
rfcZc
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Since / *  is uniform ly continuous on [—C, C)  then, arguing as in the proof of 
Lem m a 5.5 , we obtain
r __  /*(r +  2' ) ^
/ t n < ^  s u p / 2  I {L +  2(x — rh)2/ h 2} 2 dx
r £ Z c rezc ( r —  4)/i
r h / 2
sup /  2/i- 123/2 /  { (/i/2)2 +  x2} 2 dx
r £ Z c  Gnr Q
sup /2  { |  -f 2-3 / 2 sinh-1 l} /i
r £ Z c
=  V  s u p / 27h 
r ezc Gnr
< 7  f  ( / *  +e)  + 0 (h)
r £ Z c  ^ Gnr
< 7  J f * + 2C j e  + 0 (h).
In the  same m anner we m ay derive the lower bound 7 / / ?  — 2C^e — 0 (h) to 
provide us w ith
/ * „ ~ 7 / b
as required. I
P r o o f  o f  T h e o re m  3 .1 .
We commence w ith the observation th a t
inf E{Jn(h)}  >  min[ inf E{ Jn(h)}, inf E{ J n(h)}].
h>0 h >n ~% h < n ~ ±
Let h* =  h*(n) be a sequence of bin-w idths satisfying h* > n  2 and
E{Jn(h*) }~  inf E{ Jn(h)}.
h > n ~ 2
The condition h* > n ~ % clearly implies th a t (n/1*)-1 =  o (n -2 / 5). The la tte r 
condition on h* implies th a t lim n_*00 h* = 0 . To see th is, let M =  h \ n )  be 
ano ther sequence satisfying /i* —♦ 0 and > n~  2. Then
E { J n(hf)} > E { J n(h*)}{l  + o(l)}
> J  \ E f n( - \ h ' ) - f \ { l  + o(l)}.
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By the  L\  consistency of the frequency polygon, E { J n(h*)} —* 0, which implies 
th a t J  \ E f n(-\h*) — f \  —> 0. Lem m a 5.1 asserts th a t h* —> 0. For all intervals 
S =  ( —C,C),  C >  0,
in f E { J n(h)} ~ E { J n(h*)}
h > n ~ 7
>E J| / n ( - |V ) - / |
> j  &nip(bn/ a n) — cn~1( 2C/ hm + 2)
(by Lem m a 5.4)
> ( /  a n )  ^  ( /  -  0 { (n /i^ )- 1 }
(by Lem m a 5.2)
> A X( ^ „ ^  7 Q j 6 „ ( )  7 - ^ { ( » V ) - 1}
(by definition of A i)
= A X j- r tn h * ) -*  ^ / * }  '  | ( l / S ) ( / i*)2 ^  | / " [ |  7 { l +  o(l)}  
(by Lemmas 5.5 and 5.6)
= A 1A 2B { f ) n ~ 2/ s + o{n~2/ 5).
L etting  C —► oo we obtain
l im in fn 2/ 5 inf £ { j n(A)} >  A1A2B(f ) .  (5.8)
N ext, let /i* be a sequence for which /i* <  n~  2 and
We have
£ U n ( ^ * ) } ~  inf £7{Jn(/l)}.
/ i< n
lim in f n 2/ 5jF {Jn(/i*)} >  [  lim in f n2^5E \ f n(-\h*) — / |
n —► 00 J  n —* 00
(by F a to u ’s Lemma)
> i  Jlim m fn2 5^£ | / n(-|/i*) — £ / n(-|/»*)| (5.9)
by Jen sen ’s inequality. Let a: £ Gn r , for some r  E Z, and (Tr_ i ,T r ) be a random  
pair having a trinom ial (n ;p r_ i ,p r ) d istribution , where
P r —l
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P u ttin g
T  = (r + \  — x / h ) T r- i  — (r  — ^ — x / h ) T r
we ob ta in
= n_3/5(/!*)_ 1jE|T — ,E(T)|
> M P { |T  -  E(T I >  }
(M  >  0 arb itrary , by M arkov’s inequality)
>  M
> M
<[l -  2 M h ' n 3' 5sup 1
{ <6R J
1 -  2 i W n 3 /5
C ^ l - P r - i )
,{ n p r - l ( l  -  P r - 1  -  Pr)}
J  + P ( T r - l  > | )  ) . ( 5.10)
By the  consistency of the histogram  density estim ator (see, e.g., Devroye and 
Györfi (1985), Theorem  2.2, pp.7,8) pr- i / h *  —» f ( x )  and pr/ h * —► f ( x ) almost 
everywhere. Therefore
h*n3/5( l  -  p r_ i ) / { n p r_ ! ( l  -  p r- i  -  p r)} 2 ~ f ( x )  ^ ( / i* )?n 1/10
> / ( x ) _ 2 n -3/20
= o ( l )  (5.11)
for alm ost all x  such th a t f ( x )  > 0. Additionally,
h*n3/ 5P ( T r- i  > n /2 )  <h*n3^5 P { \T r^  -  E ( T r- i ) | >  n ( |  -  p ^ ) }
.  h p T— i ( l  p^ —i)
~ n 2/5(p2r_ 1 -  P r - 1 +  1/4)
~4:(h*)2 f ( x ) n ~ 2/ 5
= o ( l ) .  (5.12)
From  (5.11) and (5.12), the expression at (5.10) is asym ptotic to M  for alm ost all 
x satisfying f ( x )  > 0. Since M  is arb itrary , it follows from  (5.9) th a t
lim in f inf n 2^5 E { J n(h)} =  oo.
h < n ~  2
This, com bined w ith (5.8), implies (3.3).
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To verify the second inequality of the theorem  we appeal to Theorem  5.3 
of Devroye and Györfi (1985, p.SS) which declares th a t for all densities /  6 E,  
B ( f )  > (29 / 34)1 =  A3 w ith the lower bound being a tta ined  by the isosceles
triangu lar density (w ith a generalised definition of I
P r o o f  o f  T h e o r e m  3.2.
Let ( —C, C) contain the support of /  for some constant C > 0 . Using the 
bound derived in Lem m a 5.4 we obtain
E{Jn(h)} - V n 1 p ( b n / a n ) <  ci n ~ 1(2C/h  + 2) =  0{(n /* )- 1 }. (5.13)
By Lemmas 2.2.1, 5.5 and 5.6,
[  crn^ ( 6n/crn) -  f ( n h ) ~ * t ni/> f —7 -yT—
J J \ ( n h )  2t n J
< J  \bn ~  h2s n\ +  (2/ tt)2 J  |crn -  ( n h ) ~ i t n \
=  o{/i2 -j-(n/i)~ 2 }. (5.14)
The asym ptotic behaviour of E{  Jn(h)},  given by (3.4), is a direct consequence of 
(5.13) and  (5.14).
Using the inequality  at (5.1) we obtain
y~(re/i)~h„i/> <(2 / t t J  t n + h2 J  |a„|
= ( 2 l * ) i 7 ( nh )~ i  j  f i  + ( l / S ) h 2 J \ f " \
+  o{h~ +  (nh)  2 },
leading to  the bound
E { J n(h)} <  1 (2 /* )*  7 (71/1)"** J  / *  +  (1 /S )h2 J  | / " |  j  {1 +  o (l)} . (5.15)




s72( J / b 2 
< f l / " l ) 2
inf E { J n(h)} <  5{72/(1 6 x )}2''°
h >0
- 2/ 5 +  o (n -2/ 5),
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which im m ediately leads to (3.5). I  
P r o o f  o f  T h e o re m  3 .3 .
Taking h =  h u =  u2n -1 /° in (3.4) we obtain
E { J n( hu)} = u ~ l f  t n ( x ) ^  d x n ~ 2/5 + o( n~2/5)
J \ x \ < C  V J
where the interval [—C, C ), C >  0, contains the support of / .  It therefore suffices 
to  show th a t
| x | < C  V ^ n ( ^ )
dx
\ x \< C  Jo
cr(x, y)ip f U b/  X' y ) ) dy dx +  o(l).
cr(x,y)
(5.16)
Define r nr =  (r  — | ) / i u , r £ Z, the frequency polygon bin edges, and let
Z c  =  Z n [ -C /C 1 +  J, C V  - | ]  =  { r e Z : G n r C [ -C , C)}.
Proceeding as in the proof of Theorem  2.1, the left-hand side of (5.16) equals
Y f [2{(rc -  Tnr) /h u } 2 -  2(x -  rnr) /hu +  l ] ’ / ( x ) *
z-ry J Gnr
u 5|12{(x — Tnr) /h u } 2 — 12(x -  rnr) /hu — 1 ||/ " (* ) |
r€Zc
X
24[2{(x -  Tnr) / h u}2 -  2(x -  rnr) / h u +  l]% f ( x ) *
Y hu [ (2y2 -  2y +  1 ) 2 / ( r nr +  h uy)*
, ^ • 7 -  JO
u5|12y2 -  12y -  l | | / " ( r nr +  huy)\
dx -t- o (l)
r€Zc
X lf>
24(2y 2 - 2 y +  1 ) * / ( r nr +  M '
Y hu l (2y2 - 2 y  +  l ) * / ( r nr)*
yo
dy 4- o (l)
r€Zc
"'|1.v - ‘2l'- ,‘,"r(r-:.)l I »+<>■)24(2y2 - 2 y  +  l ) i / ( r pl, ) i  
(by Lem m a 2.2.1 and since \f"\ and /  a are Lipschitz continuous)
[  f 1 (2y2 — 2y +  l ) 2 / ( x ) 2
y|x|<c y0
/ u 5 |12y2 — 12y — l | | / " ( x ) |  \  
x — !—  ---------- -— dy dx  +  o 1 ,
V (2y2 - 2 y  +  l ) i / ( x ) i  7
w ith the last inequality holding since f*  and f" are absolutely continuous. The 
last w ritten  expression equals the  right-hand side of (5.16) as required. 1
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C h a p te r  Four
M I N I M I S A T I O N  O F Lx D IS T A N C E  IN  K E R N E L  
E S T I M A T I O N  OF D E N S I T Y  F U N C T I O N A L S
4 .1  In tr o d u c tio n
The kernel m ethod of density estim ation has been adap ted  to  allow nonpara- 
m etric  estim ation of a selection of related  functions. In this chap ter we analyse 
the  L\  convergence properties of kernel-based estim ation for regression functions, 
density modes and density derivatives.
Section 3 discusses the random  design kernel regression function estim ator; 
the  fixed design case is trea ted  in Section 3. In Section 4 we investigate the 
convergence properties of m ean absolute error of kernel mode estim ators. Section 
5 briefly discusses the L\  convergence of kernel density derivative estim ation. All 
proofs are given in Section 6.
4 .2  L i T h eo ry  o f  th e  K ern el R eg ress io n  F u n ctio n  E stim a to r  (R a n d o m  
D e s ig n )
Let (X i, Yi), ( X 2 , U ) , . . .  be a sequence of independent, identically d istribu ted  
random  pairs. We shall consider the problem  of estim ating the regression function
r(x) = E ( Y \ X  = x).
T he kernel regression function estim ator, first proposed by N adaraya (1964) and 
W atson (1964) and based on the sam ple (X i, Y i ) , . . . ,  (X n , Yn), m ay be w ritten
rn(x\h) =  an( x \ h ) / f n(x\h)
where f n(x\h)  is the kernel density estim ator,
n




an(x\h) = (n h ) -1 YiK{(x  -  X i ) / h} .
1=1
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The kernel K  is assum ed to  be a sym m etric probability  density function through­
out th is section. The extension to higher-order kernels is straightforw ard. The 
window-size h is taken to be a sequence constrained to lie in some set H n C R + .
O ur theory for the  L\  loss incurred by r n(-\h) will be confined to  the problem 
of estim ating  r  over com pact intervals having non-em pty interior and on which 
the m arginal density /  is bounded away from  zero. Throughout our discussion we 
shall let 5  denote an interval in R  having these properties bu t which is otherwise 
arb itrary . Notice th a t r  is always well-defined on S  since the possibility of r  
having a zero denom inator has, for sufficiently large samples, been elim inated by 
the above condition on / .  The corresponding L\  loss for this problem  is
J n(h ) =  J  | r n(-|/i) -  r\.
T he asym ptotic m inim isation of this quantity, however, is thw arted  by the random  
denom inator of the estim ator r n(-|/i) which takes the form of the m arginal density 
estim ato r / n(-|/i). If K  has com pact support, as is required for m any of the 
technical results of this section, then  for all large n and small h there is a positive 
chance th a t f n(-\h) =  0 over some set of positive m easure in S.  This means 
th a t E { J n{h)} will be infinite. To overcome this we shall instead consider the 
m inim isation of E { J n(h)} where
Jn(h) = J  |r„(-|/i) -  r | / n( - |/ i ) / - 1 .
The modified loss J n(/i) can be thought of as an asym ptotic version of J n(h) since, 
under certain  regularity  conditions,
Jn(h) =  Jn(h) +  o (l) (2.1)
alm ost surely as n —> oo, uniform ly in h € H n. An outline of the proof of this 
sta tem en t is given in Section 6. We shall preface the  s tatem ent of the first m ain 
result of this section w ith  some notation. Define the functions a, 6, s and a by
a =  r f i  b = (K1/ 2 ) (a " f  -  a / " ) / - 2 ,
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s(x)  =  =  x), a 2 = 4 { s - r 2) f - 1.
As in C hapter Two, k i and k2 are given by
Also, w ith ip having the definition ascribed to it in Section 2.2, we pu t
A (it) =  u ~ l J o”ip(u5b/cr)
and h u =  t r n -1 / 5 for u >  0. Assum ptions which will be used in this section are: 
(A l)  For n >  1, H n =  [G!_1n <5-1, Gn~s] for some constants G > 1 and 6 > 0. 
(A2) The function K  is Holder continuous and com pactly supported .
(A3) The function /  is Holder continuous and strictly  positive on an open 
interval containing 5.
(A4) The functions /  and r  each have a continuous second derivative on S. 
(A5) The functions /  and s are each continuous on S.
(A6) The random  variables Ti, 1 <  i <  n, are bounded.
(A7) The function r  is bounded on 5.
These conditions are obviously not m utually  exclusive. However, th is arrange­
m ent allows convenient statem ent of this results in this section and in Section 7. 
C ondition (A l)  is a common assum ption m ade for the analysis of the regression 
estim ator. Since h m ust satisfy a sim ilar condition to  ensure consistency of r n(-|/i), 
it is not as restrictive as m ight at first appear.
T h e o r e m  2 .1 . Under conditions (AI )  -  (A6)  we have
lim sup I n 2/ 5 E { J n(hu)} — X(u)\ =  0 (2.2)
n"^ °° uetc-bc]
for all C >  1. Furthermore,
inf E { J n(h)} ~  A (u*)n"2''5 (2.3)
h £ H n
where u* is the minimiser of  A (it).
The optim al window-size for minimising asym ptotic expected L\ loss E { J n(h)} 
is clearly given by h* =  (iz*)2n -1 / 5. A rgum ents given for the density  estim ators
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considered in C hapters Two and Three can easily be adap ted  to show th a t u* ex­
ists, is unique and satisfies u* =  where v* is the unique solution of A(u) =  0
and
A(u) =  J  [4vb{$(vb/cr) — — cT(f)(vb/cr)\. (2.4)
An L \-based window-size selection rule for the regression function can be 
developed from the algorithm  described in the previous section by obtain ing an 
estim ate  of the function A. Let bn and b n be X i-consistent estim ates of b and a 
respectively and  define
An(v) =  J  [4:vbn{$(vbn/ a n) -  | }  — bn{ybn/ a n)\.
O ur proposed window-size selection rule is
K  = K ) 2/5n - 1/5
where v* satisfies An(u) =  0. A rgum ents identical to  those given in Section 2.4 in 
the context of density estim ation imply th a t h*n is asym ptotically optim al in the 
sense th a t
lim  [E{j (h )}]H=h. J  inf E { J n(h)} = 1. (2.5)
n —* oo n h e H n
The stochastic analogue of this asym ptotic optim ality  result is
lim j n(h*)/  inf j j h )  =  1 (2.6)
n — oo h£Hn
alm ost surely. This can be established by appealing to
T h e o r e m  2.2 . Under conditions (A l )  -  (A3), (A6) and (A7) we have
lim C i »  = 1 (2-7)n —<■ oo h £ H n h £ H n
almost surely, and
lim J n { K ) l \ E { j n(h)}]h=K = 1 (2.8)
TI—+00
almost surely.
The asym ptotic op tim ality  result at (2.6) holds under assum ptions (A l) -  
(A3), (A6) and (A7) by v irtue of (2.5), (2.7) and (2.8).
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The window-size selection rule h*n and its asym ptotic optim ality  properties 
are dependent on Lx-consistent estim ators bn and bn for b and a. The choice of 
these estim ators is now discussed. Let K o be a twice-differentiable probability 
density function having com pact support, and set
n
f n ( x \h i )  = (n / i1) _1 ^ 2  Ko{ (x  -  X i ) / h i} ,
i=i
n
an(x\h1) =(nhi)~1 ^  YiK0{(x -  X i ) /h i } ,
i = i
n
f ”(x\h2) = n - 1ft2- 3 Y , K o { ( x  -  },
i =  1 
n
< ( * |ht) = n - l h ? Y . Y'K ' i ^ x 
1=1  
n
sn(x|/ ii) =(nhi)~l Y J Y f K 0{(x -  X i ) / h i } / f n(x\hi),
t=i
rn(x\hi) =an( x \h i ) / f n(x\hi),
where hi  and h2 are each positive. O ur proposed estim ators bn and an are
bn( ' \ h i , h 2) =  (Ki/2){a^(-| /i2)/n(- |^i)  -  an(- | / i i) /"(- |h2)} /„ ( - | / i i ) -2
and
crn(-\hi) =  «2{5n(-|/i1) -  rn(-|/i1)2} ? / n(-|/i1) - ?.
The T i-consistency of bn(-\hi, h2) and crn(-\hi) is guaranteed  by
T h e o re m  2 .3 . Assume that (Al),  (A3), (A4) and (A6) are true; hi E H n; and 
h2 —> 0, n /io /lo g n  —*■ oo as n —> oo. Then
lim [  \bn(-\hi, h2) — b\ =  0 (2.9)n~+coJs
almost surely.
T h eo rem  2 .4 . Assume that (Al) ,  (A3), (A5) and (A6) are true; and hi E H n. 
Then
lim [  \crn(-\hi) — <r| =  0 (2.10)
n - ° °  Js
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almost surely.
Effective selection of hi and /12 can be accomplished by using least-squares 
cross-validation as was suggested in Section 2.5 in the context of density estim a­
tion.
4.3  L i T h e o ry  o f  th e  K ern e l  R eg ress io n  F u n ctio n  E st im a to r  (F ix ed  D e ­
sign)
Consider the model
Y i  =  m(xi )  +  €j, 1 <  i <  n,
where m  is an unknow n regression function defined on [0,1], Xi =  z’/n ,  1 <  i <  n, 
are fixed design points, the  €{ are independent and identically d is tribu ted  random  
variables, each having m ean zero and variance cr2, and the  Yi are the  observable 
response data. A class of kernel estim ators of m  is defined by
n
m n(x\h) =  (nh) ~l K { ( x  — Xi)/h}Y{
i = i
where K  is a sym m etric positive kernel in tegrating  to  unity  and supported  on
[—1,1]. Gasser and M üller (1979) observe th a t the asym ptotic analysis of expected
1/2 loss of this estim ator , M n(h) =  / 01{m(-|/i) — ra}2, is hindered the  fact th a t
the in teg ra ted  squared bias near the boundaries of [0,1] dom inates the  in tegrated
squared bias in the interior. To overcome this problem  these au thors suggest
modifying the kernel estim ator near the boundaries of [0,1] by using a second
order kernel K a , w ith support confined to [—1 , 0 :], to  estim ate m(ah)  for each
0 <  a < 1 and the  kernel K ~ , given by K~  =  K a(—x),  to  estim ate m ( 1 — ah).
The modified kernel estim ator is therefore
( (n /i)_1 ^ r = i  K a { ( x ~  X i ) / h } Y i , x =  a h , 0 <  o  < 1;
m n(x\h) — < (n /1 )“ 1 K { ( x ~  x i) /h}Yi ,  h < x  <  1 — /i; (3-1)
( (nh) ~l K a {(xi — x ) / h } Y i , x  =  1 — o/i, 0 <  a < 1.
Assume K  and K a are of second order, and satisfy
(K l)  The functions K  and K a, 0 <  a < 1, each satisfy a Lipschitz condition
of order 1.
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(K2) f^_a K a ( x )2 dx < C  where C >  0 is a constant not depending on a.
(K3) The kernels K a depend continuously on a  and K a —► K  as a  —► 1. 
Exam ples of kernels satisfying these properties are given in Gasser and Müller 
(1979). They also show th a t under (K l)  -  (K3) and the assum ption th a t m  has 
two continuous derivatives on [0,1] the L 2 loss of the estim ator at (3.1), M n(h)  =  
/ 01{m n( - | / i ) - m } 2, satisfies
E { M n(h)}  =  (« i /4 ) / i4 f  ( m " ) 2 + <J2 K2( n h ) ~ 1 + o{h4 + ( n h ) * 1} + O ^ n " 1) (3.2)
J o
where «1 =  J  z 2K  and k2 =  ( /  K 2) 2. The Z^-optbnal value of h is therefore 
asym ptotic  to
2^2 i / sK o<7
- 1 /5
. « 1  Jo O " ) 2 .
(3.3)
T he derivation of (3.2) makes use of the following approxim ations for the  m ean 
and  variance of m n[x\h ):
E { m n(x\h)} = h 1 f  {(x — w ) / h } m ( w )  dw + 0 ( n  x), (3.4)
J o
where K * stands for either K  or K a , depending on the value of x,  and
V slt{m n (x\h)}  = a 2 J ( K ^ ) 2(nh) 1 + 0 { ( n h )  2}. (3-5)
T he analogue of (3.2) for L\  loss J n(h) =  f *  \m n(-\h) — m | is provided by
T h e o r e m  3 .1 . Assuming ( K l )  -  (K3) are satisfied; the function m  has  a contin­
uous second derivative on [0,1]; the random variables Y{, 1 <  i <  n, are bounded; 
and h —>0, nh —> 00 as n —» 00, we have
E { Jn(h)} =  <7K2(n/i)"~ 2 J ^ ---- j + o { / i2+  (n/i)"2 ].-pO(n_ i). (3.6)
In particular,
E { J n (hu)} =  <t k 2u 1 J  ^  71 2/ o +  ° ( n  2/5)>
where h„ =  u 2n 1/ 5.
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The asym ptotic expansion of E { J n(h)} at (3.6) can be used to show th a t 
the Id -o p tim al window-size is asym ptotic to h* — (i>*)2/° n -1 / D where v* is the 
solution to
"  r2vKi m " U ( VKim
\  2 K 2 CT
— -  } — K2(7(f>
VKi TTl
2k2ct
Table 3.1 lists values of c\cr~2//5 and c2cr~2//5 for a selection of regression 
functions when the Epanechnikov kernel is in use. Here c\ and c2 are the coeffi­
cients of n -1 / 5 in the form ulae for h* and h\ respectively. The functions are (i) 
m(t)  =  cos( tt£), (ii) m(t)  — e*, (iii) m(t)  — et / ( e f +  ) and (iv) m(t)  = (t + l ) - 1 -
4.4  L i T h e o r y  o f  th e  K ern e l  M o d e  E st im a to r
The m ode of a univariate  density /  is defined to  be M ( f )  where
M ( / )  =  inf I t  : f ( t )  =  sup f ( s )  
l  sen
Let 9 s tan d  for M ( / )  and consider the estim ator for 0,
9n(h) =
where f n(x\h) = (n /i)-1 ^ ”=1 K { ( x  — X{) /h}  and X l 7 . . .  is a sample of inde­
pendent random  variables, each having density / .  The function K  is assum ed to 
be a p th  order kernel w ith  a continuous first derivative. The analogue of expected 
L\  loss for mode estim ation  is m ean absolute error (M AE), given by
M AE{0n(/i)} =  E\9n{h) -  9\.
A sym ptotic theory  for the  kernel m ode estim ator in the context of minimising the 
m ean squared error of 9n{h) has been developed by Eddy (19S0) where, under the 
assum ptions of h converging to  zero at a ra te  slower th an  n -1 / 5, it was established 
th a t
lim (nh2p+3) 2 = d < 00,
n — *■00
and K  and /  satisfying certain  regularity  conditions (see Theorem  2.1, Eddy (1980) 
for details), th a t
(nh3)% {8„(h) -  0} —* N
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In th is context K\ =  ( —1 )p JzpK  and =  [ /{ / i* 1*}2] 2. Defining
m * i / (p+1)(fl)
p ! /" (ö )
and <72($) /(0)«L{f"(9)Y-
we m ay transform  (4.1) to
6n(h) -  9 = (nh3)~^{db( +  cr(0)Z} (4.2)
where Z  is a random  variable having an asym ptotically N(0,1) d istribution . The 
relation at (4.2) can be used to asym ptotically minimise m ean absolute error by 
taking h asym ptotic to  hu =  u2n~ 1^ 2p+z  ^ and observing th a t
9n(hu) -9 =  n -p/V+3) +
Therefore, as n —* oo,
E\9n(hu) - 9 \  = A (u )n ~ !>/(2'’+3) + o { n - J,/ (2l’+ 3)}
where
A (u) =E\u2pb(9) +  I
= u - 3a (9 W { u 2p+3b(9)/cr(9)}.
The M A E-optim al window-size is therefore asym ptotic to
h* =  (u*)2n~p/(2p+3)
where u* =  (ü*)1/(2p+ 3) and  v* is the  unique solution to  A(v) =  0 and 
A (v )  =  2pvb(9)[§ {vb(9) /  cr(9)} — \] — cr(#)<^{u6(#)/<T(0)}. 
Consequently v* = a pcr(9)/b(9) where a p is the  unique solution to
2p a p{ $ ( a p) -  \ ]  -  <t>(aP) =  0 .
In the special case where p = 2 we obtain  v* =  a2cr(9)/b(9) where
a 2 =  0.4S0949
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Table 3.1: Values of Cicr V5, c2<7 2>/5 and for fixed design 
regression estimation using the Epanechnikov kernel.
Reg. funct. d<J - 2' b c2<t - 2/ 5 ci/c2
(i) 0.781 0.790 0.989
(Ü) 1.345 1.363 0.987
(iii) 6.557 6.620 0.991
(iv) 1.801 1.809 0.996
Table 4.1: Values of c1? c2 and for mode estimation 
using the Gaussian kernel.
Density Cl c 2
Extreme Value 0.862 1.020
Gamma (1,5) 1.710 2.023
Lognormal (0,1) 0.246 0.291
Therefore the M A E-optim al window-size is asym ptotic to h* = c \n  1//| where
c 1
(0.9252 • • • ) /( ^ ) ac2,1
1 / 7
C om paring this w ith  the corresponding asym ptotic M SE-optim al window-size h\  




we see th a t the ratio  of h* to h\  is given by
c i /c 2 =  (0.95252 • • • /3 ) 1/,T =  0.S453 • • •
for all sufficiently sm ooth densities /  such th a t /" (# ) ,  f ' " (0 )  ^  0 and second-order 
kernels K . Table 4.1 lists values of c\ and c2 for a selection of densities when K  
is the  Gaussian kernel. The extrem e value density is as defined in Section 2.5, the 
G am m a (1,5) density is given by
f ( x )  =  ( l /2 4 )x 4e_ I , x  >  0, 
whereas the lognorm al (0,1) density is
f ( x )  =  {x(27t) 2 }_1e“ (log x) / 2, x > 0.
4.5  Lx T h eo ry  o f  th e  K ern el D e n s ity  D er iv a tiv e  E stim a to r
Let X i , . . . ,  X n be a sample of independent real-valued random  variables hav­
ing common density / .  A kernel estim ator of f ^ r\  the r th  derivative of / ,  is
n
A r\x \h )  = «-‘fc- - 1 £  -*,•)/*}
1=1
where K  is a p th  order kernel th a t is r  tim es differentiable and the window-size 
h =  h(n)  satisfies h —► 0 and n h 2r+1 —> 00 as n —► 00. Assume th a t f ( r+P^  is 
continuous, and define the  functions 6 and a by
b =  ( « 1  / p ]- ) f {r+p\  cr =  K2 , r / *  ,
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where K i  — ( —1 )p J  z pK  and K2,r =  [J ' } 2] 2 . The Li  loss of fiir\ - \ h)  is given 
by J n(h) = f  \ f^r\ - \h )  — I and, by a straightforw ard extension of the theory 
of Section 2.2, satisfies
E { J n(h)} =  J (nft2^ 1) - W  ^ nfe' r+^ +1) T5j  
T he L\  optim al window-size has leading term
+ o{hp + (nh2p+1) - i } .
f r *  —  / l ) »')2 / ( 2 r + 2 p + l ) n - l / ( 2 r + 2 p + l )
where v* is the  unique solution of
J  {2pvbQ(vb/cr) — (2r +  l)<j(j>(vb/<T)} =  0.
The optim al ra te  of convergence of E ( J n) is therefore given by
E { J n{h*)} ~  ( t, * ) - ( 2 r + l ) / ( 2 r + 2 p + l )  ^ ( u *  6 / <T) „ - P / ( 2 r + 2 p + l )
4.6  P ro o fs
In the following, C ,  C o , C i , . . .  will be used to denote positive generic con­
stan ts. The interval S  is assum ed to have the properties ascribed to  it in Section 
2. Its Lebesgue m easure will be denoted throughout by C(S).
P r o o f  o f  (2 .1 ) .
We give an outline only. The required assum ptions are (A 1)-(A 3), (A6), (A7) 
and  the  H older continuity of a = r f .  It may be shown th a t
\Jn(h)-Jn(h)\ < £ (S )( in f  / n) - 1 (inf / ) _1 sup | / „ - / | ( s u p  |a n - a |+ s u p  \r\sup  | / n - / | ) .
s s s s s s
( 6 .1)
Lem m a 1 of H ärdle and M arron (1985) asserts th a t, under the above conditions,
lim sup sup \ fn(’\h) -  f \  =  0 (6.2)
n^°° S fc€H„
alm ost surely. Also, it m ay be established in a sim ilar fashion using (A6) th a t
lim  sup sup \an(‘\h) — a\ = 0 (6.3)
n ~ * ° °  s h e H n
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alm ost surely. From  (A3), in f5/  >  Co >  0. Therefore, we have from (6.2) th a t
inf f n(-\h) > \ C q (6.4)
w ith  probability  tending to  1 as n —► 00, uniformly in h G H n. R esult (2.1) is a 
direct consequence of (6.1), (6.2), (6.3) and (6.4). I  
In the following we shall w rite
rn{-\h) = r n( - |/ i) /n(-|/i)/-1 +  r{ 1 -  / n( - |^ ) / _1}
so th a t
Jn(h) = J \rn(-\h) -  r\.
In addition  we put
bn(-\h) = E r n(-\h) -  r, d2(- |h) =  V ar{rn(-|/i)}.
The first three lemmas axe required for the proof of Theorem  2.1.
L e m m a  6 .1 . Assume that lim n—oo h = 0 and conditions (A3) and (A4) hold. 
Then J \bn -  h2b\ =  o(/i2).
P r o o f .  Observe th a t
E a n(x\h)  = h - 1£ '[ £ ( r1|X 1)Jf{ (x  -  X ^ / h } }
r  OO
•=h~l /  r (u )K {(x  — u ) /h } f ( u )  du 
J — 00
/•OO
=  I r(x  — h z ) f ( x  — hz )K (z )  dz 
J — OO
= r ( x ) / ( x )  +  y/i2( r / ) " ( x ) « i  +  o(h2) 
uniform ly in x G 5. Sim ilar calculations give
£ /n ( z |/ i )  =  /(a?) 4- \ h 2 f ' \ x ) n  1 +  o(h2).
Therefore,
6n(x) =  / ( x )_1 { £ a n(x |/i) -  r ( x ) £ / n(x|/i)}
=  | / i 2« i / ( x ) _ 1{a"(x) -  r ( x ) f " ( x ) }  +  o(/i2)
=  h2b(x) +  o(h2)
uniform ly in 5 . The required result follows by dom inated convergence. I
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Lemma 6.2. Assume that nh —* oo as n —► oo and conditions (A3) and (A3) axe 
true. Then
— (nh) 2 cr\ o{(nh) *}.
Js
Proof. As in the proof of the previous lemma, Taylor expansion can be used to 
establish that
Var{an(x \h)} =  (nh) 1 s(x)f(x)n\  -f o{(nh) x},
Vax{fn(x\h)} =  (nh) 1/ ( x)k\ +  o{(nh)i-i-
and
Cov{an(x\h), f n(x\h)} =  (nh) l r(x)f(x)K2 + o{(nh) *},
where all expansions are uniform in x £ S. Thus,
cr2n(x) = f (x )~2[Vai{an(x\h)} +  r(x)2Var{/n(x|/i)} -  2r(x)Cov{an(x\h), f n(x\h)}]
=(nh)~1 ^ / ( x ) * 1 {s(x) — r(x)2} +  o{(n/i)-1 } 
from which the required result follows. I
Lemma 6.3. Let (A3), (A6) and (A7) hold and x € S. We have
bn(x)E\fn(x\h) -  r(x)| -  an(x)ip
&n(x)
< c(nh) - l (6.5)
where c is a positive constant independent of x, n and h.
Proof. Put
Wi = ft-I/ ( x ) - 1{Fi -  r(x)}/"ST{(x -
-  s[/l- 1/(x)-1{ri -  r(*)}A{(* -
for 1 < i < n. The Wj’s are clearly independent and identically distributed 
random variables each having mean zero and variance nan(x). From Lemma 5.8 
of Devroye and Györfi (1985, p.90) we obtain
E\rn(x\h) -  r(x)| -  dn(x)ip
for a universal constant c* > 0. Also,
E\WX\> <2/l- 1/ W 1S[{|5/'il +  |r(x )|} |A '{(x -.Y i)/ft}|l'F12]
bn(^ )
d„(x)




where B  is an upper bound to (|Y i| -f | r | ) | / v | / _1 on 5. The left-hand side of (6.5) 
is therefore bounded above by c =  2Be* . I
P r o o f  o f  T h e o re m  2 .1 .
Clearly Tnl +  Tn2, where
T ni = n 2/° sup
u €[C -i ,C ]
I E \ r n(-\hu) -  r\ -  / dn?/>(&n/5-n ) 
S J S
and
Tn 2 =  sup
ue[c - \c ] n 2/5 /  ~
A straightforw ard  application of Lem m a 6.3 gives
T ni < cC 2C ( S ) n ~ 2/5. (6.6)
By Lemmas 2.2.1, 6.1 and 6.2,
Tn2 <  sup [  |n2/ ° <Tnil>(bn/<Tn) — u ~ l cr'ip(u5b/(7)\
ueic-i.c] Js
<  sup /  |n2y/5|6n | — u416|| 
u € [ C - \ C ]  J S
+  ( 2 / tt)^ sup f  \n2,/5ä n — U~1<j\
ue[c-',c] Js
< C 4 sup /i“ 2 [  \bn -  h2 6| 
u etc-'.q  ds
+  (2/7r) a C ( n h u) a J  \<rn -  ( n h u)~ *cr\
= o ( l) . (6.7)
Com bining (6.6) and (6.7) we obtain  (2.2).
The proof of (2.3) follows the same argum ents used to  prove the  analogous 
result in the kernel density estim ation case (Theorem  2.2.1). A su b stan tia l part 
of these is the establishm ent of the following inequalities:
\E rn(-\h) — r | >  C \ ( h 2 A 1) ( 6.8)
and
E \ f n(-\h) -  E r n(-\h)\ > C2{ ( n h ) - i  A 1}. (6.9)
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These inequalities are readily derived using essentially the  same ideas as those 
em ployed in the proofs of Theorem  2.2.1 and Lem m a 2.6.1. I
P r o o f  o f  T h e o re m  2 .2 . The proofs of (2.7) and (2.S) can be perform ed by 
straightforw ard adap ta tion  of the proof of Theorem  2.4.1. However, we require 
the regression analogue of Lem m a 2.6 which is s ta ted  and proved below. I
L e m m a  6 .4 . Assum e tha t f  is s tric tly  positive on S  and conditions (A 6) and 
(A 7) are satisfied. Then for all e > 0,
sup P[\Jn(h) -  E { J n(h)}\ <
h>0
where Cq is a positive constant not depending on n or e.
P r o o f .  For 1 <  i <  n we let denote the (7-field generated by the  random  
variables { X \ , . . . ,  Xj ,  Y i , . . . ,  Yi}; T q is defined to  be the triv ial cr-field. Also, we 
shall let
Vn =  Jn(h)-
and
Zi = E { J n(h )\E t} -  E { J n( h ) \ r M }.
Notice th a t Vn =  and the Z fis form  a m artingale difference sequence.
Lem m a 2 of Devroye (1988) declares th a t for such a sequence,
/ n \ f  n  )  _1
>  €  j <  2 exp - e 2 < 2 ^ ( e s s  s u p \ Z i \ f  >




W i,k = n ~ 1h ~ 1f ( x )~ 1 -  r ( x ) } K { ( x  -  X j ) / h }
j —i
one obtains, for 1 <  i <  n,
\Zi\ < J  |E(|f„ -  rll^i) -  E(\ f„ -  r||^j_i)|
= J  |£(|Wi,,_x + Wi,i +  Wj+i,„ ||^ )  -  £(|1Ki .,- i + W i,i + Wi+1,B||^ _ i) |
< [  sup \ \a + Wi,i\ -  E \a  + W,*,,-11 
J S  a € R
< j  IWi,{ -  E(Wi,i)\ + J  E\Wi,-
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T he last step is a consequence of Lem m a 1 of Devroye (1988). Therefore
\Zi\< /  |W i,; |+3£ /  |Wi,i|
where C\ =  4 f  \ K \ sup5 / - 1 (sup5 |r | +  B ) and B  is an upper bound to  the Yj’s, 
1 <  i <  This implies th a t
n
^T^(ess sup |Z i|)2 <  C 27i- 1 ,
i= i
so th a t the right-hand side of (6.10) is bounded above by 2 ex p (—ne2Co) where 
Co = \ C ^ 2. The left-hand side of (6.10) is simply P[\Jn(h)  —  E { J n(h)}\ >  e] so 
the  proof is finished. I
For the proofs of Theorem s 2.3 and 2.4 we require the following lemma.
L em m a  6 .5 . Under conditions ( A l )  -  (A3) we have
lim sup sup 
n-*°° xes heHn
almost surely.
P r o o f. According to a result of Härdle and M arron (1985, Lem m a 1),
lim sup sup \ f n(x\h) — f ( x ) \  =  0 (6.11)
n ^ ° °  x£S h£Hn
alm ost surely. Therefore, for all sufficiently large n,
fn(x\h)  -  f (x)  
fn(x\h)
sup sup \fn(x\h) -  f ( x ) I <  inf f ( x) .  
x£S h£Hn x^s
Hence,
supIg s  supheHn \ fn(x\h)  -  f ( x )I 
suplS S supftsWn I /O )  -  \ f n(x\h) -  f ( x ) \ \
suPr£S suPft€Wn \ M x \h) ~  / ( a )l 
i n f i e s / O )  - sup lSS supA6Hn -  f ( x ) \
for all large n. The required result follows from (6.11). I
sup sup 
x € f >  h£Hn
fn(x\h) -  f ( x)
fn(x\h)
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P r o o f  o f T h e o re m  2 .3 .
From  the triangle inequality we have
2K^\bn(-\h1,h2) - b \  < |a„"(-|/i2)/„(-|/i1) - 1 — a " / -1 1
+ k g im /"(-i/i2)/"(-im -2 -  a /" r2i
so it suffices to  show th a t
lim [  |a "(- |/i2) / n ( - |M _1 ~  a ' 7 _1 | =  0 (6.12)
n-"°o Js
alm ost surely, and
lim [  |a n(-|/i1) /" ( - |/ i2) / n(- |/ii)“ 2 -  a f " f ~ 2\ =  0 (6.13)
alm ost surely. In the following we suppress the dependence of an(-\hi) and  / n(- |^ i)  
on h\ and a"(- |/i2) and /„  (H ^ )  on ^ 2 - Observe th a t
< / n 1 -  a" / - 1 = /-* {« ; - «"+ « " /-‘(z -  + ( /  -  z » ) /;1)
which implies
[  W n f n 1 -  a " / - 1 1 < s u p ( / - 1 ) f  |a" -  a " |{ l +  s u p |( /„  -  Z ) / “ 11>
.ZS S J S  S
+  s u p ( |a " |/~ 2) f  \ f n  -  f \ { l  +  s u p |( /„  -  Z ) / “ 1 I}. 
S Js  s
Since /ii € H n we have by Lem m a 6.5,
lim sup |( /„  -  / ) / „  11 =  0n-^oo s
(6.14)
alm ost surely. Also, by Theorem  3.1 of Devroye and Györfi (1985, p.12) we have
lim [  |/„  -  f \  =  0 (6.15)n-c o  Js
alm ost surely. Therefore, to  prove (6.12) it rem ains to show th a t
lim [  Ia'n — a"\ =  0TWOO J
alm ost surely. However, this is a consequence of





lim K  -  Eal| =  0
n —>°o J g
alm ost surely. Using in tegration by parts we obtain
(6.17)
Ea'^(x\h2) a"(x — h,2z)Ko(z) dz.
Suppose th a t the support of Ko is contained in [—w,w]  for some w >  0. Then 
[  \Ea'll(x\h2) — a"(x)\  dx < jC(S) !  \K0( z ) \ sup \a"(x — h2z) — a"(x)\  dz
JS J |z |< u ;  x£S
On account of (A4), a" is uniform ly continuous on 5 , so for each z E  [—w,w],
lim  sup Ia"(x  —  h,2z) — a"(x)\  =  0. 
n ^ ° ° x 6  s
From  the dom inated convergence theorem  and the boundedness of K 0 and a" we 
obtain  (6.16). For the proof of (6.17) we apply B ernstein’s inequality (Lem m a 
2.6.3) to
Ti =  YiKS{(x  -  X i ) / h 2} -  E[YiK”{(x -  X l) / h 2}}
for 1 <  i <  n, w ith  c — 2 sup \Kq \B,  where B  is an upper bound to the  Yj’s (which 
exists by assum ption (A6)) and t =  enh\  for arb itra ry  e > 0. Also,
V ar(T i) < /i 2 f  s(x  —  h,2z)f(x — Ii2z ) K q{z ) 2 dz 
J\z\<W
<Cxh 2
since s f  and K q are bounded. Hence, for /1 2  <  1,
| t 2{nV ar(T i) +  ct}-1 >C2{e){nh\ ) 2 {Cz{e)nh2 } ~ 1
For each e >  0, observe th a t
a'n(x\h2) -  E a ’n(x\h2)\ dx
< e£(S)  - f  J  \a^(x\h2) -  Ea^(x \h 2 ) \I{ \a^(x\h2) -  Ea„(x\h2)\ > e} dx
< eC(S) + 2 h i zB  sup \K'0'\U
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where U =  ^*1 >  t ).  By Bernste in ’s inequa lity,
< 2 £ (S ) e xp {—C4(e)n/i9 } 
= 0 ( n ~ x )
fo r a ll A >  0 since n h ^ / l o g n  —> oo. M arkov ’s inequa lity  yields
n
Y2p(\h23u\ > o  < oo
i=i
fo r a ll £ >  0. Therefore we have, v ia  the Bore l-C ante lli Lemma, h l 3U  —► 0 almost 
surely. Consequently,
lim s u p  f  \a'n(-\h2) -  E a „ ( - \ h 2)\ <  £ (S)e
n—-oo J S
fo r a ll e >  0, w h ich  im plies (6.17) and concludes the p roo f o f (6.12).
We shall prove (6.13) by w r it in g
a»f'nfn3 -  = / “ ’ (« ./ "  -  af"){l + 2 (/ -  / „ ) / - '  +  { ( /  -  / n ) / - 1} 2]
+  r f " f - 2( f  -  / „ ) [ 2 +  3 ( /  -  / n ) / - 1 +  { ( /  -  / n ) / - 1} 2]
w h ich leads to
[  \anf n f n 2 ~  af " f ~ 2\ < ( s u p / - 1 )2 [  \anf t - a f " \
Js s Js
X [1 +  2 sup | ( / n -  Z ) / “ 1 I +  {sup | ( / n -  f ) f ~ l  | } 2] 
5  S
+  sup \r f "  f ~ 2 I [  \ f n -  / I  
s ds
X [2 +  3 sup |( /n  — D f n 11 +  { s u p | ( /n - Z ) / ” 1! } 2]. 
5  5
In  view o f (6.14), (6.15) and the boundedness o f r ,  f "  and f ~ l  i t  is clear tha t 
(6.13) w ill fo llow  from
lim  [  I anf ”  -  a f "  | =  0 (6.18)
n ^ ° °  Js
almost surely. The in tegra l in  th is  expression is dom inated by
[  lan - a | |Z n l+ S U p |a |  /  IZn f \ ‘ (6 -19)
Js s Js
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T he second term  converges to  zero almost surely by Theorem  2.4.2. For the first 
te rm  we use the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, followed by the inequality (u +  v )2 < 
2(u2 +  v 2), to  obtain
1
2
< [ j u : - E o 2+j i z f y ) . ( 6.20)
Techniques used to  deal w ith f s  | a"n — a" | in the first part of this proof can be readily 
adap ted  to  show th a t lim n_ 00 f s ( a n — a)2 =  0 almost surely and lim n_,oo f s ( f n  ~  
EfU)2 =  0 alm ost surely. Also, it is easy established th a t
J ^ ( E f n )2 <  4w2£(S )(sup |A "0|)2( s u p | / ' ' | ) 2 <  oo.
These results, com bined w ith  the estim ates at (6.19) and (6.20), imply (6.18) as 
required. I
P r o o f  o f  T h e o re m  2 .4 .
We commence w ith
K* 1 I s  I5 " ~  ~  r " )/n_1}i ~  {(s - r2) / _1} = l
<  Js \(s n ~  r 2n) f - 1 — (s —r 2) / - 1!*
< JgiUnfü1 -ä / _1 | +  Ir2 / " 1 - r 2 / - 1 1}2
< l^nfü1 ~ « /_11 + Js 1 -  '•2/~ 1| |  £{S)K
w ith  the last step coming from the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality. The required result 
is a direct consequence of
lim
n —*• oo
alm ost surely, and
lim [  I r * / - 1 - r a/ " 1| =  0
n - o o  J s
alm ost surely. The proof of these can be accomplished using exactly the same 
argum ents employed in the proof of Theorem  2.3. I
7S
P r o o f  o f  T h e o r e m  3.1.
For each x E [0,1] let
B n(x)  =  E m n(x\h) — m(x)  and S n(x) = [Var{mn(x|/i)}] *
denote the  bias a t x  and variance at x respectively. We also let b s tand  for the 
function ~ki m " . Result (3.6) is therefore equivalent to
E { J n(h)} — (nh)  2 Ac 2(7 [  -
J o  V * 2 °
-  o{h2 +  (nh) *} + 0 ( n  1). 
The left-hand side of this expression is dom inated by
E { J n(h)} -  [  S niP(Bn/Sn) +  /■ S nil>(Bn/ S n) (nh)  ^ )
J o J o \  «2 cr )
( 6 .21)
We deal w ith the first te rm  of (6.21) by applying Lem m a 5.8 of Devroye and Györfi 
(1985, p.90) to  the  random  variables
Z { =  h r xYiK^{(x  -  x i ) /h}  -  E[h~l Y iK{ ( x  -  x {) / h }]
for 1 <  i <  rz, where K * is either K  or K a , depending of the value of x. We obtain
E \ m n(x\h) — m ( i ) | — S n(x)J; Bn(x)
Sn(x)
< c E \ Z ^
n E( Z f )
uniform ly in x 6 [0,1], where c is a universal constant. Since K t is bounded and 
the Yi s are bounded by a constant B,  say, we have
E l Z ^  < 2 h - 1 sup \ K ' \ B E ( Z l ) .
Therefore, w ith in tegration  over [0,1],
IE { J n{h)} -  I' S nif>(Bn/ S n) I =  0 { ( n f t ) - 1} =  o{(nh)~%}
Jo
since nh  —► 00 as n —► 00 .
Lem m a 2.2.1 asserts th a t the second term  on the righ t-hand  side of (6.21) is 
no more th an
/  \\Bn \ -  h2\b\\ +  (2/ tt)  ^ [  \Sn -  (nh)~* K2a\
Jo Jo
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so it is sufficient to  show th a t
[ l \Bn — h2b\ = o(h2) +  0(i
Jo
- l ( 6 .22)
and
f  IS n — (nh)  2 K2<j \ = o{(nh)  2 } -} -0 (n  x). (6.23)
J o
For th e  p roof of (6.22) we first consider x =  ah  w here 0 <  a < 1. T h e n  it follows 
from  (3.4) th a t  for all sm all h,
E { m n(x\h)}  =  J K a(z)m(x  — hz) dz + O ^n " 1)
=  m(x)  +  \ h 2 J  z 2 K q ( z ) dzm"{0) +  o (h2) +  0 ( n _1 )
un iform ly  in  a , th e  second step  following from  th e  assu m p tio n  th a t  K a is a second 
o rder kernel. W e th e n  have from  (K 2),
p h  rot
/  \Bn\ SUP /  z 2K a(z) d z \ m " ( 0 ) \ o ( h 3) + 0 ( n ~ 1 h)
J o  q € [ 0 , 1 ) 7 - 1
=  o(/i2).
Sim ilarly, we o b ta in
[  \Bn \ = o(h2). 
J l -h
For x G [h, 1 — h] an d  sm all h, we have from  (3.4),
E { m n K ( z ) m ( x  — hz) dz + 0 ( n  1)
=  m(x)  +  h2b(x) + o (/i2) +  0 ( n  *)
so th a t
\Bn(x) — h2b(x)\ =  o(h2) + 0 ( n  x)
uniform ly  in  x £  [h, 1 — h\. T h e  le ft-hand  side of (6.22) is d o m in a ted  by
rh
(1 — 2 h) sup \Bn(x) — h2b(x)\ + / |j5n |
x€[/i,l — h] Jo
f h
+  / \Bn \ + h3 sup \b(x)\ +  h3 sup \b(x)\ =  o(h2) +  0 ( n - 1 )
J l - h  xe[0,h) xG(l-/i,l]
so (6.22) ob ta in s . R esu lt (6.23) can be derived in  th e  sam e w ay from  th e  app ro x ­
im atio n  given a t (3 .5). I
SO
C h a p t e r  Five
N O N P A R A M E T R I C  D I S C R I M I N A T I O N  OF C A T E G O R IC A L  
D A TA  U S IN G  D E N S I T Y  D I F F E R E N C E S
5.1 In tr o d u c t io n
Consider the problem  of discrim inating betw een two populations n x and Ily 
having discrete probability  functions f  and g respectively. Let p be the prior 
probability  th a t an unclassified observation 2 is from IIx  and let 2  denote the set 
of all possible values of 2. A discrim ination rule for this problem  is a p a rtitio n  
{Z X , Z Y } of Z  for which 2 is assigned to  IIx  if 2 £ Zx, and is assigned to  Ily  if 
2 G Z y  • The probability  of misclassification, or error ra te , of this discrim ination 
rule is
E R ( Z x , Z Y) = p  f ( z ) + ( l ~ P )  Y ^  g(z ^
z&Zy z£Zx
= p -  Z ,e(2)
z€ZX
where e =  p f  — (1 — p)g.  The function e is referred to  as the density difference. 
The ideal discrim ination rule is therefore { Z * , Z * j  where Z*x  =  {2 : e{z) >  0} 
and Z*  =  {2 : e(z) < 0}. The function e is of fundam ental im portance to  the 
discrim ination problem . W hen e is unknown, the usual nonparam etric  approach is 
to  obtain  estim ates f ( - \ hx ) and g(-\hY) of /  and g respectively, based on tra in ing  
samples from  each population. Here hx  and h Y are sm oothing param eters w ith  h x 
chosen to  minim ise the  distance betw een f ( - \ hx ) and /  and  h Y chosen to  minimise 
the  distance betw een g(-\hY) and g. The resulting discrim ination rule is th a t which 
classifies 2 as coming from II* if and only if
e(z \hx , h Y) =  p f  (21hx ) -  (1 -  p)g(z \hY) > 0. (1.1)
Condition (1.1) is, of course, equivalent to  the more fam iliar likelihood ra tio  cri­
terion
f ( z \hx ) /g ( z \ h Y) > ( l - p ) / p .
In this chap ter we propose the following alternative approach to  choosing hx 
and  h Y. Select the sm oothing param eter pair (hx , h Y) to  minimise the  distance
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between e(*|hx , h Y) and e. Notice th a t, under this scheme, a tten tion  is focussed 
on the estim ation of a discrim ination rule, ra ther th an  on probability  functions, 
and d a ta  in train ing samples from b o th  populations are used in the selection of the 
sm oothing param eters. We m easure distance between e(-|hx , h Y) and  e w ith  the 
Lo m etric, giving rise to variants of least-squares cross-validation for the  selection 
of (hx , h Y). Justification of these selection rules is provided by asym ptotic results 
sim ilar to  those discussed by Bowman, Hall and T ittering ton  (19S4).
Section 2 deals w ith density difference estim ation for binary da ta , and Section 
3 discusses the same approach to unstruc tu red  m ultinom ial da ta. Exam ples of each 
are given in Section 4. A proof of an asym ptotic op tim ality  result in the case of 
b inary  d a ta  is presented in Section 4.
5.2 N o n p a ra m etr ic  D iscr im in a tio n  o f  B in a ry  D a ta
We begin our analysis of the estim ation of density differences for discrim ina­
tion by considering the nonparam etric  classification of b inary  da ta . T he sample 
space for such d a ta  is B = {0, l} d where d >  1. A d a ta  vector from this space would 
often represent the answers to  a set of d questions (0 = “no” , l = “yes” ). According 
to the no ta tion  in troduced in Section 1, for each z 6 B, f ( z )  is the  probability  
th a t an observation z from  population  II x assumes the value of z; g(z)  is the cor­
responding probability  for population  n y . The functions /  and g are assum ed to 
be non-identical. For a d-vector a =  (a 1?. . . ,  a<j) we define |a| =  a i- Based
on train ing  sam ples X  =  { W ,. . . ,  X m } and y  =  { F f ,. . . ,  Yn] the kernel density 
estim ates used in this setting  are
m
fm{z\hx ) = m ~ l h}x ~Xi\ i  -  hx )d~ lz _ x 'l 
i= 1
and
gn(z\hY) = n ~ l h lY ~Yi\ l  -  h Y)d~\z~YiI
i=l
(see A itchison and A itken (1976)). The sm oothing param eters for these estim ators 
are the window-sizes hx  and hY. The classical relative frequency estim ators are 
achieved when the window-sizes are equal to zero. O ur estim ator for the density
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difference e =  p f  — (1 — p ) g  is
emn(z\hx , h Y) =  pfm(z \hx ) -  (1 -  p)gn{z\hY).
The quality  of the discrim ination rule based on emn(-|hx , h Y) can be assessed in 
term s of its distance from the function e according to  some global loss criterion. 
The loss w ith which we shall work is sum m ed m ean squared error given by
Qmn(hx , /iy) =  'y  ^E  {6rnn(z\hx , /iy) e(z)} .
z £ B
A lternative distance measures are those based on Kullback-Leibler distance and 
absolute error, however they will not be considered here since the  asym ptotic 
theory  for each of these criteria  is not so well understood as it is for squared error.
It is of in terest to  derive the optim al choice of (hXl hY) when aim ing to  asym p­
totically  minimise Qmn(hx , hY). Define, for 1 <  j  <  d and z £  B,
fj (*) =  T  -ft*)
x : \ x -  z \ = j
and
9 j ( z ) =  9 ( * ) •
x : \ x - z \ = j
Standard  asym ptotic theory  leads to  the following asym ptotic expressions for bias 
and variance:
E f m(z\hx ) -  f (z)  =  { f i (z)  -  df(z)}hx +  0(h2x ),
Egn(z\hY) -  g(z) =  {gi{z) -  dg(z)}hY +  0{h%),
V a r{ /mO |/i* )}  = m _1/ 0 ) { l  ~  / 0 ) }  -  2hx m~1[df(z){l -  f ( z ) }  4- / 0 ) / i ( » ]
+ 0 (m ~ l hx )
and
Va.r{gn(z\hY)} = n~1g(z){  1 -  g(z)} -  2hy n~l [dg(z){l -  g(z)} +  g(z)g1(z)\
+ 0 (n~ l hY).
Observing th a t
E{emn(z\hx ,hY) -  e(z)}2 =  p2V ar{ /m(z |/ix )} +  (1 -  p )2Var{#n(>|/iy)}
+ \p{Efm(z\hx ) -  f ( z )} -  (1 -  p){Egn{z\hy) -  g(z)}}2,
S3
it is clear th a t the sum m ed m ean squared error of emn(-|hx , h Y) can be expressed 
as
Qmn(hx , h Y) = p2m ~ 1 ^ 2  ( ( / O H 1 “  / ( - ) )  “  2hx [df (z){ l  -  f ( z ) }  +  f ( z ) f i { z ) } )
z e s
+  (1 -  p )2u -1 Y 2  (<7(z){l ~  9(z )} ~  2hY [dg(z){l  -  g(z)}  +  g(z)g1(z)})
z £ B
+  ^ 2 [ p h x { f i i z ) ~  d f ( z ) }  ~  (1 - p ) h Y {gi(z)  -  dg(z)}}2 
z e e
•4- 0(771 1 h y 4- 77 1 h^ r -f- 4* 7^y)>
Ignoring the  rem ainder term  and then  minimising Qmn(hx , h Y) w ith  respect to 
( hx , h Y) we find th a t the optim al window-sizes h Xopt and h Yopt satisfy
hx 'Opt ~  hX'0pt =  (Tx x T yy  — T 2Y) 1 (Ty y S x m  1 +  pTXYS Yn  (2.1)
and
hy ,opt ~  hy ,opt =  {Tx x T y y  — T “ y ) 1 {Tx x S Yn 4- p 1TXYS x m  1) (2*2)
provided TXXT YY — T 2Y 0, where p — (1 — p)/p\
T x x  = ] T ( / i  -  df ? ,  T vy  =  X > i  “  ^ ) 2.
Txv = ]P ( /i  -  d/)(#i -  d#),
=  d +  ^ ( / i  -  d / ) / ,  5 y =  d +  ] T ( # i  -  d#)#.
It is interesting to  note th a t it is possible for either hx ,opt or h Yt0pt to  assume 
a negative value. If, for example, we take d =  2, / (0 ,  0) =  #(1 ,0) =  0.1, / ( 0 ,1 )  =  
# (1 ,1) =  0.2, / ( 1 ,  0) =  #(0, 0) =  0.3 and / (1 ,1 )  =  # (0 ,1) =  0.4 then
hXiopt =  (45 /32)(5m _1 -  3/m “ 1) and h Y>opt =  (4 5 /32 )(5n -1 -  3p~1m ~ l ).
If 5pn < 3m then  h Xtopt <  0 while 5pm < 3n  implies th a t dyi0pt <  0. Such 
possibilities do not exist when sm oothing param eters are chosen separately  for 
each population, however it m ust be rem em bered th a t (hx , h Y) is being chosen 
for the estim ation  of the  difference betw een two densities and not the individual 
densities themselves.
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W hen choosing (hx , h Y) in practice the “optim al” form ulae given at (2.1) and 
(2.2) cannot be applied since they depend on the unknown probabilities /  and g. 
Note however th a t m inim isation of Q mn(/ix , hY) is equivalent to m inim isation of
Smn(yh' x —Q m n(^Jf)^y) ^  ^
zEB
=  ^ 2  E { emn(z\hx , h Y)2} -  2 E { e mn(z\hx , h Y)}e(z) .  
z £ B  z EB
An unbiased estim ator of the righ t-hand  side is
S m n ( h  X i  h y )  —  ' y   ^ C m n { z \ h x  i ^v)
-  2 P2™ 1 Y ^ f m , i ( X i\hx)  + (X - P f 71 1
i=l i=l
(  m  n
-  p( 1 -  p) < m ~ l y ^ g n(Xj \hY) +  n -1 ^  / n ( ^ |^ x )
i=i 2=1
where
f m , i ( z \ h x ) =  (m -  1)_1 ^  /ix~X;l(l -  h dx~\z~ X j \)
and
9n,i(z\hY )^ =  (n -  1)_1 ^  -  h i ~ lz~Y}l)
jV«
are the “leaving-one-out” estim ators for /  and g respectively. The selection of 
(hx , /iy ) can be accomplished by choosing (hx , hy ), the window-size pair at which 
Smn{hx , hY) is minimised. This window-size selection rule is a version of least- 
squares cross-validation, first proposed in different settings by Rudem o (1982) and 
Bowm an (1984). Brown and Rundell (1985) have also proposed a version of this 
technique for the classification of categorical data.
A desirable p roperty  of any window-size selection rule is th a t it be asym pto t­
ically optim al in some sense. This m eans th a t the window-sizes chosen by the  rule 
should be asym ptotically  equivalent to  the optim al window-sizes w ith respect to 
a particu lar m easure of loss. The following result ensures th a t th is is indeed the 
case for the  rule proposed in the previous paragraph.
T h e o r e m  2.1.  Let (hx , hY) and (/iX opt, hYi0pt) denote the window-size pairs which 
minimise S mn(hx , h Y) and Qmn(hx , hY) respectively. If, for some positive constant
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f , m / n  -  £ as m , n —> oo then
hx /  hXiQpt * 1 and h Y/ h Y> opt * 1 (2.3)
in probability as m , n  —> oo.
O ur proposed prescription for discrim ination is now complete. Assign an 
incoming observation Z  to  population IIx  if emn (Z \h x , h Y) >  0 and to  population 
Hy If emn( |^ .^Y ? hy ) ^ 0*
A sim pler a lternative to the above proposal is to  estim ate the density dif­
ference using only one window-size h and take /i, the m inim iser of S mn(h, h), 
as our data-based  choice. This procedure will also produce asym ptotically opti­
mal window-sizes in the sense th a t h / h opt —> 1 in probability  as m ,n  —► oo and 
m / n  —* f  >  0 where hopt is the  window-size th a t minimises Q mn{h, h) and satisfies 
K P< ~  K ,  + -  df )} + n - 1p’2{d + y ^ g ( g 1 -  d^)}]
x E { ( / i  ~ d f ) ~  p ( g i  - d g ) } 2] - 1.
In this case we classify the new observation Z  as coming from  population 11* or 
n y according as
emn(Z\h ,  h) > 0 or < 0 .
5 .3  N o n p a ra m etr ic  D iscr im in a tio n  o f  U n str u c tu r e d  M u ltin o m ia l D a ta  
In th is section the d a ta  are assum ed to come from a set of c unordered cells 
which we label 1 , . . . ,  c. Such d a ta  will be called unstruc tu red  c-nomial data. For 
exam ple, a d a ta  set which records the eye colour of a group of individuals may be 
in terpreted  as a sample from  the four cells (1) blue, (2) brown, (3) grey and (4) 
green. If we do not take account of any n a tu ra l ordering of these cells then  the da ta  
can be taken as unstru c tu red  4-nomial. Given th a t we again have two populations 
Hx  and Ily  and two train ing  samples X  =  { X i , . . . ,  X m} and y  =  {Yi , . . . ,  Yn} 
of unstru c tu red  c-nomial d a ta  we shall define f ( i )  and g{i) to  be the probability 
a ttached  to  cell i for populations IIx  and Ily  respectively. Also, we let and 
Afi denote the  num bers of observations in cell i from X  and y  respectively.
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A ppropriate density estim ates for this model are
f m( i \ h x ) = ™ -  hx ) +  (c -  1) 1{m -  M i ) h x }
and
gn( i \hY) =  n - 1 {Ari ( l  -  h Y) +  (c -  l ) _1(n -  Mi ) hY]
for 1 <  i <  c (see A itchison and A itken (1976)).
O ur goal is to minimise the m ean sum m ed squared error of the density differ­
ence estim ato r emn(-|hx , h Y) = p f m(-\hx ) -  (1 -  p)gn( ' \hY) given by
c
Q m n ( ^ X i  =  ^   ^ E  {emn(l\h x i hy") ^ ( 0 }  i
i = l
where e =  p f  — (1 — p)g. S traightforw ard calculations lead to
Qmn(hx , h Y) =p2m ~ 1{ 1 -  2c(c -  l ) _1^v} 5 ^ / ( 1  -  / )
+  (1 - p ) 2n _1{l -  2c(c -  l ) _1/ix } ^ ^ f ( l  -  g)
+  (c -  l ) -2 {p(l  ~  c f ) h x  -  (1 -  p ) ( l  -  cg)hY }2
+  0 (m ~ 1h2x -f n~1hy).
From th is it m ay be shown th a t the optim al window-sizes hX opt and  hYopt are 
such th a t
h x , o p t  ~  h X ,opt  =  ( T X  X T y y  — T ^ y )  1 ( T y y  S X TTl +  p T X y  S y T l  ) ,
hy.opt ~  hy.opt =  { T x x T y y  — T 2Y) 1 {Tx x S Yn  4- p 1TXYS x m  *), 
where p =  (1 — p) / p  and
T x x  =  (c -  I ) " 2 £ ( 1  -  c/ ) 2- T y y  =  (c -  I ) “ 2 £ ( 1  -  c9)2,
Txy =  ( c - 1 ) - 2 ^ ( 1  -  c / ) ( l  -  cS),
5.v =  c(c -  1)_1 2  / ( !  -  / ) .  =  c( c -  l ) -1 ?)•
ST
It is easily verified th a t an unbiased estim ator of S mn( h x , h Y) = Qmn{hx , h Y) — 
is
Smn(hx  » hy)  —   ^ €mn(-\hx , / i y )
—-—y
m(m - 1 )
M i ( M i  -  1 )
chx  
c — 1
+  (1 -  P)2 y
n (n ~!)
V i(V ; -  l )  1 -
ch^
c — 1
+ p (c -  1) hx 
+  (1 -  p)2(c -  1 )~ l h,
-  p{\  -  p ) l m  1 ^ M i g n(i \hY) +  n 1 \hx )
i=i i=i
so a p ractical procedure for choosing ( hx , h Y) is to set it equal to  (hx , h Y), the 
window-size pair a t which S mn(hx , h Y) is m inimised. This m inim isation problem 
has the  exact solution
hx  — (Tx x TYy — T x y ) 1 {TYYS x ( m  — 1) 4* p f XYS Y(n — 1) },
hy = (TXXfy-  T l ^ - ' i t y j y i n  ~  l )“ 1 +  P~l (m  ~  l ) ' 1}
where
Tx x  =  (c -  l ) “ 2 ^ ( 1  -  m ~ l M i C )2, T y y  =  (c -  l ) “ 2 ^ ( 1  -  n -1 J\fic)2,
i = l  t =  1
c
TXY =  (c — l ) - 2  — m- 1yVfic)(l — n~lAfic),
i = i
c c
=  c(c—l ) - 1 m -1 ^  — M i ) ,  S Y =  c(c —l ) - 1 n _1 y ^ .A /j(l — n ~ 1j\fj).
i = i  i = i
By the weak law of large num bers, M i / m  —* f ( i )  in probability, and N i / n  g(i) 
in probability, for each 1 < i < c. Therefore, as each sample increases in size 
we have rFx x  ~~^ -Z:x x , Tyy  ^ T YY, r^ lXY — yj »S'jf ~^ and iS*y  ^ S Y  ^ each
convergence being in probability. This im m ediately entails
hx / h Xio p t 1 and h Y/ h Yt0pt -* 1
in probability  as m ,n  —> oo, provided m /n  —> £ for some constant £ >  0. Thus, 
(h * , hy) is an asym ptotically  optim al window-size selection rule in the context of 
minimising m ean sum m ed squared error.
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The theory for the estim ator emn(-|/i) -  th a t is, the estim ator for e w ith 
hx — h Y — h -  can be developed in the same way.
5 .4  E x a m p le
D ata  from Anderson et al (1972) consist of two train ing sam ples of ten ­
dim ensional binary  data. The first train ing  sample represents the presence or 
absence of ten  ocular sym ptom s of forty patien ts known to have the  disease ker­
atoconjunctivitis sicca (KCS). This constitu tes the X  sample w ith m  =  40. The 
y  sample is the  corresponding sym ptom  d a ta  for thirty-seven non-KCS (n  =  37). 
We assum e th a t p  =  y. A rule for classifying an incoming pa tien t as a KCS victim  
based on h is /h e r sym ptom  vector z is to  observe the sign of
A A A
e40,3r(z\hx , h Y) =  y / 4o(<z|/ix) -  \ g z i ( z \ h Y),
where ( hx , h Y) is the window-size pair which minimises 5 4 0 ,37( ^ x 5 hY). The dis­
crim ination rule based on “sm oothing” the d a ta  has an advantage over th a t based 
on the classical cell proportion estim ators which often lead to zero estim ates of the 
probabilities f ( z )  and g ( z ), due to  the sparsity of the d a ta  (there are 1024 points 
in the sample space in this exam ple). Zero cell counts in the tra in ing  sam ples will 
often lead to  an indeterm inant classification rule when sm oothing is not applied. 
Table 4.1 lists the values of ( hx , h Y) obtained by m inim isation of 5 4 0 ,37( ^ x 5 hY). 
We have also tab u la ted  the window-sizes obtained if least-squares cross-validation 
(see Brown and Rundell (1985)) and likelihood cross-validation (see A itchison and 
Aitken (1976)) are applied to  each train ing  sample separately. There is a consid­
erable difference between the window-sizes for each m ethod.
To give an indication of the efficacy of the classification rules we om itted  
each patien t in tu rn  from the tra in ing  samples and used the reduced sam ple to 
select ( hx , h Y) and estim ate e — \ f  — \ g .  The om itted  pa tien t was then  reclassi­
fied according to  the  resulting discrim ination rule. Table 4.2 lists the  num ber of 
misclassifications for each of the three m ethods m entioned above. It is seen th a t 
for this d a ta  set the density difference approach outperform s the analogous ap­
proach based on estim ating the densities individually. These two rules are slightly
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Table 4.1: W indow-sizes selected by the KCS data.




Table 4.2: N um ber of misclassifications when patien ts axe sequentially
om itted  from the KCS data.




Methods are (i) minimisation of S4oß7(hx , hY), (ii) least squares cross validation applied to X  and 
y  individually and (iii) likelihood cross-validation applied to X  and y  individually.
bette red  by the rule form ed by using likelihood cross-validation to estim ate  the 
individual densities.
5 .5  P r o o f  o f  T h e o r e m  2.1
O ur initial aim is to find an asym ptotic expansion for 5 mn(/ix , hY), which 
may be w ritten  as
Smn(hx , h Y) = p 2 ^ 2 f m ( z \ h x )2 +  ( l  ~ p f  2 2  gn{z\hYf
z E B  z EB
-  2p(l -  p ) ^ 2  fm( z \ hx )gn(z\hY)
z EB
m n
-  2 p2m ~ l ^ 2  f m,i(Xi\hx ) -  2(1 - p f n ~ l 2 2  9nti(Y*\h y)
i= 1 i=l
n m
+  2p(l -  p)n~l 2 2  fm(Yi \hx ) +  2p(l -  p ) m ~ l 2 2  9n ( X t \hY).
z= i  i = i
(5.1)
We shall tre a t each sum m ation in this expression separately. For each z £ B and 
0 <  j  <  d define
m
M i (z)  =  j 2 n \ z - X i \ = j )
i = i
and
1 =  1
Note th a t M.j ( z )  represents the num ber of observations in the sam ple X  which 
are exactly j  un its away from  2 , where distance is m easured in term s of | • |, and 
jVj(z)  is the same quan tity  for y .  The following asym ptotic expansion exists for
fm(z \hx ):
fm(z \ hx ) = m -1 M q(z) - f  m ~ 1hx { M 1(z) -  d M 0(z)}
+  m ~ 1h2x j ( ^ J M o(z ) -  (d -  l ) M i ( z )  + M 2( z ) ^  +  op{ m~ l h2x ).
(5.2)
Therefore
f m( z \ hx )2 =  m ~ 2M l ( z )  +  2m~2hx M 0( z ) { M i ( z )  -  d M 0(z)}
+  2 m ~2h2xMo (z )  j ( ^ J M q(z ) -  (d -  l ) M i ( z )  +  <M2(z) j 
+  m ~ 2h2x { M \ { z )  — d M o ( z ) } 2 +  op( m ~ 2h2x ).
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Sim ilar expansions exist for gn(z\hY) and gn(z\hY)2- M ultiplying the expansions 
for f m(z\hx ) and gn(z\hY) we obtain
fm(z\hx )gn(z\hY) =  ( m n ) '1 M 0(z)jV0(z) +  (mn)~1hYM 0(z){Af1(z ) -  dj\f0(z)}
+  (mn)~l h2YM 0(z) |  -  {d -  l)Afi(z) + Af2(z)
4- (mn)-1 hx j\f0( z ) {Mi ( z )  -  d M Q(z)}
+ (m n)“ 1 Af0(z)hx I  ^ ^ ^ 0 (2 ) -  (d -  l ) M i ( z )  +  M 2(z) 
4- (mn)~1hx hY{M i ( z )  — dyW0(^)}{A/*i(z) — djV0(z)}
4- op{(mn)~l h2x -f (mn)~1hY +  (m n)-1 hx hY}.
We also have
1 '%2fm,i{X i\hx ) = { m ( m - l ) }  1^ ^ . ?iA ( t ,i)  +  o,(m  xh \ )
1=1
where
A(i, j ) =I ( X,  =  X j )  + hx { I ( \ X {-  Xj \  =  1) -  dI{X,  = A'j)}
+ h2x  { Q  I (Xi  =  Xj )  - { d -  1)1(1*; -  Xj\  =  1) +  I( \Xi  -  Xj \  = 2 ))  .
Observing th a t
E E,#/ (Xi = X j )  = E -  •
^  zGß
E E« AlVi - *j| = 1) = E
3 z eß
E E /^(lX' - *il = 2) = E
we derive
m
m -1 f m , i ( X i \ h x ) = { m ( m  -  l ) } -1 M \ ( z )  -  (m  -  l ) -1
i=i zeß
+  {m (m  -  l ) } - 1 /ix ^  A f0(^){^/Wi(z) -  dy\d0(z)} 4- (m  -  1 ) ~ l hx d 
z£B
+  { m ( m  -  1 ) } ~ l h2x Y ^ M o ( z )  |  ( ^ j M 0(z) -  (d -  1 ) M \ ( z )  + M 2(z)  
~  h l  (m ~  1)~ 1 +  op( m - l h2x ).
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The asym ptotic expansion for n 1 53 "=1 gn,i(Yi\hY) is found in the same way. On 
account of (5.2) we have
n n
=  ( m n ) - 1 Y , M 0{Yi)
1 = 1 1=1
II
+ ( m n ) - 1h x-  (U)}
1=1
+  ( m n ) - l h2xJ 2  { -  (d -  +  A ^ U ) }
+  op( m _1 h2x )
=  ( m n ) -1 ^  M o ( z ) N 0(z)  +  ( m n ) -1 A/o(z){A4i(z) — dMp(z)}
zGB z £ B
+  (mn)~1 h2x Y ^ N o ( z )  |  ( ^ j M p ( z )  -  (d -  l ) A f i ( z )  +  -M2(z) j  
+ op(m - 1 /i2 ).
Analogous working applies to m -1 5 3 ü i  ^n(-^il^y)- Substi tution of these expan­
sions into (5.1) gives, after some algebra,
c (u u  ^ _  - P 2(m  +  1) u 2 / . \  C1 ~  P)2(n +  1) Ar2 / . \
S m n \ h x  1 h y )  o / -. \ /  A iq(^) 2 / -i \ /  > A q (^)n 2(n — 1) f ^ ß
H— -  +  — — +  2p(l  -  p ) ( m n ) -1 V '  Mo(z)J\f0(z) m  — 1 n — 1 z—1
2p2hx 
m  — 1
Mp(z)  f Mi ( z )  _  dMp(z)  
m \  m m
2(1 -  p )2/i,
n — 1
^ «Vq(~) f A*i(z) _  dj\fp(z) I
4-^ n \  n n J
+p2/4 T  {
zGB ^
zeB
/  A4i(z )  dAdo(-z) \
& m
( M'i(z) dj\f0(z)
I m m  I n  n
-f- op(m 1 -)- n 1 hY h^ T  /iy -f- ^ at^ v) -
Ignoring the rem ainder te rm  and setting 5 / dhx S mn(hx , /zy ) and d / d h Y Smn(hx , hY) 
to  zero gives
l T y y S  x (rn — 1) 1 +  p f XYSY(n — 1)
n x ~  ----------
and
T  T  — T2 x xx  ■lyy x xy
(5.3)
TXx S Y(n — 1) -j- p Tx y Sxj jn  1)





E -Mi  (z) dMo(z) Tv E ^ i ( z )  dj\f0(z)
f * r  =  E y M i( z )  dMo(z)  \  f -V' i (z)  dA/'0( z )
S.v = < * + £
yM0(z) f -Mi (2:) dyM0(.z)
< i +  E ■'V'o(z) /  ■Ay'i(z)t / •
By the weak law of large num bers we have as m ,n  —► oo, ;M o(^)/m  —► / ( z ) ,  
Afo(z) —ä► g(z), A 4 i ( z ) / m  —*■ / i ( z )  and J\f i(z)/n —► gi(z)  where each convergence 
is in probability. As a consequence, Tx x  —► Tx x , TYY —* TYY, TXY —► T Yy 
S* —* S X and S Y —> SV, in probability  as m ,n  —* oo and m / n  —> £ > 0. These 
results, when com bined w ith the expressions a t (2.1), (2.2), (5.3) and (5.4), imply 
(2.3) as required. I
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C hapter Six
N O N P A R A M E T R IC  D ISC R IM IN A T IO N  OF 
C O N T IN U O U S DATA U SIN G  D E N S IT Y  D IFFE R E N C E S
6.1  In tr o d u c tio n
The density difference approach to  discrim ination introduced in the previous 
chap ter is applied to  the discrim ination of continuous d a ta  in this chapter. Once 
again we see th a t selection of the sm oothing param eter pair (hx , h Y) can effectively 
be perform ed via a  version of least-squares cross-validation. A sym ptotic optim ality 
of this selection rule is provided by a result sim ilar to  th a t of Stone (1984).
The kernel-based developm ent of density difference estim ation for continuous 
d a ta  is the  topic of Section 2, culm inating in a completely au tom atic  prescription 
for discrim ination betw een continuous populations IIx and I Iy . In Section 3, the 
efficacy of our m ethod is exemplified by some applications to  sim ulated and real 
d a ta  sets. Section 4 contains the proof of asym ptotic optim ality  of the sm oothing 
param eter selection criterion.
6 .2  N o n p a ra m etr ic  D iscr im in a tio n  o f  C o n tin u o u s D a ta
Given independent tra in ing  samples X  — {X \ , . . . ,  X m} and y  =  { h i , . . . ,  Y„} 
of continuous d-variate d a ta , having distinct densities /  and g respectively, the 
usual kernel density estim ators have the form
m




9n(z\hY) =  n ~ l K h Y(x -  Yi), 
i=i
where Kh(x)  =  v ^ 1 K ( x / h )  and K  is a sym m etric d-variate kernel function which 
is assum ed to  in tegrate  to  unity. In general, we shall take the window-size h = 
(h i , . . . ,  hd) to  be a vector in R^. and define Vh =  r i i= i  volume. For
any vector x  =  ( x i , . . . ,  £<*) we define x / h  to  be ( x i / Z i i , . • . ,  Xd/hd)  and | r |  =
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( x j , . . .  , 2^)2.  The  estim ator for the  density difference e =  p f  — (1 — p)g is the 
function
emn(z\hx , hY) =  p f m(z\hx ) -  (1 -  p)gn{z\hY),
which again requires the  selection of the window-size pair (hx ,hY) for effective 
im plem entation. The appropria te  squared-error loss criterion for continuous da ta  
is one based on in teg ra ted  m ean squared error, or £2 loss, given by
Mmnihx 1 hy') =  J  { e-mn{'\hx : c} •
The in teg ra ted  m ean squared error of emn(-\hx , hY) is therefore E { M mn(hx , hY)}.
The optim al window-size pa ir associated w ith  the m inim isation of the asym p­
to tic  representation  of E { M mn(hx , hY)} is easily obtainable in the im portan t spe­
cial case where it is assum ed th a t the  com ponents of the  vectors hx and hY are 
identical so th a t the  window-size pair (hx , hY) involves only the two scalar param ­
eters hx and  hY. In particu lar, if K  is a bounded, square-integrable probability 
density which is sym m etric in each variable and is such th a t
«1 =  J  z ]K( z )d z  <  00
is independent of i E { 1 , . . . ,  d}; if /  and g are such th a t each of the ir second-order 
derivatives are bounded, continuous and square-integrable; and i f m / n —►{ > ( )  
as m , n  —> 00, then  it m ay be established by standard  asym ptotic argum ents th a t 
the optim al window-size pair (hX opt,hYi0pt) satisfies
(hx,op„hy,opt) ~  (2.1)
Here cx and  cY are the  positive solutions of the equations
K? { 4 p2 / ( V 2/ ) 2 -  4 p(1 - p) J (V 2/ ) ( V 2!/) j  =  dcx (i+2)K\p2 (2.2)
and
k \ { c2 (1 -  p f  J  (V 2s )2 -  c2 p ( l  - p ) J  (V 2/ ) ( V 2ff) j =  -
(2.3)
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where k2 =  f  K 2 and V 2a =  /  dx?)a(x)  for a d-variate function a. The
optim al ra te  of convergence of E { M mn(hx , /iy )} to  zero is C *n-4 /(4+d) where 
<?* = K 2 { p 2 C ~ d C 4 / { M )  +  ( 1  - p ) 2 C ~ d }
+ (* ? /4 ) J { p C V(i+i)c \ V2/  -  (1 -  p )2c2 V 23 }2.
In practice the form ulae a t (2.1), (2.2) and (2.3) axe difficult to  use to  select a 
window-size pair since estim ators of certain  functionals of the unknow n densities, 
nam ely V 2/  and  V 2g , are required. Fortunately, the ideas used to  m otivate the 
window-size selection rules proposed in Sections 5.2 and 5.3 are easily extended 
to  the case of continuous da ta . The m ean of Mmn{hx ,hY) — / e2 is estim ated  
w ithout bias by
J  em„(-| hx , h y ) 2-  2{m (m  -  ~
-  2{n(n  -  1)}- 1 (1 -  p)2J 2  ~
n m
+  2p(l ~ p ) n ~ l Y ^ f™ (Y i \h x ) + 2p(l -  p ) m - l Y ^ 9 n ( X i \ h Y).
i = l  * = 1
A slight m odification leads to  the  estim ator
Smn(hx ,hy) =  J emn(-| hx ,hy )2-  2m~2  ^.R Xj)
-  2 n - 2( l  - p )2E E , / » v W  -  Yi)
n m
+  2p(l -  p)n~l fm(Yi\hx ) +  2p(l -  p)m~l ^  gn(Xi\hY),
i=i i=i
so it is proposed th a t the  window-size pair be selected from  x R^ j_ to  minimise 
Smn(hx , h Y). This m ethod is a variant of least-squares cross-validation. The 
window-size pair selected by this rule will be denoted by (hx , h Y). We classify 
an incoming observation Z  as coming from IIX if emn(Z \h x , h Y) > 0 and from 
n y otherwise. Once again we m ay show th a t this selection rule is asym ptotically  
optim al if certain  mild restrictions are im posed on / ,  g and K .  In  th is context we 
say th a t ( hx , h Y) is asym ptotically  optim al w ith  respect to  M mn if
____________ XITnn(JlX ; hY)____________
in f{Mmn{hx i hY) : {hx , hY) 6 R +  x R + }
lim
m ,n —-oo
alm ost surely. Theorem  2.1 provides conditions under which (2.4) is true.
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T h e o re m  2 .1 . I f  the kernel K  is symmetric, compactly supported and Holder 
continuous; i f  the densities f  and g and their one-dimensional marginals are 
bounded; and if  the sample sizes m  and n satisfy m /n  —► £ for some £ >  0 as 
m  and n diverge to infinity; then (hx , hY) is asymptotically optimal with respect 
to M mn.
This result is analogous to  the  result of Stone (1984) for density estim ation. 
T he rem arkable feature of such a result is its absence of sm oothness restrictions on 
/  and  g. We therefore have a window-size selection rule which perform s optim ally 
for large samples regardless of the  sm oothness of the underlying densities.
The curve estim ate for e can also be formed by using only one window-size 
vector h instead  of the pair (hx ,h Y). In this case our estim ator is
em n(z\h , h) =  p f m(z\h) -  (1 -  p)gn(z\h) (2.3)
and h can be chosen to  minimise S mn(h , h). In this case it would be advantageous 
to  standard ise  each d a ta  set for scale before applying the  rule. The optim ality 
result analogous to  th a t presented in Theorem  2.1 holds for this selection rule as 
well.
6 .3  E x a m p les  and  D iscu ss io n
We shall illustra te  the  efficacy of the  density difference discrim ination rule 
described in the previous section by applying it to  some exam ple d a ta  sets. The 
first problem  we consider is th a t of discrim inating betw een the  standard  Cauchy 
and s tan d ard  norm al norm al distributions. In Subsection 1 sim ulated d a ta  are 
used to  assess the  perform ance of the  density difference discrim ination rule, and 
com parisons w ith  the discrim ination rule based on estim ating the  densities indi­
vidually are m ade. The application of each of these rules to  a set of real d a ta  is 
discussed in Subsection 2.
6.3.1 Discrimination Between Cauchy and Normal Distributions.
Consider the  problem  where an incoming observation Z  is e ither from a pop­
u la tion  Ux having the s tan d ard  Cauchy distribution  f ( z )  = 7r- 1 ( l  +  z 2)~ l or a
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population  UY having the s tan d ard  norm al d istribution  g(z) =  (2n)~^ e- *2/ 2. The 
prior probabilities of Z  coming from  each population are assum ed to  be equal. We 
are therefore in terested  in estim ating e =  ( /  — g) /2.
For th is discrim ination problem  the ideal discrim ination rule is to classify Z  
as coming from IIy if and only if Z  G R Y, where
R y =  {z : e(z) <  0} =  ( — 1.85,1.85).
T he best obtainable error ra te  is therefore
ER* = \ P { Z  i  ( - 1 .8 5 ,1.85)|Z  € Ux ) +  \ R ( Z  G ( - 1 .8 5 ,1.85)|Z  G IIy)
/  /* —1.85 roo  \  /*1.85
— j  ( /  + /  ) i r - \ l  + z2) - 1dz + ^  (2T)~ i e~z^ 2dz
\ J  — oo J 1 .8 5 /  v / - 1.85
=37.44% .
We applied the two discrim ination rules to  twenty-five train ing  samples of sim­
u la ted  data . The sam ple sizes were m  =  n =  100. The first rule, which we 
shall label Rule 1, was based on choosing (hx , hY) jo in tly  to  estim ate the density 
difference. The second rule, based on choosing hx and hY to  estim ate the densi­
ties separately, will be called Rule 2. The G aussian kernel K ( z ) =  (27r)~^e~z / 2 
was used th roughout since it adm its an explicit form ula for the cross-validatory 
score functions. Rule 1 involved locating the window-size pair (hXtl, hY>l) as the 
m inim iser of
100 100
Si<,o,ioo(hx , h Y) = (1 /40000) £  £  W *  -  X j , 2k* ) -  2N(X, -  Yj, h2x + k * )
t=l j=l
+  N(Y, -  Yj,2h2y) +  2N(Xi  -  Yjt h \ )  +  -  h2y )}
-  ( 1 /2 0 0 0 0 ) ^  *1) + N(Y, -  Yj, h2y )},
where N ( z , h 2) =  h~l K( z /h) ,  and classifying Z  as coming from  IIy if Z  G 
Ry(hXli , h Ytl), where
RY{hx x, h Yii) =  {z : eioo,ioo(^|^x,n ^v,i) ^  0}. (3.1)
For each sample the  exact error ra te  of the rule was then  com puted from  the 
form ula
EK(hx ,l , h y,,) = i  /  ^ -* (1  + z2)~1dz + i  f  { 2 i r ) - h - ‘ ' / 2dz. (3.2)
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Im plem entation of Rule 2 required choosing hX2 as the minim iser of
100  100
Sx.ioo(h) =  (1/10000) £  J2 N ( X i - X j ,  -( 1 / 5 0 0 0 ) ^  £
i = l  > =  1
and h Y2 as the m inim iser of
100 100
Sv.ioo(A) =  (1/10000) Y, Y  N(Y> - Y>’2/*2) -  (1 /5 0 0 0 )^  £  N(Yi ~ Y>’h*)•
i=l j= 1 * ;
The discrim ination region R Y(hX)7 , ^ , 2 ) and corresponding error ra te  E R (ftx>2, Äy>2) 
were then  obtained  using form ulae analogous to  (3.1) and (3.2).
Table 3.1 lists the  values of the selected window-sizes and error rates obtained 
for each of the  twenty-five replications. As shown above, the  lowest possible error 
ra te  is 37.44%. For Rule 1 the  average error ra te  was 38.15% w ith  s tan d a rd  error 
0.55% while the average error ra te  for Rule 2 was 38.90% w ith  s tan d a rd  error 
1.05%. For 16 of the 25 samples Rule 1 had  a lower error ra te  th an  Rule 2. 
Figure 3.1 (a) shows the density difference estim ate corresponding to  Rule 1 for 
replication num ber 5. This was the th irteen th  best estim ate, out of the  twenty-five 
replications, in term s of m inim ising error ra te  and was chosen in an effort to  depict 
average case perform ance of the estim ator. The estim ated  classification region R Y 
in this case is R Y =  (—2.18,1 ,43). The estim ate of e required for R ule 2 based 
on the same sam ple is graphed in Figure 3.1 (b). The estim ate of R Y for this 
rule is R Y =  ( —4.35, —3.41) U ( —1.87,1 ,13). The observation th a t the  window-size 
selection rule for Rule 2 undersm ooths the d a ta  in this case was typical of behaviour 
throughout the  study. Rule 1 tended to  choose larger window-sizes leading to a 
som ewhat less noisy curve estim ate th an  the one form ed using the window-sizes 
of Rule 2. The asym ptotic theory, sum m arised by the form ulae a t (2.1), (2.2) and 
(2.3), lends weight to  this observation since the optim al window-size pair satisfies
~  (l-4077m ~1/,s, 1.4486n-1 / 5)
when h x  and  h Y are chosen jo in tly  and £ =  1. If they are chosen separately  then 
hXtopt ~  1.0339m-1 / 5 and h Y>opt ~  1.0592n-1 / 5. Therefore, for large samples,
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Table 3.1: Selected window-sizes and  corresponding error ra tes 
for discrim ination betw een Cauchy and norm al distributions.
Rep h x , i hy , 1 , h Y,i ) hx,2 Hy,2 ER,( hy ,l
1 1.0728 0.7777 37.71 0.4445 0.1305 39.96
2 0.4517 0.5180 37.58 0.2989 0.4476 40.01
3 1.6663 1.0086 37.70 0.7052 0.4420 37.88
4 1.5769 1.1242 37.95 0.3951 0.4912 37.79
5 1.1575 0.8258 37.99 0.5987 0.5025 39.58
6 1.3660 0.8898 37.68 0.5713 0.3048 38.74
7 0.8647 0.1175 38.64 0.8503 0.2135 38.01
8 1.2138 0.8734 38.41 0.3880 0.4420 39.50
9 2.2949 1.6599 39.48 0.4537 0.4929 38.25
10 1.8300 1.2693 38.37 0.7009 0.6145 38.09
11 0.4671 0.1292 39.10 0.4478 0.1808 38.72
12 1.9966 1.4192 38.49 0.6149 0.5803 38.26
13 1.0915 0.7119 38.42 0.2382 0.4186 40.88
14 2.1960 1.6063 38.75 0.3713 0.4165 38.86 •
15 1.6413 1.0321 37.67 0.7191 0.5610 37.45
16 1.6111 1.0200 37.72 0.4310 1.0000 40.51
17 1.5442 0.8049 37.45 0.6250 0.4502 37.66
18 1.3764 1.0269 37.45 0.4985 0.1777 39.86
19 1.8332 1.4069 38.18 0.4808 0.5045 37.69
20 1.3161 0.8114 37.93 0.2747 0.2435 39.46
21 1.7953 1.4172 37.84 0.4824 0.4217 39.78
22 1.6175 1.0767 37.56 0.5185 0.3733 37.65
23 1.1703 0.8188 38.24 0.4973 0.2446 40.65
24 2.3368 1.7655 39.11 0.4705 0.5763 38.55
25 2.0659 1.4020 38.25 0.6222 0.2357 38.66
True dens. d i f f .  
Est. dens. d i f f .
- 4  - 2  0 2 4
- 4  - 2  0 2 4
Figures 3.1 (a) and 3.1 (b): Typical estimates of the difference between the Cauchy and the normal 
density with (a) hx and hY are chosen jointly to minimise Sioo.ioo(^x, hY) and (b) hx chosen to 
minimise SXil00 and hY chosen to minimise SYil00■ The broken curve is e =  ( /  — g)/2]  the unbroken 
curves are (a) Cioo,ioo('|^x,i>^v,i) and (b) eioo,xoo('|^x,3 >
Table 3.2: Calcium concentrations (m illim oles/litre) of urines 
w ith and w ithout crystals.
W ith  crystals W ithou t crystals
2.45 1.32 6.96 4.18
4.49 1.55 4.45 13.00
2.36 1.52 5.54 0.27
2.15 0.77 6.19 7.64
1.16 2.17 7.31 6.63
3.34 0.17 8.53 14.34
1.40 0.83 4.74 9.04
8.48 3.04 2.50 0.58
1.16 1.06 1.27 7.82
2.21 3.93 4.18 12.20













Est.  dens. d i f f .
- 0 . 1
Calcium concentration of urine (mi l l imoles / l i t re )  .
Figure 3.2: Density difference estimate obtained from the urine crystal data (see Table 3.2) where 
the window-size pair (hx ,hY) is chosen to minimise Siit34(hx , hY).
the window-sizes chosen by cross-validation to  minimise S x ,m(h)  a*nd S Y,n(h) will 
tend  to  produce window-sizes which are about 25-30% lower th an  the  optim al 
window-sizes when estim ating e for this particu lar problem .
6.3.2 Formation of Crystals in Urines
Table 3.2 displays the  calcium concentration in m illim oles/litre of 79 urine 
specimens. In 34 of the specimens the  form ation of calcium oxalate crystals has 
been observed. There is no presence of crystals in the rem aining 45 specimens. The 
d a ta  were obtained from Table 44.1 of Andrews and Herzberg (1985, p.251). We 
decided to  use the  density difference estim ator developed in this chap ter to  form 
a rule for classifying a urine as either “not to  form crystals” or “to  form  crystals” 
based on the observed calcium concentration. The calcium concentration readings 
of those urine specimens w ithout crystals constitu ted  the X  sample w ith  m  — 45. 
The y  sam ple consisted of the calcium  concentrations of the urine specimens 
containing crystals w ith n  =  34. We assum ed equal prior probabilities and used 
a G aussian kernel for our estim ate. The window-size pair selected by minimising 
5 ' 3 4 , 4 5 w a s  (hx , h Y) =  (0.2076,1.6675). The density difference estim ate is 
p lo tted  in Figure 3.2. The graph shows th a t a  reasonable discrim ination rule is 
to  decide th a t a urine will form crystals if the calcium concentration is above 5 
m illim etres/litre.
6 .4  P r o o f  o f  T h e o re m  2.1
T hroughout this section we let C, C i, C2 , . . .  denote positive generic constants. 
We define the functions fh and gh to  be
fh(x )  =  E{fm(x \h) }  = j  Kh(x  — y ) f (y )  dy
and
gh(x)  =  E{gn(x\h)}  =  J K h(x -  y)g(y) dy.
In addition we pu t ehx hY =  Pfhx ~  (1 — p)9hY -
T he proof of Theorem  2.1 will be preceded by six lemmas. For each lem m a it 
is assum ed th a t / ,  g , K ,  m  and n satisfy the conditions ascribed to  them  in the
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Statem ent of Theorem  2.1. Most of these results will only be s ta ted  and proved 
for the  population  IIx  the sam ple X . The analogous results for IIy  and y  
are a triv ial consequence.
L em m a 4 .1 . There exist positive constants C and p such that
for all (hx , h Y) E R/j_ x R/J_.
P ro o f. Let ip, x  and lj denote the Fourier transform s of 7T, /  and g respec­
tively. The Fourier transform  of K ^  is iptn given by =  ^p(ht) where ht  =
( h i t i , . . . ,  hdtd)- Also, the  Fourier transform s of f h x and ghY are 'lPhx X and iphyW 
respectively. Since x  and u  axe not identical, bu t satisfy x(0) =  ^>(0) =  1 and are 
continuous, then  there  exists a non-em pty bounded sphere S  centred at the  origin 
of R d for which
Because K  is sym m etric, com pactly supported  and in tegrates to  unity, there is a 
sm allest integer k >  1 such th a t
J (1 • x ) 2kK ( x )  dx ^  0
where 1 • x is the inner p roduct of x and the d-vector w ith  all entries equal to  unity. 
For this k ,
for some unit vector u, uniformly in t E 5 , as \h\ —► 0. Therefore, by Parseval’s 
identity,
—  1 =  J  {cos(ht • x) — 1 } K( x)  dx
=  ( —1)*{(2*)!}-1 J  ■ dx +  o (|/i|2*)
(2tt y  J(ehxhy -  e) 2 = J  \(iphx - 2
+ o(IM 4* + IM 4*)
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where ux and uY are unit vectors. Assume, w ithout loss of generality, th a t > 
\hY\. Then
(2x)4 J (ehx hY ~  e)2 > {(2^)!}_2 |/*x|4* inf j J (ux t ■ x)2kK(x)  dx^j
x \PX(t) ~ c(l -  pM <)|2 dt + o(\hx |4t)
= C\hx \i k +o{\hx \i k )
> C\hY\ik + o(\hY\ik)
where C > 0. For small values of \hx \ A \hY\ the required result is a consequence 
of \h\d > Vh- The result for large \hx \ and \hY\ follows from the observation th a t 
f ( ehx hY ~ eY ls bounded away from  zero whenever b o th  hx and  hY he outside 
any neighbourhood of the origin. I  
Let
0mn(hx , h Y) = J (ehxhY -  e)2 +  m “ 1^  +  n “ 1^ ,
m
B x , m ( h x  5 hy' )  =  TTL 'y   ^ €-hx hY { X i )  — E { e f i x  hY ( -^ 1  ) }  j
i =  1
n
hy)  =  n ^   ^&hx hY{Yi) — E{ehx hY {Y\ )},
1=1
m




Also let H x<rn and  H Yttl be subsets of R +  satisfying c a rd ( ifx>m) <  A m a and 
card (HY>n) <  B n b for positive constants A, a, B  and b. The p roduct set H Xrn x 
H Y n will be denoted by H mn.
L em m a 4 .2 .
lim  su p{0mn(hx , h Y) 1 \Bx<rn(hx , hY) -  Dx>m\: (hx , hY) G H mn) — 0 (4.1)
m ,n —► oo
almost surely, and
lim  SUps ^ m n { H x  , /ly) /  { cmn( -|/lx 5 h y ) ^ h x h Y } ^ h x h Y  
i,n  ►oo  ^ j y
almost surely. 
P r o o f .  Define
Z i h x  h y   ^h x  h Y *) ^(-^"i) P  ky (■^'l) ^(-‘^ 'l)}’
and u 2hxhy  =  f ( e h x hY ~  e)2- Then clearly Zihx hY i * >  1, is a  sequence of inde­
pendent and identically d is tribu ted  random  variables, each having zero mean. It 
follows from  the  boundedness of /  and g th a t \Zihx hY \ <  C\ and V ar(Z{hx hY) < 
C2 u hx hY i where Ci  and C2 are positive constants not depending on (hX i hY). 
Notice th a t
Z m h x h y  =  m  ^  ^ Z i hx hY ~  ^ X , m ( ^ X )  h Y ) ~  D Xn x . 
1=1
We have from  M arkov’s inequality for all t > 0 and a  >  0,
P ( \ Z m hxhY \ > t) < t  a m QE ^ 2 Z i h x h y
1=1
Assuming from  now on th a t o  >  1 we obtain  from  R osen thal’s inequality (Hall 
and Heyde (1980), pp .23-24),
y Z  Z ihxhY
1=1
< c 3
(  m  'I Q/^  m
1 1=1 ) i=i
This implies th a t
P{ \ zmhxhy I >  t) < C4 i - a ( m - “ /2 u ^ Äy +  m 1- “ )
where C4 depends only on a.  Setting t = e0mn(h x , ^v ), where e >  0, leads to
-P{0m„ ( Ä x ,M - 1 |2 m(,x /,v | >  e} < C s(ulx
(4.3)
x ( m  a/2u l x h Y + m 1 “ )
By the assum ption th a t m / n  —► f  >  0 we m ay assume, w ithout loss of generality, 
th a t Vhx  <  v/ty. Suppose first th a t >  1. Then from  Lem m a 4.1 u \ x hY ^  Cq 
which, on application of (4.3), gives
P { e mn{h.x , h y ) - ' \ Z m kxh Y \ e} <  C 7(m - “ / 2 +  m 1- “ ). (4.4)
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Next suppose 0 < Vhx < 1. Let r =  ~ — 1 /{2(1 + p-1 )} where p is the constant 
appearing in Lemma 4.1, and consider separately the cases (i) UhxhY < mr~ 2 and 
(ii) Uhx hY > Tnr~*. If (i) is true then it can be shown that
P{ömn(hx , hY)~1\Zmhx hY I > «} <C5(mvhx )a(m~ol/2u%xhy 4- m1_a)
<C8[m -a/ ^ (^+1)> +  m 1-«/(P+D]? (4.5)
while under (ii) we have
P{&mn(hx ,hY) 1\Z mhx hY\ > c} ^  11% x hY +  Tn} **)
<C5( m - ar +  m 1- 2ar). (4.6)
It follows from (4.4), (4.5) and (4.6) that for all Vhx > 0,
^{^mn(^X)^y) \Zmhx hY\ > €} =  0{m ß)
for every ß > 0. Because of the restriction imposed on the cardinality of the set 
Hmn and the assumption that m/n —> £ >  Owe obtain
P{0mn(hx ,hY)~l \Zmhx hY \ > e} =  0 (m ~ ß)
(hX ,hY)€.Hmn
for each ß >  0 implying, by Boole’s inequality, that
oo
^  ^ Sup { P  {@Tnn(hX i Hy?') > c} ‘ (^xi^y) £ Hmn\  ^ OO
m=l
for every e > 0 and n >  1. The result at (4.1) follows from the Borel-Cantelli 
lemma.
The proof of (4.2) can be accomplished by applying the same argument to 
ZihxhY =  j { p K flx( z - X i ) - ( l - p ) K h Y{ z - Y i) - e hxhY(z)}{ehxhY(z ) -e ( z ) }  dz.M 
For r > 0 we shall let
Omr(h) =  A 1 +  m~1v^1
and
Q m n r { h x , h Y ) =  v rhx A vrhy A 1 +  m-1^  +  n~l v ^ .
Let F  be the distribution function of Xi  and Fm be the empirical distribution 
function of the sample X.  The functions G and Gn are defined analogously for Y\ 
and y .
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L e m m a  4 .3 . For all r >  0
lim sup Omr(h) 
m - ° °  heHx ,m




P ro o f .  Let X*  and X ** be independent random  variables having the same dis­
tribu tion  as X \ .  Define the function ph by
ß h(x) = E { K h(x -  X*)}
and let
uh = E{y.h(X**)} =  E { K h( X "  -  X*)}. 
It is easily verified th a t
K h(x -  y){dFm{x) -  dF( -  dF(y)}<Z V Tn h  +  l^ tn /i
where
Vmk =  m ~ 2J 2  , { K h(Xi  -  X j )  -  W (X i) -  txh{Xj )  +  vh}
and
For 1 <  i , j  <  m  let
W mfl =  m l v h - 2 m  2 y ^ j i h(Xj) .
i=1
Uij — Kh( Xi  — X j )  — Hh(Xi) — Vh(Xj)  4- Vh.
For 2 <  k < m  pu t T* =  X^j= 2  S i = i  Uij and let Tk  denote the cr-field generated  by 
{X x,. . . ,  Xfc}. T hen one m ay establish th a t {(T*, JF*), 2 < k <  m )  is a m artingale 
and {(ZjtjXjt), 2 <  k <  m}  is the corresponding m artingale difference sequence 
w ith Z 2 — T2 and Zk =  Tk — 3 < k < m.  Since Tm =  ^ ^ = 2  we ^ ave f° r
all positive t and all a  >  1,
P ( |T m| > t ) <  t~ 2otE X > < C 1t - 2am a~1 Y l E\Zkf (4.7)
kz= 2 k = 2
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The second inequality follows from H older’s and B urkholder’s inequalities (see Hall 
and Heyde (1980) p.87) w ith C\ depending only on a. Next observe th a t 
k — 1 k — 1
Zk  =  H  Uik = Y . i K h i X ,  -  X k) -  p h(X i )  -  fxk ( X k) + uh},
1=1 1=1
so th a t conditional on X*, Zk is a sum  of k — 1 independent and identically 
d is tribu ted  random  variables. Therefore, by R osenthal’s inequality (see Hall and 
Heyde (1980) p p .23-24) w ith conditioning on X\ t,
E ( \ Z k \2a\ X k) <  C2[{(fc -  l ) E ( U 2k \ X k) } a + ( k -  (4.8)
We shall consider separately the cases (i) 0 <  < m ~ 1^ 2r+2\  (ii) m - i / ( 2 r + 2 )  <
Vh <  1 and (iii) Vh > 1. From  the boundedness and com pact support of K  and 
the  boundedness /  we have
E(\Ul k \2a\ X k) <  C3v ^ 2a
and
<
where b o th  bounds are in uniform  in X k .  Substitu tion  of these estim ates in to  (4.7) 
and  (4.8) gives
P ( \T m \ < t ) < C s t - 2am a- 1
< C^t 2a( m 2av h Q +  m a+1v h 2a).
Now choose t =  m 29mr(h)e where e >  0 is arb itrary . Then, noting th a t Vmh = 
m ~ 2Tm, we have
P { 0 m r ( / i ) - 1 | 1F m /i |  >  e} <  C6( m v rh +  0 “ 3a( v r  +  m 1~ av ^ za ).r I „ — 1 \ - 2 a / .  - a  , __1 — or„ — 2 a '
Let (i) be true. T hen we have the bound
P { 6 mr(A )"1|VmÄ| >  e} <  C6( v ^ ) - 2a(v ^ a W “ ®*2“ )
<  C6{ m -Q/ (2r+2) +  m 1- 0'}. (4.9)
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If (ii) holds then
P{6mr{h)~l |Vm4| > t) K C s i m v l ) - 2« ^  + m 1- avZ2a)
< C6(m -Q + m1- 2“). (4.10)
Finally, if (iii) holds then we have
P{Ömr(/!)_1|Vmi| > < C6(m + ‘)_2“(l + m1"“)
< C6(m~2a + m1- 3a). (4.11)
Combining (4.9), (4.10) and (4.11) yields that
P{0mr(h)-1\Vmh\>e} = O(rn-ß)
for all ß > 0. As in the proof of Lemma 4.2, Boole’s inequality and the Borel- 
Cantelli lemma can be used to establish that
lim sup 0mr(h)~l \ V m h \  = 0 
m — * ° °  hEHx,m
almost surely.
The proof will be complete if it is established that
lim sup Omr(h) 1\WTnh\ = 0
almost surely. This, however, is quite easy in comparison to the above arguments 
and follows quickly from the boundedness of K. I
Lemma 4.4. For all r > 0,
lim sup< 0mnr(h, h)
m , n —+ oo I
-1 J J  K k(x -  y){dFm(x)-dF(x)}{dGn(y) -  dG(y)}
: h e H X , m
almost surely.
Proof. Let X* and Y * be independent random variables such that X* has the 
same distribution as X\  and Y* has the same distribution as Yi. Define
/**.»(*) = E{Kh{x -  X*)}, pr,h{x) = E {K h(x -  Y')},
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"a = £W.»(F*)} = E{nrAX*)} = £{iu(-Y* -  y*)}
and
n
■ZnAx =  n ^ ^ { A / l ( X i  —  Yj) —  /iy,*(X<) — fj,x,h{Yj) +  1^/1}. 
>=i
Then we have
Z m n h  =  rn l ^ Z n h i =  (  f  K h(x -  y){dFm(x) -  dF(x)}{dGn(y) -  dG(y)}.
1=1  ^ ^
For £ > 0 we have by Markov’s inequality,
P (|Z m n /x |> 0 < * -2am -2“£ Y^Znhi
x = l
where it is assumed that a > 1. Conditional on {Yl5. . . ,  Yn} the random variables 
Znhi, 1 < i < m, axe independent and identically distributed with mean zero. In 
the following we shall use E' to denote expectation conditional on {Yi,. . . ,  Y„}. 




\  Of ^i m
_lx=l J 1=1
+m£?'|ZnU|2“}.
Taking expectations we obtain 
„ 2 a
y ;  Znhi
i=i
< C1[ma£7{f7,(Z ;Ä1)}a + mJS|Znfclf a]. (4.12)
Set
Uij =  i ^ ( X ,  -  Yj) -  /iy,fc(X 0  -  / ix .* ( li)  +  V K
and note that Z„/a = n-1 2 j= i ^ij- Conditional on Xi the random variables Uij, 
1 < j are identically distributed with zero mean. Let E" denote expectation 
conditional on X\  and apply Rosenthal’s inequality again to yield
E"\Znkl\2a < C2n~2o'{n°E"(Ul1)a + nE"\U1,1\2a},
so that
E\Znhl\2a < C2n - 2a[naE{"Ul,)}“ + nE\U1A\2°]. (4.13) 
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Also, from the conditional version of Holder’s inequality, {E 1 (Z^hl)}a < E'\Znhi |2or, 
implying that
E{E'(Z2nhl) }a < E \ Z nhl\2a. (4.14)
Combining the estimates at (4.12), (4.13) and (4.14) provides
i=i
< Ci[moln - olE { E " { y l 1)}a +  m anl - 2QE\Ulfl\2a]. (4.15)
The boundedness of K  implies that E\U\^\2a < C ^ 20. Also, since the densities 
/  and g are bounded, we can show that E"(U2x) < Cqv^1 uniformly in X\.  Hence 
E{E"(U21)}a < Cjv^a. Therefore, in view of (4.15), we obtain
2
< Cs(mQn~av^a +  man v -2a),
so that
P{\ZmnH\ > t ) <  Cst - 2a(m -°n -° ‘vP  +
1 =  1
Let t =  9mnr(h, h)e for e >  0. Then 
P { 9 m n r ( h : h ) ~ l \ Z m nh\  >  «}
< C .K  A 1 +  1 + n - 1v ^ ) - 2a +
Assume, without loss of generality, that m >  n. Then
P{0mnr(h, h ) - 1 \Zmnh\ > e} <  C s K  A 1 +  n - 1»* “ + n1-3<X  2“)-
Arguments identical to those used in the proof of Lemma 4.3 lead to
P{9mnr(h,h)-'\Zmnh\> <=} = f>)
for all ß >  0. This is sufficient for the required result. I
For a function J : R d —> R  we shall let J* denote the convolution of J with 
itself. As before we let k2 = K \ 0) =  f  K 2.
Lemma 4.5. For all r > 0,
lim sups 9mnr(^ hx , /iy) /  {zmni’lhxi hy)
i»—00 I I J
~  K \ { p 2 m  1 ■b (1 — p ) 2 n  l y h Y } * ^ r )  C H r n n  ^ =: 0
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almost surely.
Proof. It may be shown that
J  {e m n ( ' | ^ X )  hY ) e / i x^y}
= P2 J  J  K l x (x-  y){dFm(x)-  dF(x)}{ -  
+ (1 - P ?  J  J  K l Y( x - y ) { d G n( x ) - d G ( x ) } { d G n
— 2p(l — p) J  J ( K k x * K hY) ( x - y ) { d F m( x ) - d F (
Observing that
[  [  K hx (x ~  y){dFm{x) -  dF(x)}{dFm(y) -  dF(y)} = ^ \ m ~ lv~lx
J J x=y
and
/  /  * J ,( *  -  y){dGn(x)-  dG(x)}{dGn(y) -  dG{y)} =
J J x=y 
we obtain
J { e mn(-\hx,hy)-  ekx hY }2 -  K.\{p2m ~ l ip)2n_1u ^ }
= P2 [  [  K'hx(x -  y){dFm(x) -  dF(x)}{dFm(y) -  dF(y)}
J J x i^y
+ (1 - P ) 2 /  [  K l Y( x - y ) { d G n( x ) - d G ( x )
J J x^y
—2p(l — p) J  J { K hx* K hy)(x  -  y){dFm(x) — dF
Application of Lemma 4.3 to the first two terms on the right-hand side, with K * 
instead of AT, and a simple adaptation on Lemma 4.4 to the last term gives the 
desired result. ■
We also require the following technical result for the proof of Theorem 2.1.
Lemma 4.6. Suppose that an and bn are both sequences of real valued functions 
defined on some set U and satisfy
lim sup 
n ~ * ° °  ueu
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Then
in fug^ an(u) _
n^2o in fu€W bn(u)
P ro o f. Assume, without loss of generality, that an,bn >  0 for all n >  1. Let 
0 < e <  1 and suppose that
sup fln(tt) _  1
bn(u)
< e.




<  e. (4.17)
From (4.16) we have for all u E 7/, an(tt) <  (1 +  e)bn{u). Hence infug^ an(u) <
(1 +  e)bn(u) for all u E U,  which implies that
inf an(u) <  (1 +  e) inf bn(u). (4-18)
uGW uGW
Similarly, we may show that
inf a„(u) >  (1 -  e) inf 6n(u).
«GW uGW
(4.19)
Combining (4.18) and (4.19) we obtain (4.17) as required. I
We shall first prove an altered form of Theorem 2.1 where (hx ,hY) is confined 
to the set H mn rather them the whole of R + x R/J_.
Observe that
Mmn(Jl'X i h*Y ) =  J  {^mn('|^X 5 ^v ) ^hxhy}
4* 2 J  {emn{’\hxi by) ehx hy}(e,hx hy ~~ e) "b J  (Ghxhy ~  e) >
leading to
Mmn(hx ,hY) -  f J ( e hxhY -  e)2 +  k\ { p2m ~ 1v ^  +  (1 -  p)2n - 1 t>^}
=  2  [ {C m n ('|^ X  ) ^ y  )  "1" J
-  /el{p2m-1 v*,J +  (1 - p ) 2n_1u ^ } .
It follows from Lemmas 4.1, 4.2 and 4.5 that
lim SUp{$mn(/ix ? h y ' )  |Afmn(/lx , /iy ) ^mn(^Xi ^y)| • (^x>^y) ^ H m n  } 0m,n—► oo
(4.20)
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alm ost surely, where ipmn(hx , hY) =  f ( e h x h y - e ) 2+«;^{p2m 1v h  ^+ ( l - p ) 2n 1v h *}. 
It is clear on com parison th a t we can replace 0mn(hx , hY) by ^ mn(/ix , hY) in (4.20) 
so th a t
lim sup{ |ipmn(hx ,hY) 1 Mmn(hx , hY) -  1| : (hXi hY) 6 H mn} =  0 (4.21)
m , n —-oo
alm ost surely.
It can be seen from the  form ula for S mn(/ix , hY) th a t
Srnn^hx > ^y) 4" C T A/mn (^x ? ^y ) 4” 2Rmn(h x , hY)
where C mn =  f  e2 +  2pDXirn -  2(1 -  p)Dyifl and
^ m n ( ^ ) ^ y )  =  — 5 x ,m(/ijr, ^y)} — (1 —' p){-^y,n — ^ y ,n ( ^ i  ^y)}
- p 2 f  [  K hx( x - y ) { d F m( x ) - d F ( x ) } { d F m( y ) - d F ( y ) }
J J x^y
- ( l - p ) 2 /  /  X ki. ( x - J/){dG „(i)-c;G (x)}{<iG „(!/)-< iG (y)}
7 v/ x#y
+ p(l-p)J J K hx(x -  y){dFm(x) -  dF(x)}{dGn{y) -  dG(y)}  
4-p( l  — p) J J K hy(x -  y){dFm(x) -  dF(x)}{dGn(y) -  dG(y)}.
A pplication of Lem m as 4.1, 4.2, 4.3 and 4.4 to  the term s on the  right-hand side 
gives
lim sup{$mn(/i;r, hY) \Fmn(hx i hy'jl • (^ x ?^ y ) £ ^m n}  — 0 almost surely
m , n —>oo
and so
lim SUp{^m„(/lA:,/ ly) ^ m n j ^ ^ y ) !  : (^X,^y) £ ^mn} =  0 
m ,n —►oo
alm ost surely. Consequently
r  f  A fm n ( / ix ,5 ^ y )hrn sup < ------ —----r-r-
, « —►00 ^ m n ( / l j f , / l y jm ,n
Smn(hx 5 ^y) 4” Cf
M m n ( h x , /ly) 
almost surely. Com bining th is w ith (4.21) gives us
Smn(hx , hY) 4- C
-  1 ( / l j j f , / l y )  G H mn  /  — 0
lim  sup
m ,n —* oo Mmn(hx , hY)
-  1 • (^x  5 hY) G H r (4.22)
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alm ost surely. Recall th a t (hx , h Y) is the minim iser of 5 mn(/ix , / iy ) over H mri. 
T hen from  (4.22)
Smnjh'X') h Y) 4~ CT
m ,n —►oo M mn(hX t hY)
Also from  (4.22) and Lem m a 4.6,
1 alm ost surely. (4.23)
lim
m ,n —► oo
in f { S m n ( h x , /iy) 4  Cmn • (^ x ? ) £ Lfmn)-




m , n —>oo
^ 71(^ 1  ^y ) +  CT
in f{M mn(/ix , hY) . (/ix > ^y) £ -^rnn}
=  1 almost surely. (4.24)
Com bining (4.23) and  (4.24) we ob ta in
lim
m , n —>oo
M m n i j l X 5 ^ y  )
in f{M mn(/ix , /iy) : (hx , h Y) E Lfmn}
almost surely.
T he result s ta ted  a t (2.4) can be obtained  from this one by using the  assum p­
tion th a t K  is Holder continuous. The argum ent used to  establish th is is along 
the  sam e lines as th a t given in the proof of Theorem  4.2.1. ■
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A ppendix  A
PROOF OF AN Li OPTIMALITY RESULT 
USING THE KOMLÖS-MAJOR-TUSNÄDY  
BROW NIAN BRIDGE APPROXIM ATION
This appendix is devoted to  the  proof of an asym ptotic optim ality  result for 
the window-size selection rule proposed in Section 2.4. Using technology com­
pletely different to  th a t employed in the  proof of Theorem  2.4.1 we shall prove a 
result sim ilar to  th a t s ta ted  a t (2.4.8).
Throughout we let
n
fn(x\h)  =  n _1 y; K h(x -  X i ),
t=i
where K  is a pth. order kernel as defined in Section 2.2 and Kh(x)  = h ~ l K ( x / h ) .  
Also let bn(x\h) =  E f n(x\h)—f ( x )  denote the bias a t x. Recall th a t the L \ -optim al 
window-size for this estim ator is asym ptotic to
h* =  c in -1 ^ 2p+1) (A .l)
for some constant c\ > 0, and th a t the data-base window-size /i* defined a t (2.4.4) 
is such th a t
lim h*Jh* = 1 (A .2)
n —*• oo
cdmost surely. O ur concern is to  prove the following asym ptotic op tim ality  result 
for L \ loss,
Jn(h) = J \M
In the  proofs we shall use C*i, C2, . . .  to  denote positive generic constants.
T h e o r e m  A.l. I f  the density f  has compact support and p continuous derivatives 
and the kernel K  is o f bounded variation and has compact support, then




O ur proof or Theorem  is based on a Brownian bridge approxim ation of the 
em pirical d istribu tion  function due to  Komlos, M ajor and Tusnady (1975) and 
fu rth er investigated by M. Csörgö, S. Csörgö, H orvath  and M ason (1986). The 
following lem m a makes use of such an approxim ation.
L em m a A . l .  Suppose that the random sample X \ , . . . ,  X n is drawn from a pop­
ulation having density f  and distribution function F  for which E \X i  |2+p_1+e <  oo 
for some e >  0 and that the kernel K  is o f bounded variation (that is, f  \d K \ < oo). 
Then
J„(hm) =  A n(h*) + oT{n-vlV*+V} (A.3)
where
r oo I /»oo
A n(h )=  \n - ih ~ 1 W °{F (x — h z)}dK (z) + bn(x\h)
J —oo I J  — oo
and is a sequence of Brownian bridges.
P r o o f. Let X Ufi <  • • • <  X n n^ be the  order statistics of the  sample and Fn be the 
corresponding em pirical d istribu tion  function. Notice th a t
f n(x\h) = h - 1 [°°  K{{x  -
J  — OO 
r oo
= h F n(x — h z ) d K ( z ) ,
J  —oo
w ith  the  last step involving in tegration  by parts  and a change of variable. Therefore
r OO
f n( x \ h ) - E f n(x\h) = h~1 {Fn( x - h z ) - F ( x - h z ) } d K ( z ) .  (A.4)
J  — OO
Consider a random  sam ple of size n from  the uniform -(0 ,l) d is tribu tion  for which 
the  order statistics are Un,i <  • • • <  UU)n and the em pirical d istribu tion  function 
is Gn. Theorem  2.2 of M .Csörgö et al (1986 p.43) asserts th a t for every 0 <  v <  j  
and  as n —► oo,
sup
Un, i < s < U nin
-  s) -  W JW IM 1  -  =  0 ,( 1 )
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for some sequence of Brownian bridges W°.  Taking s =  F(x)  in this equation we 
obtain , as n —> oo,
Fn(x) -  F(x)  = n - i w ° { F ( x ) j  +  Op( l)n -< ‘/+ ^ [ F ( x ) { l  -  F (x )} ]* -"  (A.5)
for all 0 <  v < j  and uniformly in X ny\ <  x <  X nyTl. Let
A(x) = {z : (x  -  X n tn)/h < z < (x -  X Uyi) /h}.
Then
F n(x -  hz) -  F (x  -  hz) =n~^W°{F(x-  hz)}
+ Op( l ) n - (l,+i )[i;’( i  -  -  F (x  -
uniform ly in x, z G A(x) and h. Therefore
[  {F„(x -  h z ) - F ( x  -  hz)} dK(z)  = n~* f  W°{F(x  -  hz)} dK(z)
J  A(z) •'A(r)
+  Op(l)n -< ‘'+ i) [
JA( x )
so from this and  (A .3) it follows th a t for all x G R ,
/»OO
f n( x \ h ) - E f n( x \ h ) = n ~ h - 1 W°{F{x  — hz)} dK(z)  +  R n(x, h) (A.6)
J  — OO
where
o roc r oo
\R„(x,h)\dx < O ^ n - ^ + ^ h - 1 /  /  [ F ( x - / !z ) { l - F ( x - / i z ) } ] “ ,'|<2F(Z) |(f;;
X2 */ — OO «/ — OO
+ n ~ i h ~ 1 f ° °  f  \W°{F(x — hz)}\ \dK(z)\dx  (A.7)
J —oo J A(x)c
+ h~1 r  f  \Fn(x -  hz) -  F{x -  kz) \ \dK(z)\dx.
J —oo J A(x)c
Assume from now on th a t
1 1 + 6 
<  v <
1
<  -
2(2p +  1) 2(2p +  1 +  ep) 4
(A.8)
for 0 <  e < 1. Observe th a t
• oo r oo
r  r  [F (x  -  hz){ 1 -  F (x  -  ftZ)} ]* - ,'|<iF:(z)| dx
J  — o c  J — OO
--■{/: I<üf(u/fc)| !■ /  [F (y ){ l -  F f o ) } ] * -  <*y
< U \ d K \ j J ^  {PdXrl  > y ) } ^ - d y
< ( j \ d K \ \  1 +  E\X i \2+P~l + e dy
<  OO
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from  our assum ptions on K  and /  and since —(2 4- p~l +  e ) ( |  — v) <  —1 from 
the assum ption m ade at (A .8). Therefore the first term  on the right-hand side of 
(A .7), Tni(h)  say, is such th a t
Tnl(h) = Op{ h - 1n ~ ^ + ^ } .  (A .9)
Let Tn2 (h) and Tns(h) denote, respectively, the second and th ird  term s on the 
righ t-hand  side of (A .7). To bound Tn2 (h) we first note th a t for a Brownian 
bridge {W°( t )  : 0 <  t <  1},
|W °(t)l =  0 ,( 1  ) < i - { (A .10)
uniform ly in 0 <  f <  1, for any 6 > 0. This yields
|W °{F (x  -  hz)} \ \dK(z) \dx
Op{ \ ) h - 1 r  j  F ( y ) i - s \ d K { ( x - y ) / h } \ d x  
J —OO jy<Xn, 1
=  0 , ( 1 )  (J \dK \) j F ( y ) i - S dy
<  0 , ( 1 )  (  [  F i X ^ Y  [  F ( y ) i - " - e dy.
\ J  J Jy<XnA
It is straightforw ard to  verify th a t
F ( X n,i) = Unyl = Op( n - 1)
as n —♦ oo and  th a t Jy<x i F{y )*~v~8 dy < oo for a sufficiently small choice of 
6. T reating  the  in tegral over { (x ,z ) : hz < x — X n)„, —oo < x < 0 0 } in a similar 
way we ob ta in
Tr,2(h) = Op { h - 1n - (-“+*>}. (A .11)
Finally,
\Fn(x -  hz) -  F(x  -  hz) \ \dK(z) \dx
—oo J  hz — X n ,  1
= h 1 f  f  F( y) \dK{(x  — y) /h}\  dx 
J - 0 0  J y < X n,i
< (  [  Id tf l)  F ( X nAy +i  j  F{y )>- Vdy 
\ J  J J y < X n, 1
=  Op{ n -(l/+^ } .
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Applying a sim ilar trea tm en t to  the integral over { ( x , z )  : hz < x — X njTl, -o o  < 
x  <  00} it follows th a t
Tn3(h) = O p i h - ' n - W ) } , (A .12)
and so after combining (A .7), (A .9), (A .11) and (A .12) one obtains
y O O
/  |Än( x , / i ) |d i  =  O p { h - 1n - (~,,+
J  — OO
P u ttin g  h equal to  h* = c \ n ~ l ^ 2pJrl  ^ gives
/•O O
/  |i? „ (x ,//* ) |d x  =  Op{n1/ (2J’+ 1)-(- '+ i)}  =  0j,{n -i>/(2p+i)} (A .13)
J —OO
by choice of u> 1 /{2 (2  p  +  1)}. Now 
\Jn(h ')  -  A n(h ')\
r o o  I y O O
< /  /n (x |h * ) — £^/„(x|A ”) — n _ ^(/i*)_1 /  W ° { .F (x -V z )} d A :(z )  dx
J — oo I J —oo
/•O O
< /  |i2n(ar, /i*)| dx 
J —  o o
and the required result follows from this and (A .13). ■
For a B row nian bridge TF0 we will let £ be the random  function given by
((x \h ) = h ~ i  f  W °{
J  — OO
The d istribu tion  of £(x\h) is of in terest and the next lem m a provides us w ith this.
L em m a A .2. For each read number x, the random variable (nh)~ ^((x \h )  has a 
normal distribution with mean zero and variance equal to Var{fn(x\h)}. Further­
more,
C ov{(nh)~*Z (x \h ),(nh)-* t(y \h )}  =  C ov{fn(x\h), f n(y\h)} 
for all x, y E R.
P r o o f .  By trea tin g  the  definite in tegral as a lim it of a sum  of areas of rectangles 
it is apparen t th a t £ (x |h) is the lim it of a sum of norm al random  variables and so 
itself is norm ally d istribu ted . Clearly
y  OO
E£(x\h) = h~> /  E [W °{F (x  -  hz)}] dK (z)  =  0
J —  OO
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which implies th a t
yOO yOO
Cov{Z(x\h),S(y\h)}  = / i_1 / /  £ [ i r , { F (x - / t* )} T 7 0{ F (y -h iu )} ]  dK{z)dK{w)
J  —  OO v/ —oo 
yoo y oo
= /i -1 /  /  F { (x  — hz) A (y — /zk;)} dK(z)  dK(w)
J  — oo J  —oo
yoo yoo
— h 1 F(x  — hz)dK(z )  /  F (y  — /w;) d/C(u(A.15)
J —oo J —oo
where we have used the p roperty
£ { ! F 0(.s)kF0(*)} = a ( l - t ) ,  5 <  t
of a Brownian bridge W °. It is well-known th a t £ { F n(x)} =  F (x )  and 
Cov{Fn(s), Fn(t)} = n - ' F W  1 -  F ( i)} , a <  i.
From  these results it follows th a t the expression at (A .15) is equal to  
nh E ^ J  h~l Fn(x -  hz )dK(z )  J  h "1 Fn(y — hw) d K ( w ) \
yoo y OO
— /  h~l F(x — hz) dK(z)  /  h~lF(y — hw) dK(w)
J — oo J —oo
= nh[E{fn(x\h) fn(y\h)} -  { E f n(x \h)}{Efn(y\h)}} 
= nhCov{fn(x \h) , f n(y\h)},
giving rise to
Cov{(nh) *£(x\h),(nh) *€(y\h)} = Cov{fn(x\h), f n(y\h)}.
In particu lar
V ar{(nh) * £(x\h)} = Vai{ fn(x\h)} ,
com pleting the  proof. I
The last lem m a we need concerns the random  variable G(h) given by
yOO
G(h)=  / I (nh)-*Z(x
J  — OO
where bx =  ( « i / p ! ) / ^ ( x ) .  Note th a t G(h) is simply the  expression for A(h)  with 
the  bias bn(x\h) replaced by the leading term  in its asym ptotic expansion.
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L e m m a  A .3 . Suppose that both f  and K  are bounded with compact support 
and that f  ^  is continuous and bounded. Then
Var{G(/i*)} =  o { n -2p/<2p+1>}.
P r o o f .  Since /  and K  each have com pact support we m ay assume th a t for some 
r  >  0,
G(h) = J  \ (n h ) -^ ( x \h )  + hpbx \dx.
Let T  =  [—r , r ] 2 and define for all 6 >  0,
Us =  { (* ,y ) € T  : \x — y\ < <$}.
Also we will w rite v2x(h) =  V ax{/n(a:|/i)} and N x =  vx(/i)_1(n /i)_ a £(x\h), so th a t 
from  Lem m a A.2 N x is an  N(0,1) random  variable. Consider the bivariate  norm al 
random  pair (Nx, N y) where (x ,y )  € T  — Us. From  Lem m a A .2,
pxy(h) =  Cov(Nx, N y) =  {vx(h)vy(h)}~1Cov{fn(x\h), f n(y\h)}.
Simple algebra leads to
C o v {/n(x |/i), f n(y\h)} = -  n -1 { B /„ ( i | / i ) } { f ; /n (y|ft)}
+  n " 1 h~-  -  
Suppose th a t the  support of K  is contained in the  interval [—5, 5 ]  and let h < 
6(2s)~1. T hen K {(x  — X \ ) /h } K { ( y  — X \ ) /h }  =  0 im plying th a t, for x ,y  G T  — Us 
and sm all h ,
P x y ( h )
- E f n(x\h)Efn(y\h)
nvx(h)vy(h)
Let N°  be another N(0,1) random  variable which is independent of Ny. It is trivial 
to  show th a t the d is tribu tion  of (Nx, N y) is identical to  th a t of ((1 — p2xy)*N°  +  
PxyNy,Ny).  The variance of G can then  be expanded as follows:
V ar{G(/i)} =E{G(h)2} -  {EG(h)}2
J  J  E{\vx(h)Nx +  hpbx\\vy(h)Ny +  hpby\} dx dy
E\vx(h)Nx + hpbx\d x j  
•MS, h) +  I2(S, h) +  I3(h, 8) + h{6, h)
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where
h(S,h) =  j  E{\vx(h)Nx +  h”bx\\vy(h)Ny +  hI'by\}dxdy,
h { 6 , h )  =  J  J t  v  E { J \ v x ( h ) N x +  h ” bt \ -  \ { 1  -  p l y {h
x \vy(h)Ny +  A
I3(S ,h)= [  [  E\Vy(h)Ny + h”by\
J J T - U *
x E |{1 -  ply{h)}>vx(h)N° + h”bx\-  I + dxdy,
and
I i ( S , h )  =  - J  {E\vx(h)Nx + h n x\}{E\vy(h)Ny +  h n v\}dxdy.
By the  Cauchy-Schwarz inequality,
h ( M * ) <  sup E[{vx(h*)Nx + (h*)pbx}2] f  [  dxdy  
x € [ - r , r ]  J  JUs
<5rS  sup [Yax{f„(x\h')} + ( h ' f n l ]
xG[ — r,r]
< C S  sup / [  K( z )2 f ( x  — h* z) dz +  b2X n~2p^ 2p+1  ^
x € [  —r,r] V J - 3  J
<  C16 n - 2p/(2p+1) (A.16)
for some constant C\ >  0 not depending on either n or S, by v irtue of our assum p­
tions on /  and K.  Noting th a t the random  variable {vx(h)Nx +  hpbx}{vy(h)Ny +  
hpby} has the  same d istribu tion  as
{1 -  p \ y(h)}*vx(h)Ny 4- hpbx {vy(h)Ny+hpby}+pxy(h)vx(<h)Ny{vy(h)Ny+hpby} 
we ob ta in  the  bound
| Ü ( M * ) I < /  f  IPzy(h*)vx(h ' )vy(h*)\dxdy
J  J T - U s
+  (2/7r)2 f  (  IpXy(h*)vx(h*)(h*)pby\dx dy.
J Jt - us
For large n the  first in tegral on the right-hand side is equal to
f  f  \E{ fn{x\h¥) } E { f n{y\h*)}\dx dy n~ l < C 2n~1 (A .17)
J  J T - U x
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where C2 > 0 does not depend on n. Also for large n, the second integral equals
(2/*)* [  [  \E{fn( x \ h ^ E V ^ y l h ' W Y b y V ^ h T ^ d x d y n - 1
J J T - U s
< C 3( h * y J  vy(h*)~l d
< C±n~l
since h* = 0{n-1/^2p+1^ } imphes that vy(h*) = 0{(h*)p}. Combining this with 
(A.17) we obtain for some C5 > 0 and large n,
|/2(<$,/i*)| < C5n-1 . (A.18)
Recalling that the function ip introduced in Section 2.2 has the property ip(t )  
E\N  —1| for a N(0,1) random variable N  we see that
X { p l y ( h * ) } ? v x (h*
{ h * ) n ,
~ Vz{h^ (Wt)
-  piy(h*)}* vx
dx dy
< ( 2/*)* J  J t  v  v y ( h ' ) r p ( ^ ^ y x ( h > ) \ l - { l
(by Lemma 2.2.1)
vy(h^  dx<i4< (2/ir)* T - U s
U L * *(hm) 1 -  {1 -  ply(h*)}idxdy
By our assumptions on /  and JC, the second factor is bounded by
[1 - { 1  - p U h ' ) } ± Y d x d y
T - U s
C6n"p/(2p+1)
For all sufficiently large n,
p \ y { h *) < C7n -2[Var{/n(x|ft*)}Var{/n(y|V)}]-1 = o(l)
uniformly in (x,y) € T -  Us, since Var{/„(x|fc*)} = 0 { n -2p/(2?+1)}. It follows 
from this and the above bound that the second factor is o{n~p^ 2p+1,j as —* oo.
The first factor is no more than
( 4 r / , r ) * (^ ßf)
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Using the inequality (a + b)2 < 2(a2 + 62) and writing cry = we obtain
dy
dy< 2J_ r {»,(*> (™y) -
+  2c i 'n -W V r+ V  dy
< 2 /  |(2/ff)^|vy(fc*) — (n/i*)_ ^<Tj|| dy
+  2 c ^ n - 2^ 2^  dy
= 0 { n - 2p^ 2p+1)}
since |uy(/i*) — (n/i*)- 2 <ry| = o{n_p/^2p+1^ } uniformly in y £ [—r,r]. Therefore, 
on combining the orders of magnitude of both factors, we obtain
|/3(M *)| = o{n"2p/(2p+1>}. (A-19)
Using the same technique that was applied to Ii(6,h*) we may show that there is 
a constant Cs > 0 such that for all 8 > 0,
(A.20)|J4(tf,/»*)| < CaS
Combining (A.16), (A.18), (A.19) and (A.20) we obtain for every 77 > 0,
limsupn2p/^ 2p+1^Var{Cr(/i*)} < 77,
n —* 00
which immediately leads to the required result. ■
P roof of Theorem  A .l .
With bx =  (Ki/p\)f^p\ x ), <7x =  «2 / ( z ) ’ and a > 0 we shall put
1 y*00 /
D(f ,K ,a)  = a% J  ( — ■—
which is finite since /  has compact support. Theorem 5.1 of Devroye and Györfi 
(1985, p.78) can easily be extended of the case of a pth order kernel to give
E{ Jn{h)} =  J  (nh)~^ crxxp — — -— dx -f o{hp +  (nh)~ 2 } ,
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producing the result
E{Jn(h*)} = n - p/<-2p+1'lD ( f ,K ,c1) + o{n"i’/(2!’+1)}. (A.21)
We shall first prove that
fim [Jn(h')/E{Jn(h*)}] = 1 (A.22)
n— ►oo
in probability. In view of (A.21) this result will hold if and only if it can be shown 
that
\Jn(hm) -  E{Jn(h*)}\ = op{n~p^ 2p+r>}. (A.23)
The left-hand side of (A.23) is dominated by
IJn(h*) -  G(h*)\ + IG(h*) -  E{G(h*)}\ + |E{G(h*)} -  E{Jn(h*)}\ (A.24)
so it suffices to prove that the first two terms are each op{n“p^ 2p+1^ } and the 
third is o{n_p^ 2p+1^ }.
Let A(h) be given by
rO O
A(h) = / \(nh)~*£(x\h)+ bn(x\h)\dx.
J — oo
Lemma A.l asserts that |Jn(h*) — A(h*)\ = op{n_p/(2p+1)} since the elements 
of the sequence of Brownian bridges {W°} each have the same distribution as 
W° used in the definition of £(;r|/i). Therefore to prove that | Jn(h*) — G(h*)\ = 
op{n-p^ 2p+1^ } it is enough to show that \A(h*) — G(h*)\ = op{n~p^ 2pJr1^ }. Notice 
that
y O O
|A (h*)-G (h*)|<  / \bn( x \ h ) - ( h m)pbx\dx 
J — OO
so by the compact support of / ,  the right-hand side is o{n_p^ 2p+1^ } by standard 
results for the asymptotic bias of f n(x\h) (see, e.g., Devroye and Györfi (1985 
p.92)). For the second term we use Chebyshev’s inequality to obtain for all e > 0,
P{np/(2p+1)\G(h*) -  E{G(h*)}\ > e] < n2p^ 2p+1)Y3i{G(h*)}e-2
= o(l)
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from Lemma A.3. This proves that \G(h*) — E{G(h*)}\  =  op{n_p/ (2p+1)}. The 
last term of (A.24) is dominated by
f (nh-y^A1 { n { h ' y p + 1 } h i
+  \E{Jn(h*)} -  n - ’’^
The second term is o{n  p/(2P+1)} since E { J n(h*)} ~  n D(f ,  K, c\). From
Lemma 2.2.1 the first term is dominated by
(2/*)* /  |(n/l* ) - i <Tr -[V a r { /B(i|/i*)}]i|<iE
J  — OO
which is also o{n-p/(2p+1)} since [Var{/n(x|/i*)}] 2 ~  cx 2 n-p/(2p+1V x for all x 
and /  hats compact support. Hence \E{G(h*)} — E { J n(h*)}\ =  o{n~p/(2p+1)} as 
had to be shown.
The result stated in the theorem follows from (A.22) and
lim [Jn(h*) /E{Jn(h*)}] =  1
n —*•00
in probability. This result can be proved in the same way as (A.22) using the fact 
that
lim n1^ 2p+1 /^i* =  ci
n —*• 00
in probability. I
With some extra work our assumption of /  having compact support can be 
weakened to the existence of a moment of order 2 +  p-1 +  t for some e > 0. This 
has not been done since it would produce a result which is still slightly weaker 
than that stated in Section 2.4.
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A ppendix  B
L E A ST -SQ U A R E S C R O SS-V A LID A TIO N  FO R  
N O N P A R A M E T R IC  E ST IM A T IO N  OF D E N S IT Y
D E R IV A TIV E S
The problem  of selecting a window-size for the  estim ation of density deriva­
tives is briefly addressed in this appendix. Suppose we have a sample X i , . . . ,  X n 
of independent, real-valued random  variables having common density /  where /  
is r  tim es differentiable. A kernel based estim ato r for f^r\x )  is
n
fir\x\h) = n-'h - ’--1 £ * < r){(*
1=1
(see B h attacharya  (1967)) where K  is a r  tim es differentiable kernel and h is 
the  window-size. This estim ator is, of course, ob tained  by differentiating the 
usual kernel density  estim ator r  times. The window-size can be selected for the  
estim ation of by generalising least squares cross-validation as follows. F irst 
note th a t m inim isation of L 2 loss M n(h) =  / { / n r\ - |h )  — / ^ } 2 is equivalent to  
m inim isation of
M«(h) - J  { /< r>}2 =  J f P m 2 -  2 J
The first term  on the right-hand side is known. However, the  second involves the 
unknow n function / ^ .  To overcome th is we observe th a t
- 2  j  /<r)(-|>0/(r> = - 2( - 1)r /  f f r ) (- \h ) f
from  in tegration  by parts , where it is now assum ed th a t K  has 2r  derivatives 
available. The m ean of the righ t-hand  side can be estim ated  unbiasedly by
which leads to
CV(ft) =  J  / ( ’•>(•! ft)2 -  2 ( - i y n - 2h - 2' - 1Y i -^  Xj ) / h}
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as the least-squares cross-validatory criterion to be minimised. The selected window- 
size is the value of h at which this minimum is attained; we shall call it hn. Under 
certain assumptions on the smoothness of /  and K  and the range of admissible 
values of h Härdle, Marron and Wand (1989) have shown that this selection rule 
is asymptotically optimal in terms of minimising L2 loss.
The calculation of CV(h) in practice involves evaluation of f  fnr\ - \h)2. As­
suming that K  is symmetric we obtain
= n~2h~2r~1 £  j r ( K ^  * ){ (*  -  Xj)/h}.
i= 1 j= 1
The evaluation of the convolution * K ^  may be simplified by taking K  to 
be where <f>(z) = ( 2 x ) _ 2 e~z2/2 is the Gaussian kernel. For r = 0 ,1 ,... it may 
be readily established by induction that
(< r^> * <f>ir))(x) = 2 -r--M 2r)(* /2 ’ ),
so that the cross-validatory criterion can be explicitly evaluated as
CV(fc) = n-*fc-*'-1(_ i) r [2- - *  E ^ 2r){(x - -
*= 1 j- 1
- 2E E « /ar)«*--w>
A small simulation was run to test the efficacy of the proposed window-size 
selection rule. Ten samples of size 500 were drawn from the extreme value density 
(f(x)  = exe-e*) with the aim of estimating the first derivative of this density,
/'(* ) = (l - e I )eI e
using the Gaussian kernel estimator. The optimal window-size in this case is 
asymptotic to
L 1 7 tt2 J
which assumes the value h* = 0.3608 when n = 500.
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Table 1 displays the selected window-size and the L 2 error of the correspond­
ing estim ato r for each replication. In Figure 1 we have p lo tted  CV (h) and the 
estim ate  of / '  based the selected window-size /i500 for two of the samples from 
Table 1. G raphs (a) and (b) perta in  to  replication 5 while graphs (c) and (d) 
perta in  to  replication 9. These particu lar samples were chosen to  depict “average 
case” perform ance of the density estim ators, since they produced the fifth and 
sixth lowest realisations of M i00(h i00) out of the  ten replications.
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Table 1: Values of /is00 and M 500 ( h t00) for extrem e 
value d a ta  (10 replications).
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Figure 1 (a) and (b): Typical least squares cross-validatory score function CV(/i) and estimate of 
the first derivative of the extreme value density with window-size chosen by minimising CV(/i). 
The curve in (a) is CV(h) based on a sample of size 500 of extreme value data. In (b) the broken 
curve is / ' ;  the unbroken curve is f i 00( - \h i00) where h i00 = 0.4808.
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Figure 1 (c) and (d): Typical least squares cross-validatory score function CV(/i) and estimate of 
the first derivative of the extreme value density with window-size chosen by minimising CV(/i). 
The curve in (c) is CV(h) based on a sample of size 500 of extreme value data. In (d) the broken 
curve is / ' ;  the unbroken curve is f'soo(-\hsoo) where hsoo = 0.4740.
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